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“Not all those who wander are lost.”

— J. R. R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring
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A B S T R A C T

Melanoma is the most dangerous form of skin cancer and it has a
very low survival rate when treated in advanced stages. However, the
prognosis is much more hopeful if it is detected in early stages. Der-
moscopy is a well known skin lesion visualization technique which
reveals many structural details that are hidden to the naked eye with-
out the need of taking a biopsy. There is an increasing interest in the
development of computer-aided systems to assist the clinicians in their
diagnosis of this form of cancer using dermoscopy. However, despite
of the many research efforts devoted to this matter, these systems have
not yet been incorporated into the daily clinical practice. One of the
underlying reasons for this lack of success is that most of the systems
simply provide a parallel diagnosis to the clinicians, which actually
does not help them in practice. Although very powerful in terms of
classification accuracy, most of these systems lack a clear understand-
ing of the main underlying factors and lesion properties that support
their final decision. This causes the clinicians not to trust the output of
these automatic systems.

In this Ph.D. Thesis, we have proposed two Computer-aided Diag-
nosis systems for early melanoma detection. Our first approach aims
to go beyond a simple diagnosis suggestion, to provide enriched in-
formation about its automatic diagnosis. We have designed a novel set
of clinical-based features, which are based on both dermoscopic struc-
tures and diagnosis criteria from dermoscopic algorithms. The medical
basis allows these features to show both competitive performance in
melanoma detection and at the same time good interpretability for
dermatologists. Moreover, we have focused on obtaining quantitative
measures of clinical criteria, which provides clinicians with additional
information to perform lesion diagnosis. In order to present this infor-
mation to the clinician, we have designed an automatic tool. It shows
the segmentation into the dermoscopic structures that are present in
the lesion, together with the weight of each structure-based expert on
the final decision and the features having stronger influence in the
decision of each expert.

The performance of the first system has been assessed in two scenar-
ios. On the one hand, we use a dataset containing difficult cases for
dermatologists, in order to emulate the behavior of our system in the
clinical practice of an expert clinician. In this case, it has been shown
that there is a boost in performance when combining our system with
the diagnosis of an expert dermatologist, which demonstrates the use-
fulness of the system as a support element to the decisions of derma-
tologists. On the other hand, our approach improves the performance



of quite a few competent methods from the state-of-the-art. Although
it provides results just close to those of CNN-based methods, it offers
an understandable interface for clinicians, so they can obtain comple-
mentary information and know the main reasons that led the system
to make its diagnostic decision.

Our second proposal is based on CNNs, since these algorithms have
shown to be more powerful than classical approaches in many Com-
puter Vision scenarios, including skin lesions diagnosis. Although their
interpretability is very limited in comparison with a classical system,
some efforts can be made in this direction so the systems become more
practical and not only better in terms of performance. According to this
idea, we have adapted the architecture of a typical image classification
network to incorporate dermoscopic structures explicitly, in order to
guarantee their contribution to the diagnosis suggestion. To this pur-
pose, we have used a structure segmentation network to obtain the
dermoscopic structure maps, which are then fed to a diagnosis net-
work. The diagnosis network considers both the original dermoscopic
image and the structure maps, and yields a diagnosis proposal.

The proposed segmentation network is able to learn from both strong
and weak labels, using a hybrid loss function. In our experiments, we
have checked the segmentation performance using different propor-
tions of strong and weak labels. The results show that, once a minimum
number of strongly-labeled examples are gathered, the rest of the ef-
fort can be allocated to obtaining weakly-labeled samples. Weak labels
are cheap to obtain for a dermatologist, while strong labels are much
more costly. This implies that the cost of building a database for der-
moscopic structure segmentation should be reduced. With a correct
balance between weak and strong labels, the performance would not be
significantly affected.

Regarding the diagnosis network, it is formed by a main network,
which receives the dermoscopic image of the lesion, and an auxiliary
network that gets the structure segmentations and builds feature rep-
resentations to incorporate this information at several selected loca-
tions of the main network. Our experimental results show that the
proposed method provides better average results than a selected set
of state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, it also outperforms two rele-
vant ensemble-based methods from the ISIC challenge (an important
international contest on melanoma diagnosis using dermoscopic im-
ages), which suggests that the diagnosis information embedded into
the dermoscopic structures is not properly inferred by the learned fea-
tures of general purpose architectures, even for very complex models.
Moreover, the proposed system improves the results of other state-of-
the-art methods in terms of specificity at 95% sensitivity, which is a
performance measure well adapted to the practical daily problem of
filtering benign lesions for having the doctors focused on suspicious
lesions.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

In this chapter, we present the basic context to understand the prob-
lem, which lies in the family of CAD systems. We first provide a brief
description of the basic steps followed in this particular task, together
with the particularities that arise in melanoma diagnosis, as the main
topic of this work (Section 1.1). Then, the main goals and contribu-
tions of this work are described, along with a guide with the organi-
zation of the document (Section 1.4).

1.1 computer aided diagnosis systems for melanoma de-
tection

Computer-aided Diagnosis systems aim to help the clinician in the
analysis of medical data. During the last decade, many CAD systems
have appeared in a number of medical fields: automatic mammogra-
phy tumor detection [6], Alzheimer disease status classification [242],
tissue growth simulation to help clinicians in their studies [29], etc.
The set of processing steps that are applied to the data can be larger
or more complex depending on the problem, but, generally speaking,
a CAD system contains at least five stages (see Figure 1.1):

1. Image acquisition: medical imaging techniques intend to reveal
hidden details about the object, so the clinician counts with en-
hanced information. This often involves the use of frequency
bands out of the visible spectrum or at least some optic treat-
ment that improves visualization. The quality of this step is
highly determinant to the final result. Apart from the device
capabilities, it also has to do with the acquisition procedure. If
it is good, the required pre-processing would be minimum and
the image may pass cleanly to subsequent steps of the system.

2. Image pre-processing: this stage aims to correct all possible arti-
facts due to the acquisition stage, so as to enhance the image
properties for the remaining stages of the process. On one side,
these artifacts may degrade the quality of the subsequent seg-
mentation. On the other side, the processing should preserve
the image quality, so the features can represent what is truly
present on the images.

3. Image segmentation: medical images often capture an area where
only a particular region is relevant for the clinicians. Then, an
automatic system has to be able to distinguish where those tar-
get regions are and isolate them from the remaining pixels. In
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this context, segmentation aims to obtain the mask containing
the objects that are relevant for a specific task. A correct segmen-
tation mask assures the posterior processing is not background
dependent, which improves the robustness of the system.

4. Feature extraction: in this step, the region of interest in the image
is summarized into a set of descriptors that aim to describe its
visual properties. Medical knowledge is highly valuable here, as
clinical criteria can be translated into numeric features, which
would be potentially discriminant. Other more general descrip-
tors that work well in other fields may be added to extend the
lesion parameterization as well.

5. Diagnosis suggestion: the descriptor vectors feed a classifier that,
hopefully, separates benign cases from malignant. As the true
goal of these systems is to help clinicians on their decisions,
the system is intended to offer additional information, instead
of being limited to a simple diagnosis suggestion. For example,
some descriptors may replicate those observed by clinicians in
standardized procedure; or the most relevant descriptors for the
system’s decision can be highlighted for the clinician. However,
the interpretation of the output of the system is not usually
straightforward.

Several proposals have been made in the field of dermatology, where
the early diagnosis of melanoma takes central importance due to var-
ious reasons. Melanoma is the most aggressive form of skin cancer,
as suggested by recent studies [10]. But it is also true that the early
removal of melanoma prevents frequently from metastasis and offers
a much more hopeful prognosis [229]. Specifically, melanocytes are
the cells in charge of melanin generation, so melanocytic lesions are
usually characterized by abnormal proliferations of melanin. These
overpigmented areas of the skin are visible to the eye and they are
generally known as moles. Then, the acquisition process may be lim-
ited to take close pictures of the lesions with a good quality camera,
known as clinical images. However, dermatologists strongly benefit
from the use of specialized visualization devices called dermoscopes
(see Section A.5.2), which offer an enriched visualization of the un-
derlying structures of the lesion. Specifically, these devices are able
to remove the reflections from the outer layers of the epidermis, re-
vealing details from inner layers (see Figure 1.2). By making use of
these dermoscopic images, clinicians can improve their diagnosis per-
formance by 5-30% [167]. In order to make CAD systems benefit from
that enhanced view, dermoscopic images are also preferred in CAD

systems. Indeed, they offer much better image quality and more con-
venient capture conditions: uniform illumination, and absence of skin
shines. In dermoscopy, images may contain hair, air bubbles, rulers
and other markers. These artifacts are generally easy to characterize,
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Figure 1.1: Block diagram of a CAD system.

as they have distinctive properties with respect to the skin or the le-
sion.

Dermoscopes are able to capture the lesions at a very close distance,
but most of the times there is a part of the image covered by healthy
skin. This skin is irrelevant for the diagnosis, so dermoscopic features
are restricted to the lesion area. Segmentation aims to outline the
lesion region to assure that only the relevant pixels are used in the
characterization of the lesion.

Feature extraction is mostly based on dermoscopic structures, as
they comprise the main source of information for experts. Some struc-
tures are relevant by themselves, so their only presence can be con-
sidered an indicator of suspicious lesion. Others reflect benignity or
malignancy depending on the relative area they cover or their spa-
tial arrangement. The features computed by the system aim to model
these characteristics so they are both interpretable by the clinician
and potentially useful for the diagnosis, as they are based in clini-
cal knowledge. Besides, other Computer Vision (CV) descriptors that
work well in other tasks may be used to expand the representation of
the lesion.

This work focuses on feature extraction and melanoma detection,
with a special interest in using medical knowledge to improve the
performance of automatic systems, and also provide additional infor-
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(a) Clinical image (b) Dermoscopic image

Figure 1.2: A dysplastic nevus shown through (a) clinical photography and
(b) polarized-light contact dermoscopy [32]. This type of dermo-
scope has to be placed in contact with the lesion by applying
a small pressure, which explains the slight deformation. Der-
moscopy shows an enhanced visualization of the lesion. For ex-
ample: a richer set of brown shades is uncovered, which is indica-
tive of melanin’s presence at different depths; grid-like structures
appear on the border of the lesion (see Section A.6).

mation to the clinicians whenever this is possible. For a more detailed
review of the other steps of the sequence, the reader is referred to [21,
48].

1.2 context and motivation

Melanoma is the most dangerous form of skin cancer, as it has a
very low survival rate when treated in advanced stages [10]. How-
ever, the prognosis is much more hopeful if it is detected at an early
development level [229]. Dermoscopy is a well extended skin lesion
visualization technique which reveals many texture details that are
hidden to the naked eye. These textures are correlated with under-
lying cell structures that are histopathologically analyzed to give the
definitive diagnostic decision about the skin lesion. This close relation
with histopathologic analysis places dermoscopy as a non-invasive
technique that may reveal the malignancy signs of a melanoma in its
early stages. Therefore, there is an increasing interest on the develop-
ment of automatic systems helping clinicians to detect this form of
cancer using dermoscopy. However, despite of the many research ef-
forts devoted to this matter, these systems are not yet incorporated to
the everyday clinical practice. One of the underlying reasons for such
a lack of acceptance lies in the fact that most of the systems simply
provide a parallel diagnosis to the clinicians. This is a source of confu-
sions for specialists, as they are not able to access the reasons that took
the system to obtain its diagnosis suggestion and thus to consider this
information in their diagnostic decision. A system whose diagnosis
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proposal comes along with interpretable information substantiating
its diagnosis suggestion would benefit from higher acceptance.

CAD systems are able to help in several stages of medical care.
Primary health-care clinicians have a more general background and,
therefore, they are not experts in skin lesions. A CAD system may help
these physicians in the identification of suspicious lesions that should
be examined by an expert. This would improve the rates of early de-
tection of melanoma. In the case of dermatology students, or even
dermatologist who are learning to interpret dermoscopic images, an
automated system may assist them in the identification of dermo-
scopic structures and other clinical parameters. In the case of experts,
CAD systems may provide quantitative measures of clinical criteria
as features. Repeatability can be improved and the clinician may use
the feature values as complementary information. Besides, the sys-
tem may also provide the expert with an interface, so those reasons
behind the automatic suggestion can be known by the experts and
judged in the light of their experience. Unfortunately, for some sys-
tems that actually learn the features, such as Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) [21], this is not straightforward. In these cases, how-
ever, the explicit introduction of medical knowledge may improve the
performance of the system, as it is not clear that the features learned
by the system resemble the medical criteria.

1.3 objectives

The main goals of this work can be summarized in the following
points:

1. Design a CAD system for the early diagnosis of melanoma that
also shows an interpretable interface to the clinician, not only
providing a diagnosis suggestion but also the underlying rea-
sons that support the decision. It has to use dermoscopic im-
ages and be restricted to classify melanocytic skin lesions. A set
of clinical-based features will be computed from the images to
feed the system, using knowledge from dermoscopic structures
and diagnosis algorithms.

2. Study the performance of CNNs in the task of automatic der-
moscopic structure segmentation using several levels of super-
vision. This family of algorithms has already shown promising
results in many Computer Vision tasks, and we expect a similar
behavior for this problem.

3. Design methods to incorporate the obtained automated segmen-
tations in a classification network, for the purpose of adapting
a conventional network to the problem of melanoma detection.
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4. Evaluation and assessment of the proposed methods, in order
to analyze their potential applications in CAD.

1.4 scientific contributions

The objectives presented above lead to two different proposed sys-
tems. The first one is a features-based system which shows an under-
standable interface to be used by dermatologists in clinical practice.
This system has the following contributions:

• We have designed a novel set of clinical-based features, which
are based on both dermoscopic structures and diagnosis criteria
from dermoscopic algorithms. The medical basis allows these
features to show both competitive performance in melanoma
detection and at the same time good interpretability for derma-
tologists. Moreover, we have focused on obtaining quantitative
measures of clinical criteria, which provides clinicians with ad-
ditional information to perform lesion diagnosis.

• An automatic tool that offers a probabilistic output as a diag-
nosis suggestion, which is accompanied by an uncertainty mea-
sure associated with that decision. It also incorporates the seg-
mentation into the dermoscopic structures that are present in
the lesion, together with the weight of each structure on the fi-
nal decision and the features having stronger influence in the
diagnosis suggestion. We think that this tool can be useful for
both experts and non-experts in dermoscopy. For experts, the
tool provides additional data to assist them on daily practice.
For non-experts, the system holds the individual analyses of
previous cases, which can be used as a practical training tool,
giving a thorough description about a clinical case, including
the dermoscopic structure segmentations and the features that
have a higher influence in the diagnosis suggestion.

The second proposed system is completely based on CNNs, since
these algorithms have shown to be more powerful than classical ap-
proaches in many Computer Vision scenarios, including skin lesions
diagnosis. However, we hypothesize that an image classification net-
work is not completely able to infer the information of the dermo-
scopic structures, at least with the reduced size of the currently avail-
able databases. Since we believe in the diagnostic value of the dermo-
scopic structures, we have designed a procedure to make them explic-
itly participate in the final decision, in order to make the most of this
knowledge. To this purpose, we train a segmentation network to ob-
tain structure segmentation maps and a diagnosis network to classify
the lesions. This diagnosis network receives the original dermoscopic
image, and the structure maps from the segmentation network, re-
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turning a diagnosis suggestion. Concretely, the system presents these
contributions:

• We build a segmentation network that is able to train from an
heterogeneous set of strongly- and weakly-annotated samples,
with differentiated loss functions for each label type. This net-
work is used to analyze to what extent weak labels can replace
strong labels. We show that a combination of the two types of la-
bels is able to closely match the performance of a network fully
trained with strong labels.

• A diagnosis network is designed to learn from lesion images
and their corresponding segmented structures, which consists
of two subnetworks: a main network receives the dermoscopic
images and an auxiliary network uses structure segmentations
to learn scalers that are applied at specific points of the main
network. Thus, the auxiliary network learns to modify feature
representations from intermediate layers of the main network,
in order to incorporate dermoscopic structures information in
the diagnosis suggestion.

1.5 document organization

In this section, we outline the structure of the document and summa-
rize the content of each chapter.

Chapter 2 describes the state-of-the-art in melanocytic skin lesion
classification and structure segmentation. First, we analyze the evolu-
tion of features in melanoma diagnosis systems and also the different
techniques to fuse this information in order to obtain the final diag-
nosis suggestion. Then, we review the existing strategies in seman-
tic segmentation, with a special focus on learning from image-level
(weak) annotations.

Chapter 3 presents the first of the two proposed CAD systems. It
is a supervised system that outputs a diagnosis suggestion, together
with an enriched interface that shows the main reasons of the deci-
sion and its level of confidence. The system is oriented to detect and
characterize the dermoscopic structures, which are key to determine
the malignancy of the lesion in daily clinical practice. The features of
the system are designed to describe each of these structures, so they
are easily interpretable by the dermatologist. Each set of structure-
specific features feeds an expert system, which determines diagnosis
according to the structure information. The experts’ outputs are gath-
ered through a late fusion scheme that provides the final diagnosis
suggestion.

In Chapter 4, the experimentation for the assessment of the first pro-
posed system is detailed. Here, the performance of the system is eval-
uated in two datasets, representing two different scenarios: the first
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one uses lesions having quintessential examples of the dermoscopic
structures, which is easier than clinical practice but shows to what
extent the features are modelling the structures; the second dataset
gathers clinical cases that are doubtful for dermatologists, which re-
flects the expected performance of the system in true clinical practice.
When our system is combined with the decisions of an expert der-
matologist, the joint performance significantly improves the perfor-
mance of the clinician. This is a clear sign of the potential usefulness
of our approach in daily clinical practice. Moreover, a thorough anal-
ysis of the selected features for each individual expert is carried out,
relating the results to known dermoscopic criteria.

Chapter 5 contains the description of the second proposed diag-
nosis system, which is completely based on CNNs. In order to feed
the system with clinically-based dermoscopic structure information,
we have designed a procedure to make dermoscopic structures par-
ticipate in the final decision. To that purpose, we train a segmenta-
tion network to obtain structure segmentation maps and a diagnosis
network to classify the lesions. This diagnosis network receives the
original dermoscopic image, and the structure maps from the seg-
mentation network, returning a diagnosis suggestion.

In Chapter 6, we assess the performance of the proposed CNN-
based approach. On the one side, we study the ability of the segmen-
tation network to obtain good performance when training with a few
strongly-annotated samples and many weakly-annotated instances.
Specifically, we observe the performance of the network trained with
different proportions of weak and strong labels, in order to determine
if there is a point where not all strong labels are needed to obtain good
segmentation results. On the other side, the performance impact of
the auxiliary network is assessed and then the complete diagnosis
network is comparatively evaluated with respect to other state-of-the-
art systems.

We summarize the main conclusions obtained in different parts
of the document in Chapter 7, and outline possible future lines of
research as well.

Finally, Appendix A provides the clinical view of the problem of
melanoma diagnosis. We present an explanation of the basic working
principles of dermoscopy, which is the most extended visualization
tool for skin lesion visualization and the one that is used in this study.
This technique provides an enhanced view of the lesion, where der-
moscopic structures reveal details about the underlying organization
of the tumor. After a brief description of the most common dermo-
scopic structures, the steps of the clinical diagnosis process are re-
viewed to understand the role of CAD systems in this field. Also, some
diagnosis algorithms used by dermatologists are explained, because
of the valuable insights they provide for feature extraction.



2
S TAT E O F T H E A RT

In this chapter, we present the advances of CAD systems using dermo-
scopic images. The chapter is structured in three main blocks. Each
of them is summarized in the following paragraphs.

In Section 2.1, we analyze the features and architectures used in
Computer-aided Diagnosis systems for early melanoma detection. The
different types of features used in this kind of systems are analyzed
in Section 2.1.1. Sometimes, it is possible to take advantage from fea-
tures that are known to perform well in other CV tasks, as they are
general enough to be reused (see Section 2.1.1.1). However, CAD sys-
tems tend to work with very specific images, and the visual patters
are highly dependent on the task as well. This increases the interest in
clinical knowledge, which can be highly valuable in designing good
features. Moreover, as the descriptors are grounded on information
from experts, the descriptors themselves are interpretable and serve
well the purpose of CAD systems (see Section 2.1.1.2). Recently, the
introduction of CNNs in CAD systems has added a new possibility:
learning the features directly from the images in a supervised man-
ner. This has brought a significant performance gain with respect to
hand-crafted feature-based systems (see Section 2.1.1.3), but the inter-
pretability of CNN-based systems is more difficult. The architecture of
the system is also relevant to design systems that offer understand-
able information for clinicians. For example, it is possible to retrieve
the features that led the system take its diagnosis suggestion, so the
clinician can decide if they are relevant or not. The different architec-
tural options are thoroughly analyzed in Section 2.1.2.

Section 2.2 presents a review of works in dermoscopic structure
segmentation and some background in weak learning strategies for
semantic segmentation. The importance of dermoscopic structures in
the final decision has inspired many works of automatic detection,
with the aim of incorporating this knowledge to CAD systems (see
Section 2.2.3 for a review on dermoscopic structure segmentation).
However, the manual segmentation of structure regions is time con-
suming for the clinicians. Image-level annotations reveal the struc-
tures present in a lesion without specifying where they are. These
annotations are much easier to obtain by a dermatologist, so the lack
of complete information can be compensated with a larger number of
images. As common supervised segmentation algorithms learn from
full annotations, they need to be adapted to work with partial in-
formation and accept weak annotations. These ideas are reviewed in
Section 2.2.2.
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Dermoscopic structures are quite relevant to the diagnostic deci-
sion of the clinician, thus including this information in the design of
a CAD system makes it more interpretable and may bring an addi-
tional increment in performance. This is also possible in the case of
CNN-based system. Although a supervised feature learning is able to
find out a lot of information from images, it is not guaranteed that
dermoscopic structure information is suitably learned from the im-
ages. This has been demonstrated in several works (see Section 2.3).

2.1 problem parameterization

Computer-aided Diagnosis systems rely on the analysis of clinical
information to build an automatic model capable of discriminating
between benign and malignant cases. The intended output of such a
model is an automatic diagnosis which assists the clinicians in their
decisions. Generally, the higher the interpretability of the system, the
higher the clinician’s interest in it. But this is not always possible,
as performance plays an important role as well. The task can be
faced from different perspectives, depending on the amount of clini-
cal knowledge that is incorporated to the algorithms. In this section,
we analyze the features used in studies about melanoma detection
(Section 2.1.1) and also the considered architectures (Section 2.1.2).

2.1.1 Features in CAD systems for melanoma detection

An image-based CAD system receives an image as input and returns
a diagnosis suggestion. After image acquisition, we need to deal with
feature extraction. See Figure 2.1 for a visual summary of features
types for melanoma detection. The discussion below explains the
graph, in order to help the understanding of the proposed organi-
zation of features types.

Feature-based systems represent dermoscopic images as a vector
of image descriptors, preserving the information relevant to the diag-
nosis. As the features are manually designed to describe a particular
aspect of the skin lesion, they are denoted as hand-crafted features. The
first strategy is to use well-known features that have been proved to
be useful in other tasks. The problem can be usually associated with
a more general task for which many descriptors are known to do a
good job, denoted as generic features in Figure 2.1 (see Section 2.1.1.1).
However, clinicians are more interested in interpretable systems, so
they can understand the reasons that led the system to suggest a
particular diagnosis. The features based on the knowledge of these ex-
perts are represented in Figure 2.1 as clinical features. With some previ-
ous knowledge of dermoscopic diagnosis algorithms, generic features
can be adapted to the problem, and simple dermoscopic criteria can
be easily modeled. This is shown in Figure 2.1 as Global clinical features.
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Lesion
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Hand-crafted
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Learned features
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Global
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(2.1.1.2)
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(2.1.1.2)

Generic

Medical-oriented

Figure 2.1: Features types classification for lesion description.

The advantage is that subjective concepts are made quantitative, and
the clinician receives additional information. In Section 2.1.1.2, this
option is explored. Features based on clinical diagnostic criteria are
able to perform very well, but the morphological structures of skin le-
sions are the true basis of dermoscopy, so their automatic recognition
is highly convenient for a CAD system. After that, a subsequent step is
required to analyze this information and characterize the appearance
of each structure, leading to local structure features (see Figure 2.1).

Conversely, features can be learned from the data through the use
of deep networks. CNNs are essentially feature extractors. They build
a visual feature extractor that grows in complexity and abstraction
as the number of layers increases. Thus, it is possible to fine-tune a
general-purpose network for melanoma detection and obtain good
performance with minimal adjustments. The works that chose this
strategy are referred as generic in Figure 2.1. However, it is possible to
use clinical knowledge to adapt network architectures for melanoma
detection (denoted as medical oriented CNN-based algorithms in Sec-
tion 2.1.1.3). These two uses of deep networks are also considered in
Figure 2.1.
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2.1.1.1 Generic features

There are many features in CV that are general enough to perform
well in a wide variety of scenarios involving visual information. Given
that there is some knowledge about how these descriptors work and
what is their purpose, it is usually easy to identify many problems
where these features fit and, hopefully, perform well. In general, these
features describe the lesion from a global perspective. Region of Inter-
est (ROI) segmentation is required as a previous step, so there are no
background pixels involved in feature computation (e.g. skin pixels
surrounding the lesion).

Shape features aim to summarize the information contained in the
outline of the lesion. This characteristic is not fully informative on
its own, so it is normally attached to descriptors from other families.
Some works that look for simplicity use the area, equivalent diameter
or perimeter [49] and also the convex hull and the central invariant
moments to make the descriptors invariant to scale and rotation [68,
118, 239]. Garnavi et al. [74] also include several compacity and shape
irregularity measures.

Color features are designed to describe the tonal gamut of the le-
sion. This characterization relies on global histogram-based central
moments like mean, variance or skewness and also entropy, to mea-
sure the variety of colors [66, 74, 202, 219]. The statistics are computed
from the RGB and HSV colorspaces. Instead, Barata et al. [24] propose
a concatenation of color histograms from different colorspaces to de-
scribe more accurately the global color characterization of lesions.

Texture features intend to capture the interactions among the le-
sion pixels and the spatial arrangement of its low-level constituent
parts. The Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) [86] is a broadly
adopted descriptor from which second order textural statistics can be
extracted. It is used to characterize the global texture of the lesion
after it is segmented from the skin. The GLCM descriptor consists on a
cross-table registering the frequency of the co-occurrence of two spe-
cific pixel values at a given offset. The offset is a parameter that has
to be given and it can follow any direction. The pixel values are nor-
mally quantified to a smaller range to limit the size of the GLCM and
reduce its sparsity. Generally, several matrices are computed, using
offsets in different directions to get a richer texture description [183,
202, 240] or they can be combined to get rotation invariance. There
is also a set of statistics that summarize the information contained in
the GLCM, such as contrast, correlation, energy, entropy, inverse differ-
ence moment and some others. They are computed from the values
of the GLCM and model a particular aspect of the texture, so they are
more interpretable than the values of the GLCM itself. These derived
statistics are used in many works [50, 66, 68, 141, 186, 188, 219].

Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [223] was a recent choice in melanoma
diagnosis when using general features [118, 141, 188]. It offers invari-
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ance against illumination changes when these are uniform and low
computational complexity. The intuition is to define a local patch tak-
ing a central pixel and a spatial neighborhood around it. Each neigh-
bor is then compared with the central pixel, returning 0 when the
luminance is lower and 1 when it is higher. The result is coded as a
binary pattern that characterizes the local texture of the patch. The
same operation is performed through the whole ROI. A histogram
capturing the frequency of each pattern is computed with the binary
strings of the patches, which is the final descriptor. Riaz et a. [178]
use a more expressive variation of this technique, called Local Mesh
Patterns, which includes Gabor filters [230] to compute the textural
information. Another interesting variation is proposed by Fonseca et
al. They use the variance to adjust the weight of each LBP during
histogram computation [70].

A complementary point of view in the analysis of texture infor-
mation inside the lesion has been explored using fractal theory [65].
Fractal Dimension is a measure of geometrical structure that obtains
the degree of self-similarity of an object at different scales. The con-
cept can be adapted to dermoscopic images by considering the lesion
as a volume where the height at each pixel position is determined by
its luminance value. Then, the volume is approximated with a set of
prisms of square basis. The scale ϵ determines the size of the basis.
The fractal dimension is then computed as the slope of the log plot
of area vs. scale. Huei et al. [118] modeled the textural complexity of
the whole lesion through several descriptors derived from this con-
cept. Conversely, Chatterjee et al. [50] characterized the complexity
of the lesion boundary.

Wavelet analysis offers a more advanced framework to perform tex-
ture analysis. Wavelets are mathematical tools that allow representing
signals as a weighted combination of base functions. The difference
with Fourier methods lies in the analysis of the signal at multiple res-
olutions. Fourier base functions are complex exponentials that spread
to infinity, so they are not very convenient to describe a transitory sig-
nal. Instead, wavelets use a dilated or contracted version of a finite
base function to analyze the signal at different scales. The procedure
allows to approximate signals localized in time or containing sharp
discontinuities or localized in time with a small set of coefficients.
The intuition is to select a wavelet prototype function, called a mother
wavelet and perform a two-fold analysis: a low-pass filtered version of
the signal is obtained from the analysis with a dilated, low frequency
version of the mother wavelet; a high-pass filtered version results from
using a contracted version of the original wavelet. This subdivision is
continued from each new low frequency version until a specific level
of detail is reached, obtaining a decomposition in octave bands. This
is the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). A common modification of
this transform that is frequent on texture analysis is called the Wavelet
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Packet Transform (WPT). In this case, the division is also applied to
the high-pass filtered version of each step. The result is a decomposi-
tion into equal-width intervals instead of octaves. The number of sub-
bands increase with the analysis level. Garnavi et al. [74] proposed
a tree-structured wavelet decomposition to capture the properties of
both the overall texture and the detailed texture of the lesion. As each
component of the tree decomposition is a new image containing the
information of a specific resolution, each of them is summarized us-
ing a set of statistics. Then, a ranker search method is used to find
the best subset of features to perform automatic diagnosis. Surowka
et al. [203] also followed the idea of characterizing the global texture
of a lesion, but using wavelet packets. They tested a set of wavelet
functions with different properties, then selected the best models and
finally trained an ensemble classifier using the selected wavelet de-
compositions. Instead, Chatterjee et al. [51] proposed a combination
of the wavelet packets representation and fractal texture analysis to
charaterize the border of the lesion. The boundary is reconstructed
with different levels of detail using the wavelet decomposition and
then, each of the resulting border series is summarized with sta-
tistical descriptors such as mean, variance, skewness or kurtosis. A
more powerful strategy was followed by Sadri et al. [187], who apply
Fixed Grid Wavelet Networks (FGWN) to the task of image enhance-
ment, segmentation and diagnosis. FGWN are neural networks using
wavelets as an activation functions. The set of wavelets is fixed, so
only the weights need to be learned. The learning phase consists on
determining the optimum subset of wavelets that are really signifi-
cant in the task, as the initial grid contains an over-complete basis of
functions. A selection of texture, color and shape features is fed to the
FGWN to get the diagnosis suggestions.

As dermoscopic structures are key in the diagnosis of a melanocytic
skin lesion, models based on Bag of Visual Words (BoVW) were ex-
plored, in order to model the different textures appearing in a lesion
with this well known general framework. BoVW describes an image as
an unordered collection of visual words. The visual words have very
well suited properties, like scale and rotation invariance, and that is
why this technique was state of the art in object and scene recogni-
tion before the introduction of CNNs. This strategy takes as input a set
of local patch descriptors taken from the images in the dataset and
returns a codebook, containing the set of visual words that were in-
ferred from the data. With this codebook, an image can be described
as a histogram of visual words. This is much more helpful, as the
description of the image depends on the presence of a set of visual
words that are robust. The framework consists of several steps: first,
an interest points detector selects local regions that are discriminant
and very informative at their specific scale and stable under global
perturbations; then, this set of keypoints is described by a local patch
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that is carefully selected to be robust against illumination changes,
rotation, translation and, to some extent, viewpoint changes. Some
low-level features can appear in many images with small variations,
so, for the sake of robustness and generalization, they are clustered
into groups (codewords). The codebook is created from the cluster-
ing and with this tool, an image or crop can be summarized as a
histogram of visual words. Barata et al. [24] compared the perfor-
mance of a system trained with global features and another trained
with local features following a BoVW framework. Each patch is charac-
terized with HOG and color histograms. The experimentation shows
that local features slightly improve global features. The same BoVW

strategy was followed by Alfed et al. [4], but using an improved color
description adding color moments. Instead of color characterization,
Bi et al. [37] used BoVW with data augmentation by rotating and blur-
ring the images, to increase lesion variability in a small dataset. The
codebook creation in these works is made by K-means clustering and
each lesion is described with a histogram. This method is limited be-
cause of hard quantization and loss of spatial information. Fornaciali
et al. [71] used an extension of BoVW that performs a density-based
pooling strategy, so the distribution information is preserved when
creating the codebook. They proposed Spacial Circular Pooling (SCP)
to preserve some spatial information of the lesion when extracting
the features. A more complex approach was followed in the work
of Yao et al. [236], where a sparse representation of the lesions is
presented. This sparsity is achieved by the creation of several dictio-
naries: a shared dictionary models the common features of benign
and malignant lesions and a set of class-specific dictionaries are built
for diagnosis as they contain the discriminative features of the con-
sidered classes.

2.1.1.2 Clinical features

Although generic features play their role, clinicians prefer features
that are more related to what they really look for in dermoscopic im-
ages. As previously mentioned, the features based on expert knowl-
edge can be divided into two groups (see Figure 2.1): global clinical
features and local structure features. The first group aims to obtain quan-
titative versions of simple clinical criteria, while the second is focused
on the characterization of each dermoscopic structure present on the
lesion.

global clinical features : A more knowledge-based strategy
in designing CAD systems addresses the use of features based on clin-
ical criteria. The benefits are two-fold: first, the features have poten-
tially good performance, as they try to model directly the aspects of
the lesion that are relevant from a diagnosis point of view; second, the
system is more interpretable, so the clinician does not need to know
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the basis of any generic CV algorithm to understand the meaning of
the feature.

The ABCD rule of dermoscopy (see Section A.7.1) defines four der-
moscopic criteria that are easy to identify: asymmetry, border, color and
dermoscopic structures. This set of diagnosis criteria is targeted for non-
specialists and so it is an interesting source of easy-to-implement fea-
tures. The features that come from these rules are normally added
to a larger set of generic features. This normally implies an increase
in performance, as the two groups carry complementary information.
The following paragraphs show the translation of each dermoscopic
parameter into implemented systems. Note how later works approxi-
mate more and more accurately the dermoscopic crteria.

Asymmetry: This parameter is clinically studied according to shape,
color and structures distribution. A bulk of features with the aim of
describing each of these traits is designed with different approxima-
tions to the concept. Shape asymmetry is quantized using the mask
of the lesion, obtained from manual or automatic segmentation. Most
of the works first compute the ellipse that best fits the mask to deter-
mine the major and minor axes of symmetry. Each axis divides the
lesion into two halves, one of them is flipped against the other and
the ratio of non-overlapped area over lesion area is obtained. This
can be done for the two axes [138, 182, 194, 197], retrieving two dif-
ferent asymmetry features, or just the mean of those two values [74,
195, 218] as a single asymmetry feature. Color asymmetry has also
been treated using different approximations. Once again, the axes
are obtained from the ellipse that best fits the binary mask of the
lesion. Then, the most straightforward strategy involves the compu-
tation of a histogram to represent the color distribution of the halves
at each side of a symmetry axis. The two parts can be compared us-
ing histogram intersection [246] or chi-square distance [195]. Another
proposal that is closer to the clinical algorithm starts from splitting
the lesion into square cells. Each cell is described by the mean color
of its pixels. The asymmetry is evaluated by computing the average
of the distances between symmetric cells in both axes [99]. A more
accurate option involves the initial segmentation of the six accepted
colors of the ABCD rule. This is performed by first clustering the
pixels of the lesion into the recognized colors. Then, a shape asym-
metry is computed for each of the color masks and the average is
taken as the mean color asymmetry [151, 197]. Structure asymmetry
is assessed both comparing the similarity of textural descriptors and
explicitly identifying the structures for subsequent analysis of their
symmetric distribution. In the first case, luminance statistics [99] or
texture descriptors like GLCMs and wavelets [212] are proposed as a
direct application of low-level descriptors. In the second case, there is
an initial structure detection step followed by asymmetry estimation.
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Zortea et al. [246] explored texture asymmetry by computing the two
normal asymmetries for rotated versions of the gray-level image. For
a fixed position of the lesion, they define the two axes as a horizontal
and a vertical line that cross the center of mass of the mask. Then, the
sum of the absolute differences between symmetric pixels according
to each axis define the two asymmetry measures for that orientation.
The operation is repeated for different rotations with respect to the
center of mass of the lesion mask. The measures are sorted and the
pair giving the lowest average score is taken as the asymmetry mea-
sure. Asymmetry of globular structure was quantized in [137]. The
distribution of distances from a globule to the center of the lesion is
computed so lesions with peripheral or central globules can be dis-
tinguished from lesions with a more diverse distribution. Also, they
measure the difference between the number of globules at each side
of the primary axis of the lesion.

Border: This parameter refers to the clinical evaluation of the
lesion-skin transition along the boundary. In CAD systems, the task is
addressed from different perspectives. Maglogiannis et al [139] pro-
posed the computation of the gradient along the boundary of the
lesion and then the extraction of a set of statistics to summarize the in-
formation. A similar strategy was followed by Vasconcelos et al. [212],
who used statistics to characterize the skin and lesion sides of the bor-
der and then computed ratios to analyze the strength of the transition.
Mete et al. [151] used an active contour-based algorithm to determine
the border of the lesion automatically. This method is used with two
different parameterizations, so in the first case the mask does not con-
tain any skin region and in the second case the lesion mask is more
conservative and encloses the lesion with some margin. When these
two areas are similar, the border is abrupt as both masks tend to have
the same area. However, when the two areas are different there is
some space between the restricted boundary and the extended bor-
der, meaning the transition is gradual and so, the border is not sharp.
To match the clinical procedure, the lesion is traversed with 4 axes
that split the lesion into 8 pieces, so the border can be assessed in
each of the fragments. A more powerful approach was developed by
Day et al. [171]. They start from the lesion mask and extract its bound-
ary. A set of radial segments are traced, and pixel values belonging
to each segment are taken from the gray-level image. In so doing,
each segment contains an approximation of the gradient of the lesion
border in a particular position of the boundary. Then, a threshold is
selected to determine if the border at each segment is sharp or not,
matching the clinical procedure of the ABCD rule. An improvement
of this method was suggested by Grana et al. [81]. Here, the direc-
tion of the border gradient is estimated directly from the pixels of the
boundary, instead of tracing radial segments. This results in a border
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gradient that is always normal to the direction of the boundary (see
Figure 2.2). Then, a set of statistics are computed to reflect the average
behavior of the border and its variability.

(a)
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Figure 2.2: Example of lesion border descriptor. (a) Normal segments are
distributed through the boundary of the lesion. (b) Regression
line from the luminance samples of one of the segments. Lesion
from [144].

Color: It consists in identifying the presence or absence of 6 dif-
ferent shades of the ABCD rule (white, red, light-brown, dark-brown,
black and blue-gray). In order to compute descriptors from color in-
formation, first a segmentation method is used to find the lesion areas
where each of the 6 considered colors are present. The segmentation
methods can be based on clustering [72, 151, 197], classification [246]
or, otherwise, the color spectrum regions for the considered colors
are defined “a priori” and each pixel is labeled with the closest region
centroid [99, 195, 205]. In general, the preferred colorspace is Lab, as
euclidean distances have here a correspondence with the perceived
color difference. Starting from this segmentation into the 6 colors of
the ABCD rule, some features are computed from the pixels of the
same color. A minimum percentage of relative area covered by the
color is defined, and any color that exceeds the threshold counts as a
present color [151, 195, 197, 205]. To be more expressive, the percent-
age of the lesion area occupied by each color can be also considered
as a feature [27, 72, 197, 205, 246]

Presence of basic dermoscopic structures: This criterion involves
the identification of pigmented network, homogeneous pigmentation,
streaks, dots and globules. Following the dermoscopic rule, Kasmi et
al. [99] used a method to detect pigmented network [154] and com-
pute geometric features from the structure mask. Besides, there are
some works exploring pigmented network characterization beyond
simple region geometry. For example, Sánchez et al. [197] searched
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for the network holes using filtering and thresholding with the Otsu’s
method. After a post-processing to remove false holes, they use a
graph-based approximation to detect the network comparing the amount
of edges and nodes in the candidate region. If it is present, the com-
puted values are extracted as features. The number of features was
expanded by Abuzaghleh et al. [3]. They first detect the pigmented
network through directional filters conformed by a difference of Gaus-
sians. The bank of filter responses is combined into a single output
image using max-pooling. Then, the network is described with the
relative area covered by the structure and the total number of holes
normalized by the lesion area and the network area. Vasconcelos et
al. [212] extended the set of detected structures to dots, globules,
streaks and homogeneous. A group of statistics are computed from
the pixels inside the detection mask of each structure to characterize
it, so they can be added to other features to support the diagnosis
suggestion.

local structure features : Dermoscopic structures are the vi-
sual result of the actual arrangement of melanin, blood vessels and
scar-like tissue [13]. These structures have been defined by expert
dermatologists and play an important role in melanoma diagnosis.
The complete set of structures commonly considered was defined
in the pattern analysis method for skin lesion diagnosis [167], which
has been widely adopted by specialists due to its accurate results.
Other structure-based analysis algorithms are simplifications of this
one, considering a reduced set of textures or dermoscopic structures,
including those that are easier to identify and are only present in
melanocytic lesions. Following this approach, many works in the field
aimed to address the diagnosis problem by identifying a subset of tex-
tures which, in turn, are considered by a classification algorithm to
provide a diagnosis suggestion. Quite often, the goal was not only to
identify these structures but also to distinguish between their typical
and atypical versions. The following sections review the approaches
used to detect each structure. For a detailed description of the vi-
sual appearance of the dermoscopic structures, the interested reader
is referred to Section A.6. Here, we focus on describing automatic
methods to derive specific features for each structure.

Homogeneous pigment blotches: The structure refers to diffuse
pigmented areas in black, dark brown, light brown or blue-gray, de-
pending on the depth of melanin. Stoecker et al. [200] aimed to detect
and describe blotches to study its influence in diagnosis. They first fix
some thresholds in the RGB colorspace and then apply an area-based
post-processing to discard dots and globules as they are much smaller.
Then, each blotch is characterized by its eccentricity, relative size with
respect to the area of the lesion, and area-perimeter ratio. A classifier
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is fed with this information to assess the diagnostic relevance of this
information. This method was improved by Capdehourat et al. [45],
where they designed an algorithm to detect blotches and determine
their typical or atypical nature. The detection combines two thresh-
olding processes using the RGB colorspace and the luminance com-
ponent of the image. After detection, a blotch is classified as atypical
if it takes more than half of the lesion area or when it is far enough
from its center.

Color: This feature is present in many well known dermoscopic
algorithms (see Section A.7). For example, the presence of more colors
is related to higher potential malignancy in the ABCD rule, as well
as an asymmetric spatial distribution of the different colors. Sabbaghi
et al. [132] aimed to obtain a set of color-specific maps following this
categorization. Subsequently, a set of features were derived from the
color segmentations and combined with other location and texture
features to build an automatic diagnosis system.

Dots and globules: This structure represents oval or circular small
pigment aggregates having black to light brown color. One of the
studied problems was trying to discriminate between regular and ir-
regular globules. Regular globules have approximately the same size
and are uniformly distributed; they are a sign of benignity. However,
irregular globules are related to atypical and malignant lesions, they
tend to be irregularly distributed and vary in size. Korjakowska et
al. [97] try to automatically distinguish between these two groups, fur-
ther developing the enhancement and thresholding technique in [206].
The image is first sharpened with histogram equalization using the le-
sion pixels so the inner textures are highlighted. After binary thresh-
olding, the connected components are filtered to remove those that
are not circular enough. To determine the presence of regular or ir-
regular globules, the lesion is split into eight regions, where the num-
ber of globules and percentage of area covered are computed. These
features are given to a classifier that is trained to make the decision.

Pigmented network: This structure has an approximate visual ap-
pearance of a grid, where the mesh is darker than the cells. As it hap-
pens with dots and globules, some works try to distinguish between
typical and atypical networks. The distinction is very important in
Pattern analysis, as atypical network has more potential malignancy
than typical network. A network is defined as atypical when the lines
of the grid are wider and the cells are more irregular, but the differ-
entiation is difficult in non-extreme cases. Kropidlowski et al. [113]
addressed the simplified problem of classifying a set of lesions con-
taining pigmented network into typical and atypical using a wide set
of low-level textural features computed over the whole lesion. But it
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is more common to see typical/atypical classification as a second step
after network detection. Network regions were characterized using a
set of statistics [55], broad sets of features [166] or adapted computa-
tions to determine a predicted class. In the last case, it was assumed
a careful detection of the lines and cells of the network so they can
be quantified. Mean cell areas were measured [69], as well as cell
uniformity and density [28, 84].

Streaks: They are small pigmented lines appearing on the bound-
ary of the lesion that enter the skin with radial direction. From a di-
agnostic point of view, there is a distinction between observing this
structure along the whole boundary of the lesion or perceiving it
at some local positions. In the first case this is known as starburst
pattern, a sign of benignity. Conversely, the local presence is known
as streaks or irregular streaks and increases the malignant potential
of the lesion. A reasonable approximation is the use of general fea-
tures computed through the border of the lesion to discriminate be-
tween starburst pattern and streaks. This is the case of Kropidlowski
et al. [113], who proposed a comparative analysis between the lesion
mask and its convex hull.

Vascular structures: This structure includes the different mor-
phologies of blood vessels appearing in skin lesions. Vessel shape
identification is an important clue in lesion diagnosis, as not all the
vessel forms are suggestive of melanoma. In dermoscopic images,
blood vessels show red color, but the contrast against lesion pigmen-
tation is poor. This was addressed by Kharazmi et al. [107]. In this
work, it was assumed that lesion colors can be described by the action
of two main pigments: melanin and hemoglobin. An Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) transformation is computed to describe
the image from these two components, which increases the contrast
of blood vessels in the hemoglobin component to help in the segmen-
tation task. Then, tubularness and circularity filters are applied to the
candidate regions to obtain vessel probability maps.

2.1.1.3 Learned features

CNNs are able to learn powerful features by successively applying fil-
ters that transform the input data into convenient feature representa-
tions. These representations are focused on borders, corners, texture
and other low-level details in the first layers. As the network grows in
depth, the successive representations gradually focus on higher-level
information. At the end, the final convolutional or fully-connected
layers transform the last features into the lesion diagnosis. The filter
coefficients are learned directly from the data during training. They
converge to an optimum value guided by the derivatives of the cost
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function, so the representations are specifically learned for best per-
formance in the intended task.

The deep models in the state-of-the-art are trained with millions of
images, thus, the features extracted from huge databases are very gen-
eral. Consequently, these features are suitable for problems where the
datasets are smaller (as it happens in skin lesion diagnosis), because
CNNs have serious overfitting problems when used in CAD systems.
This is the case of the work by Maia et al. [142], where a set of features
are extracted from pretrained deep CNNs and then fed to some classi-
fiers to look for the best combination. Moura et al. [153] extended this
idea by adding generic texture features and ABCD-based descriptors
and then select the best features to define the final system. Initially,
the number of features is huge, but can be used to select the best ones
to feed a classifier that finally performs the diagnosis suggestion.

However, the task of skin lesion diagnosis is so specific that the use
of such general features implies a limited performance. Fine-tuning
of general purpose networks to solve more specific problems with
much smaller databases usually performs well [80], and it is also com-
mon in the field of CAD systems. Following this idea, several works
proposed a simple fine-tuning with data augmentation and no addi-
tional orientation for the algorithm [5, 180]. The high variability of
artifacts found in dermoscopic images (rules, hair, pen markers, dark
borders) motivated the work of Vasconcelos et al. [211]. They assume
that this set of artifacts negatively affects classification performance,
so a new negative class is incorporated to the model. This new class
is fed with sample crops of the different artifacts. In this manner, the
artifacts can be specifically modeled by the network, which ensures
that they do not affect the diagnosis suggestion.

2.1.2 Architectures

This section explains the different design options in Computer-aided
Diagnosis systems for melanoma detection. A first step in this di-
rection is taken by systems that implement a dermoscopic diagnosis
algorithm. Their features are those defined by a clinical method (see
Section A.7 for a description of the main diagnosis algorithms), which
usually relies on a simple decision rule. In Section 2.1.2.1, the auto-
matic versions of several dermoscopic diagnosis algorithms are pre-
sented. A clinician would work comfortably with this kind of systems,
but the simplicity of the decision rule restricts the expressiveness of
the feature set. It is important to remember that these clinical algo-
rithms are developed to ease the clinical practice of non-experts (see
Section A.6). Furthermore, the features are not intended to provide
a complete description of the lesion. In contrast, classifiers are much
more flexible, obtaining a diagnosis suggestion from a set of features.
Moreover, they are able to build more complex decision rules than
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those from clinical algorithms, allowing a richer modeling of the inter-
actions among features. This approach is discussed in Section 2.1.2.2.
Since the wide spread of deep networks, features can be inferred from
the data as well. This procedure usually comes along with a perfor-
mance improvement over classifier-based approaches, but the inter-
pretation of the output is more difficult. Section 2.1.2.3 describes the
approaches using this strategy.

2.1.2.1 Implementation of dermoscopic algorithms

A set of algorithms created by specialists were designed to help non-
experts in their clinical practice (see Section A.7). These methods
use the presence or absence of dermoscopic criteria to compute a
score that reflects the potential malignancy of a melanocytic lesion.
This simple fusion strategy has proved to be very effective in daily
clinical practice [12], where the number of patients is high and the
clinician does not master the technique and needs some guidance
for properly weighting the importance of the present dermoscopic
features. In some cases, the dermoscopic criteria (of the considered
dermoscopic algorithm) are modeled and then they are aggregated
using the dermoscopic rule itself or a similar aggregation method.
The chosen algorithms are the ABCD rule of dermoscopy [201] and
the Seven Point Checklist (7PCL) [12].

The ABCD rule is derived from a study of 31 simple dermoscopic
criteria [143]. This set of features were evaluated through multivari-
ate analysis to obtain their relative weight in linear classification of
melanoma diagnosis, considering both sensitivity and specificity. The
top-4 were selected to define the final method. The chosen dermo-
scopic criteria are evaluated as present or absent, then multiplied
by a weight and summed to obtain the final score. The result is
thresholded into three diagnosis categories: benign, suspicious and
melanoma. Several works perform a close implementation of this der-
moscopic algorithm. In the first step, the first three criteria are trans-
lated into quantized features and detectors for the considered struc-
tures are implemented. In all these proposals, the diagnosis decission
follows strictly the weighted sum that is defined by the original der-
moscopic method [99, 176, 195, 212].

The 7PCL is developed from a statistical confidence test of a wide
set of dermoscopic structures. Those statistically significant structures
were included in a logistic regression to determine their relative im-
portance in melanoma detection [143]. The fusion strategy is similar
to that of the ABCD rule. Each dermoscopic structure has an asso-
ciated score that is aggregated to the sum when present. The result
is thresholded as benign lesion or melanoma. Some works provide
automatic equivalents to this method. The complexity increases with
respect to the ABCD rule, as the systems require 7 structure detec-
tors. Some of these detectors have to distinguish between the typical
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and the atypical version of a specific structure. Generally, the scoring
system is unchanged [102, 121, 175], but Di Leo et al. [56] proposed
a better adaptation to automatic detection algorithms. Each structure
detector returns a value between 0 and 1 modeling the confidence
about the presence of that structure. The original score of the struc-
ture is then multiplied by a weight based on the structure presence
reliability value. This strategy is less strict than hard detection and
takes better into account the limitations of an automatic detector.

2.1.2.2 Fusion strategies in classifiers

When a system is targeted to aid in diagnosis, either by giving a di-
agnosis suggestion or by providing complementary information, all
this information has to be gathered and delivered to the subsystem
that makes decisions. The classic approach took a set of features and
concatenated them to form a vector of descriptors that represents the
relevant information computed from the raw pixels. In this case, a
classifier is placed as the final stage of the system to provide a di-
agnosis suggestion for each input feature vector. This is known as
early fusion [17]. There is a high variety of available features, but they
are more useful when based on expert knowledge, so the clinician
can easily understand the system (see Section 2.1.2.2). Expert-based
systems are able to combine interpretability and powerful decision-
making [146]. Diagnosis is separated into a set of entities, each one
specialized in a diagnosis criterion or a subset of them. The final pre-
diction is built through a late fusion of the individual decisions. This
framework improves the performance with respect to the weighted
addition in clinical algorithms because the features are more power-
ful and the fusion strategy is able to capture complex relations among
the individual classifiers (see Figure 2.1.2.2). Expert-based systems
also preserve interpretability, as the decisions of the individual en-
tities can be studied. The following sections explore the three men-
tioned frameworks.

early fusion In the feature-level fusion strategy, the descriptors
are concatenated together at the input a classifier, which outputs the
class prediction based on all that information. This approach lets the
classifier to consider all possible correlations between features as they
are all available at once. These type of systems are also simpler be-
cause there is only one learning stage. However, some sets of features
cannot be combined in a straightforward manner. For example, it is
suitable to combine a set of scalar shape descriptors in a feature vector.
They model different views of the same idea, so a classifier will nat-
urally combine the features. However, concatenation of these shape
descriptors with a histogram lacks of that consistency. A classifier will
explore the correlations among the descriptors and individual bins of
the histogram, but the information of a histogram only makes sense
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when considered as a whole. So, feature-level fusion is not suitable in
this case.
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Figure 2.3: Early fusion diagram. Feature sets 1 to N, where each contains a
specific number of features (MN), are concatenated into a single
feature vector that is fed to the classifier.

The task of classifying pigmented skin lesions is tackled as a bi-
nary classification problem, where the goal is to determine whether
the lesion is benign or malignant. Feature extraction varies from the
classical machine learning-based approach using general-purpose de-
scriptors (e.g. texture filter banks [210]) to the problem-dependent
knowledge-based features. The first approach relies on a large and
problem-independent feature set, which is then pruned using feature
selection techniques [2] or later feature combination method [20, 94,
220]. Feature selection includes techniques aiming to find an opti-
mum subset of features that gathers most of the complementary in-
formation and leaves redundant features out. Sometimes, the answer
is easier when a new feature set is built through linear or not linear
combinations of features from the original set. This is called feature
extraction, and occurs when the dimensionality of the whole set of
features is too high compared to the complexity of the problem, so a
subspace that contains most of the information can be found. As a dif-
ferent framework, knowledge-based approaches focus on a reduced
set of features derived from expert knowledge, which improves sys-
tem interpretability. On one side, the features can be analyzed in-
dividually in terms of diagnosis significance so the clinician knows
what to focus on. On the other side, the values of the features that
increase the suspicion of malignancy can be determined, so the user
can extract complementary information from the system [64].

late fusion The decision-level fusion strategy has two learning
stages. In the first one, several classifiers are fed with different sets
of features and output a tentative diagnosis score. Then, this set of
scores are fused together by a second-level classifier or decision rule
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to provide the final prediction of the system. This approach is highly
convenient when some features have different representations or they
only provide consistent information within a specific subset. The scores
share the same representation, thus, many different pieces of infor-
mation can be easily combined when encapsulated on different clas-
sifiers. Each classifier will process its features in a suitable manner
according to their nature. But, it is also true that encapsulating the
features in too many classifiers may limit the capacity of the whole
system because the correlations among features from different classi-
fiers are neglected. The complexity of the system is also higher, be-
cause there are as many learning stages as classifiers in the first level
plus the classifier that combines the scores.
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Figure 2.4: Late fusion diagram. Feature sets 1 to N, where each contains
a specific number of features (MN), are fed to a specific classi-
fier. The N classification scores are then combined by the fusion
module to output the final prediction.

Decision rules are the easiest way of combining classification out-
puts [110]. When these outputs are categorical and assuming all the
feature groups have the same importance, majority voting can be cho-
sen [22]. The decision is taken by counting the number of classifiers
that output each predicted class and the mode becomes the final pre-
diction. When the classifier outputs are soft, the information is richer
and, therefore, it can be fused more precisely. The mean can be used
as an estimator of the posterior probability of a class given the obser-
vation when the classifiers generate probabilistic outputs [110]. But
when a classifier outputs a value for some class that is an outlier, the
average may be affected and lead to a wrong decision. The median
is a more robust option against outliers and it should be used in-
stead [25, 110]. However, in all these methods there is an assumption
of balanced data for all classes and medical data usually counts with
many more negative cases than positive cases. So, the performance
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improves when the weights of the classifier outputs are also learned
from the dataset. Lai et al. [116] claimed that, when these learned
weights are fixed, they are optimum on average, but probably subop-
timal for some specific subset of the data. A sample-specific weight
assignment is proposed to deal with this problem, where the weights
learned for individual samples are propagated through a graph. The
edges of the graph capture the similarity between instances, so visu-
ally similar samples tend to have the same classifier weights in the
fusion. However, this approach is not expressive enough, as it is lim-
ited to linear combinations of the scores. A classifier recieving the
scores as inputs is able to capture more complex relations among the
classifier outputs and also model their individual relevance accord-
ing to the input sample. In [25, 62], a classifier receives the scores and
generates a final diagnosis proposal. This second-level classifier is
able to learn patterns from the scores. The complexity of the learned
patterns can be varied by changing the capacity of the classifier. Tak-
ing this idea to the next step, Martínez-Cortés et al. [146] proposed
the addition of a probabilistic framework to deal with missing data
and model diagnosis uncertainty. The system consists of a set of clas-
sifiers, or experts, each fed with a set of features that can be naturally
mixed in the same vector. Then, the classifier scores enter a Bayesian
fusion model where the output is the final diagnosis. Each prediction
goes with a confidence value that measures the level of uncertainty
of the given diagnosis. The confidence measure depends on both the
amount of available information for a particular clinical case and the
size of the trainining dataset. When some features are missing in a
clinical case, the predicted diagnosis is built on the available informa-
tion with no need of guessing the absent features. In these cases, the
uncertainty model reduces the degree of confidence in the predicted
diagnosis. These additions are useful to aid clinicians, as the system
shows the reasons of giving a particular diagnosis suggestion so the
physician can take them into account. This last framework will be
used in the proposed system because of its many benefits in inter-
pretability and the ability to deal with missing data.

2.1.2.3 Convolutional neural networks

CNNs are essentially feature extractors. They build a visual feature de-
tector that grows in complexity and abstraction as the number of lay-
ers increases. However, CNNs have serious overfitting problems when
used in CAD systems because data are usually scarce. This signifi-
cantly limits the size of networks that can be trained from scratch,
which are restricted to a small set of convolutional layers with inter-
laced max-pooling operations [156, 157, 238].

However, most works prefer to leverage a deep network from the
state of the art and tune it to perform skin lesion diagnosis. Data
augmentation is highly convenient in these cases, so the database can
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be artificially enlarged to minimize the gap between training and test
performance. In classification of dermoscopic images, it is common to
previously segment the lesion to locate the relevant part of the image.
Then, a set of crops containing the lesion are extracted by small shifts
of a sliding window [157] or at random [211]. These crops are usually
transformed by rotations and flips [103, 157, 180, 211, 238], but there
are also other methods that are specific to the task. For example, Vas-
concelos et al [211] proposed a method to make color transformations
from the original images using Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
The generated images are obtained by adding a small perturbation to
the full color vector of each pixel. This perturbation follows the princi-
pal directions of variance with weights given by the eigenvalues and
it is controlled by a random factor. The result is a slight change of
the illuminant shade that does not look unlikely when the variance
of the random factor is kept small. The same authors proposed an-
other augmentation strategy based on geometric transformations. It
consists on finding the equivalent ellipse that fits the shape of the
lesion and then applying different scaling factors in the directions of
the two main axes of the ellipse. When the scaling factors are close to
one, the transformations give likely results less trivial than rotations
or crops.

Conversely, some works experiment with the design of suitable net-
work architectures to perform automatic diagnosis. These networks
are trained from scratch and thus, their complexity is lower because
the size of the dataset is small. Nasr-Esfahani et al. [157] showed a net-
work architecture that is able to improve the results of existing com-
mercial applications and Ali et al. [5] designed a CNN that matches the
diagnosis performance of the winner of the International Skin Imag-
ing Collaboration (ISIC) challenge in 2016 [238], but with a much lower
number of parameters. Instead of focusing on the network architec-
ture, Namozov et al. [156] explored the use of Adaptive Piecewise
Linear activation functions (APL) to increase the expressivity of the
model without adding more layers. Another architectural option for
improving the results of a Machine Learning system is through en-
semble learning. An ensemble is a meta-algorithm that combines the
outputs of its constituent systems in a particular form to decrease the
variance or the bias of the model [245]. Each algorithm has something
that makes it different from the others, so there is a gain in the com-
bination of heterogeneous systems. In the case of Guo et al. [82], they
used several ResNets [88] trained with images preprocessed in several
ways, which performed better than a simple ensemble of ResNets. In-
stead, Harangi et al. [87] fine-tuned different pretrained CNN models
and explored the performance of several fusion strategies.
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2.2 semantic segmentation

The importance of dermoscopic structures in the clinical diagnosis
decision has motivated many works of automatic structure segmen-
tation, with the aim of incorporating this knowledge to the system.
Consequently, different strategies have been developed to detect and
segment each of the dermoscopic structures. These strategies are ana-
lyzed in Section 2.2.3. For automatic systems, pixel-level annotations
are preferred to be given at pixel level, as in this case every pixel
has a label and the segmentation algorithm is trained with full in-
formation. However, the manual segmentation of structure regions is
time consuming for the clinicians, which results in datasets of lim-
ited size. It also lacks reproducibility, as some structures can be over-
lapped with others or structureless areas are present, so the region
where one structure ends and starts another is sometimes subtle. In
contrast, image-level annotations indicate the structures present in
a lesion without specifying where they are. These annotations are
obtained much easily by a dermatologist, so the lack of complete in-
formation can be compensated with a larger number of images. Since
supervised segmentation algorithms learn from full annotations, they
need to be adapted to work with partial information and accept weak
annotations. This transition is detailed in Section 2.2.2. Before that
discussion, we first present a brief general introduction to semantic
segmentation in the following section.

2.2.1 Introduction to semantic segmentation

Image segmentation involves the partition of an image I into a dis-
joint set of regions R such that, hopefully, each piece is part of a
different object. This step is critical in many CV problems, however,
the general formulation is too difficult and the results are very lim-
ited (see Figure 2.5). The main assumption in this case is known as
the cartoon model [40, 75]. In cartoons, the images contain objects and
background. Both can be split into parts containing a uniform fill
color that changes sharply to a different fill color in neighbor regions.
This helps to identify objects and their parts. Following these assump-
tions, the content of images is considered as a set of regions where
the visual properties change slowly in pixels within the same region,
but these properties change abruptly across the boundary between
two neighbor regions.

The absence of task-specific knowledge leads to the use of low-
level features as the sole piece of information to solve the problem,
which leads to segmentations of very limited quality. However, these
segmentations are well extended as a pre-processing step to scene un-
derstanding in region-based methods, which will be analyzed later.
Though inaccurate, low-level region segmentation reduces the com-
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plexity of dense pixel analysis and individual regions are likely to
have unique labels, because of having homogeneous visual proper-
ties in their pixels’ context. This approach is unsupervised and it is
known as low-level segmentation, as there is no guaranteed connec-
tion between the partition and the true outlines of image regions.

Figure 2.5: Low-level segmentation example [11].

In contrast with low-level segmentation, semantic segmentation
aims to split an image into a set of regions where there is a corre-
spondence between regions and objects or different background ar-
eas. It is much more ambitious than dividing the image into regions
sharing the same visual properties, so the system needs more knowl-
edge about the objects that need to be outlined. The incorporation
of some kind of supervision is a valious source of information. The
most informative annotation is a map having the same dimension of
the image where each pixel contains the label of that spatial location.
It is known as strong annotation, because each pixel has an unambigu-
ous label. If these annotations are available, the system has full in-
formation to be trained on the task. However, this annotation choice
limits the size of the dataset. Each annotation is very expensive in
terms of human annotation effort, as all considered objects have to be
manually outlined. There exist other ways of annotating images for
semantic segmentation that lead to more ambiguities but are much
cheaper to obtain. These annotation methods are known as weak an-
notations. With a reduction of the level of supervision, the problem
becomes much more challenging, but the potential size of the dataset
is higher because of the significant time reduction devoted to the an-
notation. For example, image-level annotations indicate which of the
considered classes are present in the image without telling the image
regions where those classes are present. Thus, the annotation process
is very fast, as the subject only needs to mark the present classes from
the full list of considered classes. Another way is giving the bounding
box that contains the considered classes. It is a little more expensive
but also more spatially accurate. There are many more methods, each
one with a different trade-off between accurate label accuracy and an-
notation speed. This work only deals with image-level and pixel-level
annotations so, to avoid other connotations, weak annotations will only
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denote image-level annotations and strong annotations will stand for
pixel-level annotations hereafter.

2.2.2 Weak learning for semantic segmentation

Given a finite set of classes 1, 2, ..,L, the labels are given at image level.
So, label l is assigned to an image when it contains the object corre-
sponding to this class. There is no clue about its location or number of
instances over the image. Negative images for class l do not contain
that object. In general, weak learning approaches are generalizations
of pure supervised methods. The difference lies in the chosen solution
to solve label ambiguity. Each proposed solution finds a supervised
method that is more suitable to incorporate weak annotations, thus
leading to several families of methods.

Multiple Instance Learning is an extensively used tool when the
annotations are not strong. It is assumed that an image with a pos-
itive label for class l contains at least one occurrence of that class.
The pixel-level labels are modeled as latent variables, as they have to
be inferred in the training stage. Support Vector Machines [18] and
Markov Networks [85] are the best known methods that were gener-
alized to incorporate this idea (see Section 2.2.2.1 for a more detailed
revision).

Graph-based models are also common in semantic segmentation.
The intuition followed in these approaches is to map an image into
an undirected graph. An initial oversegmentation provides a rich set
of homogeneous regions that are mapped to nodes and the edges
of the graph capture the similarity between pairs of regions. They
are flexible, as the features describing the visual appearance of the
regions are unlimited. Their higher computational complexity is com-
pensated with coherent segmentation outputs because of the influ-
ence of neighbor labels in determining the label of a region (see Sec-
tion 2.2.2.2 for a better understanding of this family of methods).

CNNs have been recently used in this area because networks trained
for object recognition become a convenient initialization point to train
a segmentation network. Intuitively, the first layers of an object recog-
nition network and a segmentation network will be focused on very
similar low-level features if the considered classes are the same. Ob-
ject recognition networks also have a coarse segmentation ability when
they are transformed to fully convolutional by removing the last fully-
connected layers [80]. In other problems, the conditions are such that
a set of constraints can be applied to each of the classes. The con-
straints are incorporated to a modified loss function so the gradient
descent optimization is still tractable. This last formulation is par-
ticularly convenient in dermoscopic structure segmentation, as the
textures can be classified into global or local depending on the per-
centage area covered with respect to the lesion area. Additional an-
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notations are very cheap for image-level expert labeling as the global-
local distinction is part of the main diagnosis algorithm for melanoma
recognition [167]. See Section 2.2.2.3 for a description of the different
alternatives to use CNNs in this domain.

In this work, the training strategies that involve the use of a small
set of strong annotations and a larger set of weak annotations will be
referred as semi-supervised learning. See Section 2.2.2.4 for a revision
of these systems.

2.2.2.1 Multiple Instance Learning

The Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) paradigm [9] provides flexible
tools to learn in scenarios where the annotations are weak. Specifi-
cally, the labels are assigned to sets of inputs, called bags, instead
of having a label for each instance. When there is only one positive
class, each bag is assumed to have at least one positive input. The
instance-level labels can be considered as latent variables, because
they are not available during training, but the data can be better ex-
plained when these unknown labels are inferred. The idea was first
brought by Keeler et al. [104], who developed an integrated system to
both segment and recognize handwritten digits. Dietterich et al. [59]
thoroughly explored the concept and created the name MIL for these
family of methods. Their work dealt with the problem of drug discov-
ery, where a set of molecule properties was predicted from molecule
shape statistics. It was known that these observed properties were a
consequence of several molecule shapes, but not the shape statistics
that lead to a particular property.

Support Vector Machines (Support Vector Machines (SVMs)) have
been widely adapted to face the MIL problem due to its many ben-
eficial theoretical properties. In fully supervised problems, an SVM

searches for obtaining the hyperplane that maximizes the margin be-
tween the classes to be classified. This margin is defined as the dis-
tance between the hyperplane and the closest positive or negative
sample. However, in MIL the labels are assigned to bags instead of
instances, so the margin can be defined for bags or for samples. In
the first case, the margin of a positive bag is defined as the maximum
distance between its samples and the hyperplane. This strategy tries
to find the instance with the highest probability of having a positive
label. The remaining examples of the positive bag are ignored as they
are considered to be negative. But the negative samples from negative
bags have an unambiguous label, so they are all used in training the
system. This modification of the original SVM makes it non-convex. A
heuristic solution similar to the Expectation Maximization (EM) algo-
rithm was proposed by Andrews et al. [9] to perform the optimization
of the parameters as an iterative process of two steps. The first one in-
volves finding the instances in positive bags with the largest distance
to the current hyperplane and assign them to be the guessed positive
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labels. Then, an SVM is trained with the guessed positive instances
against the samples in the negative bags. The process is repeated un-
til convergence. This strategy is known as MI-SVM. It can be seen that
in MI-SVM the samples from positive bags that are considered as neg-
atives are discarded. When the bags are big, it can imply an important
loss of information. The solution is trying to find the latent label of
every instance in the positive bags, so potential negative instances
can also be added. The difference is that now the negative instances
in positive bags also contribute to define the hyperplane, and several
positive samples from the same bag can be support vectors. This ap-
proach is called mi-SVM [9]. Figure 2.6 shows the differences of the
two solutions.

In addition, Hajimirsadeghi et al. [85] extended the definition of
Markov networks to MIL and they call it Multiple Instance Markov
Network. As it is common in Markov networks, the statistical de-
pendencies between variables are modeled with clique potentials. In
this case, the modeling covers instance-label potentials and label po-
tentials. Instance-label potentials model the likelihood of an instance
feature representation having a particular label. Label clique poten-
tials describes the relations between instance labels and their bag la-
bel. This last potential is cardinality-based, being the main difference
with the previously described algorithms. It depends on the num-
ber of positive and negative samples in the bag. By using different
formulations for the label clique potential, one can define different
MIL problems based on the information about the expected number
of positive examples in the same bag. For example, the model can
be adjusted to force a minimum number of positive instances or to
learn a prior number of positive instances for each of the classes. This
additional flexibility can be desirable in problems where some prior
information about the considered classes is available.

Following the MIL paradigm, the images are the bags and their con-
stituent pixels are the instances. To reduce computational cost and
model complexity, many systems perform an initial oversegmentation
of the image to group close pixels that share similar low-level features
into superpixels. In both the dense and the oversegmented case, the
objective is first checking the presence of similar visual patterns in
images having the same label and then use them to infer the location
of the objects and outline their approximate contour. Negative images
provide examples of objects that should not be segmented by the sys-
tem. The MIL framework was extended to weakly-supervised seman-
tic segmentation by Vezhnevets et al. [214]. The authors followed the
intuitions of mi-SVM to make an adaptation of Random Forest (RF)
to MIL with improved estimation of pixel label probabilities. The spa-
tial coherency of the outputs is then refined with geometric context
estimation. They considered the addition of spatial consistency to the
inference model itself in a later work [215]. In this case, the repre-
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(a) MI-SVM (b) mi-SVM

Figure 2.6: Comparison between the solutions obtained from MI-SVM (a)
and mi-SVM (b). The colors green and red denote samples from
a positive bag and a negative bag, respectively. In (a), the method
only considers the furthest sample from the positive bag to be a
positive sample, discarding the others. In (b), the method tries
to find the underlying labels of all the samples from the positive
bag, so none of them is discarded. In both procedures, all the
samples from the negative bag are used for learning, as their
labels are not ambiguous.

sentation of images as superpixel graphs that is common in CRF-
based models is extended to define a graph over the entire training
set. The unary potential is given by a multiclass classifier. The repre-
sentation is changed to compute the pairwise potentials, using Bag of
Semantic Textons (BoST) and a hierarchical histogram difference ker-
nel to compute similarities. Each superpixel is only connected to its k
most similar superpixels, so the complexity of the graph can be con-
trolled. Wang et al. [222] focused on improving object localitation by
performing a low-level superpixel partition and then modeling the
superpixels information through a BoVW feature representation. The
parameters of the BoVW coding and the predicted superpixel labels
are both optimized in the objective function. An extension of MIL was
proposed by Xu et al. [234] to segment cancer tissue in histopatho-
logical images, where the image-level labels denote cancer presence.
They incorporated clustering into the MIL framework to outline sev-
eral types of cancer tissue in the positive images. Assuming that the
visual appearance of the different subtypes of cancer is different, they
are treated as latent variables by the algorithm and inferred through
clustering positive patches.

CNNs have also been adapted to this framework because of their
powerful discriminant ability. The systems that make use of these net-
works try to solve three tasks: region proposal, feature representation
of the regions and Multiple Instance Learning of the candidate objects.
In [92], the VGG architecture [128] was fine-tuned for multiclass ob-
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ject segmentation. A global max-pooling layer and a fully-connected
layer are added at the end of the network to obtain predicted class
presence scores. These predictions feed a loss function that computes
the Mutual Information between predicted and label class distribu-
tions. Other works aimed to extract information from the similari-
ties among images having the same label. Wei et al. [226] explored
the potential of a region selection method to build approximated ob-
ject masks that subsequently train a segmentation network. The mask
generation starts with a bank of crops from the training images pro-
posed from a generic region proposal algorithm. These set of regions
are fed to a network with the goal of classifying the regions. All the
regions coming from the same image inherit its label. The most con-
fident predictions are selected for the next step, where the average
inter-class distance is computed between a region of a specific im-
age and the regions from other images that share the same class. For
each image, only the regions with minimum average distance are pre-
served. The intuition is that samples representing a tight crop of the
object are closer in distance than crops containing parts of the object
or simply background areas. The distances are computed using the
feature representation of the network that classifies the crops. Then,
a set of L approximated masks are built from the best regions of the
image (L is the number of classes) by overlapping the surviving re-
gions and normalizing the result so they sum to 1 on each pixel. With
a similar intuition, Diba et al.[58] used a cascaded CNN that performs
region proposals, image segmentation and MIL trained in an end-to-
end manner. In the first stage, a Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) is
ended with a global pooling layer. The class activation maps feeding
that layer are used as a pseudo ground truth to train a segmentation
network. In a third stage, the predictions of the segmentation network
are fed to a MIL network with a specific loss for this task. The segmen-
tation predictions allow to perform ROI pooling, reducing the impact
of background pixels in the predicted label of the proposed image
crops of the first stage.

2.2.2.2 Graph-based models

Graph-based models are often used in semantic segmentation tasks.
Originally, these models were intended for supervised learning with
strong annotations, so they need an adaptation to be used with weak
supervision. Thus, we first explain the algorithms for strong supervi-
sion and then move to the modifications for weak supervision.

Essentially, these approaches map an image to an undirected graph
with a set of nodes and a set of edges. The nodes are descriptors of
the visual properties of some image region and the edges are weights
capturing the similarity between regions. To apply these techniques,
an initial oversegmentation is needed so the image is split into com-
pact regions of connected pixels that are small enough to contain
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a unique label and large enough to provide a reliable pixel context
leading to discriminant features. Then, the graph-based model aims
to capture the relations between neighbor regions, the similarities of
superpixels that are members of the same class and other contex-
tual information. The result of the algorithm will hopefully lead to
a superpixel grouping that closely follows the semantic description
of the scene. Generally, these methods are trained by minimizing the
energy function of the graph built from the training images. Not all
connections are allowed, so the complexity of the model is limited to
make it computationally tractable. Although the convergence to the
globally optimal solution is not possible as this optimization is usu-
ally NP-hard, there are methods to obtain approximate solutions that
are good enough. The paragraphs below show a brief description of
Markov Random Fields (MRFs) and Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)
as the most extended graphical models for image segmentation, so
the subsequent discussion of related works can be better understood.

MRFs [34, 100, 232] aim to find the best label assignment given the
observations through an explicit modeling of the data distribution.
Let S = {Si|i ∈ [1, ...,N]} denote a set of N regions. The observed
image can be decomposed as a set of neighbor pixels grouped into
the regions defined in S, where Xi represents the visual features de-
scribing region Si. Then, the set of feature representations can be
denoted as X = {Xi|i ∈ [1, ...,N]}, and the label set can be named
Y = {Yi|i ∈ [1,N]}. The individual random variable Yi is associated
with the ith region and has a discrete class distribution {1, 2, ...,M},
where M is the number of classes. The objective is to estimate the
best label assignment given the observed image X:

ŷ = arg max
y

P(y|X) (2.1)

Following the Bayes’ Theorem, maximizing this posterior distribu-
tion is equivalent to obtaining the maximum of the product P(X|Y)P(Y).
P(X) is constant for this optimization, so it can be removed. P(Y)
refers to the label joint probability of all regions and models the pair-
wise relations between them. It is defined through a graph connecting
adjacent regions with edges, so the complexity is kept affordable and
neighbors are pushed to have the same label, which increases spatial
coherency. P(X = x|Y) is the likelihood of observing x given the la-
bel. Considering each region as an independent observation, the joint
likelihood of an image can be defined as:

P (X|Y) =
∏︂
i

P (xi|yi) (2.2)

The important idea is that there are two relations to be modeled:
one is the spatial interaction of labels P(Y), which is designed to fa-
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vor identical labels for adjacent regions so the segmentations are spa-
tially compact; the other one is the likelihood P (xi|yi), measuring the
probability that a given observation xi comes from the underlying re-
gion label yi. The Gaussian distribution is usually selected to model
P(xi|yi). Then, the joint probability can be expressed as follows:

P (X, Y) =
∏︂
i

P (xi|yi)
∏︂
i,j

P
(︁
yi,yj

)︁
, (2.3)

Conditional Random Fields [115] search for the same objective as
Markov Random Fields (see Equation 2.1). The difference lies in how
the posterior probability is modeled. An MRF defines an explicit model
using the Bayes Theorem, while a CRF aims to model the posterior dis-
tribution directly:

P(Y|X) =
1

Z (X)
exp

⎛
⎝−

∑︂
i

ϕi(yi|xi) −
∑︂

(i,j)∈ε

ψij

(︁
yi,yj, xi, xj

)︁
⎞
⎠ (2.4)

where fi and gij are the unary and the pairwise potentials, respec-
tively. The unary potentials model how a particular label fits the ob-
served region. They are usually estimated through a classification al-
gorithm. The pairwise potentials control the influence of neighbor
labels on each considered label, so they removes isolated regions to
improve spatial consistency. Note the dependency of the pairwise po-
tential on the image observations xi and xj. This introduces a crite-
rion of visual similarity in determining if labels yi and yj should be
similar. See Figure 2.7 for a visual comparison of the statistical depen-
dencies considered by MRFs and CRFs.

x1 x2

x3 x4

y1 y2

y3 y4

P (xi|yi)

P (yi, yj)

(a) MRF

x1 x2

x3 x4

y1 y2

y3 y4

φij (xi|yi)

ψij (yi, yj, xi, xj)

(b) CRF

Figure 2.7: Differences between MRFs and CRFs. (a) MRFs model the data dis-
tribution explicitly. Adjacent dependencies are modeled through
the labels. (b) Instead of building a complete model of the data,
CRFs go to model the posterior distribution directly. The depen-
dency on X allows the use of image observations in pairwise
terms.

As we said in the introduction of this section, the original versions
of MRFs and CRFs need some adaptations to be used with weak super-
vision. In the following paragraphs we present those adaptations.
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In addition to the task of modeling the considered classes to seg-
ment the scene, the algorithm has to find out common patterns in
images with the same label so regions from background clutter do
not feed the class models. Xu et al. [233] proposed an extension of
CRF models to include image-level labels as nodes. This implies an
additional unary potential in the energy function that has to do with
the image-level prior probability of class presence. As it is a slight
modification of the learning process of a classical CRF, common en-
ergy minimization methods for graphical models are still usable. As
superpixel-level labels are hidden in this framework, they work as
latent variables. But the model is also able to work with strong labels
by simply giving the model the ground truth values, so they con-
tribute to the inference as observed variables. This modification of
the original CRF performs poor when the number of categories in the
same image increases, as image-level labels give coarser information
so the visual appearance of the underlying objects is not really known.
Zhang et al. [241] aimed to create small groups of superpixels, called
graphlets, when they are neighbors and similar, so the semantic infor-
mation carried by the group is higher and the computational com-
plexity can be reduced at some extent. Graphlets are bounded in the
number of superpixels so they do not cover too general regions, but
it is not constant. This adds flexibility, so coherent regions can cover
a different number of superpixels, but it also implies that graphlets
are not directly comparable. To solve that, they are projected onto a
different space, so the transformed feature vectors do have the same
dimension. They contain information about image-level labels, spatial
distribution of categories and geometric context of each graphlet. The
class-correlation between spatially neighbor graphlets is also modeled,
as the probability of two classes appearing together in the same image
highly differs with the chosen categories. For example, the category
building is a likely neighbor for sky, but nor for sea. Superpixels ob-
tained from a low-level oversegmentation algorithm may have a lim-
itation in finding true object borders, so Kumar et al. [114] proposed
a two layer model including both pixel to region assignment and re-
gion labeling. The energy function includes both, so the model can
be optimized jointly. The first layer deals with the problem of modify-
ing the borders of the candidate regions or enlarging them when the
energy function decreases its value. To do so, it selects from a set of
candidate regions coming from different low-level oversegmentation
algorithms and adapts the boundaries when necessary. The second
layer contains a unary potential to model region appearance and a
pairwise potential to assure label consistency between neighbors. The
considered categories are divided into foreground and background,
so the model is also able to learn from images with this binary distinc-
tion as ground truth. Instead, Li et al. [124] suggested starting from a
low-level oversegmentation of very small regions and then fuse them
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to minimize the number of large regions having the same label in
a specific image. In this case borders are well defined by the initial
oversegmentation algorithm, since the regions are very small. Then,
as small regions do not contain enough pixels to provide discrimi-
native appearance descriptors, they are grouped into larger regions.
This reduction in the number of regions for each image allows the for-
mation of a piece pool containing the regions of all the images of the
training set. After this transformation, the class models are learned
with unary potentials modeling region appearance and pairwise po-
tentials modeling class co-occurrence in the same image. The idea of
a piece pool makes this algorithm easy to extend for new databases,
as the pieces of new categories are simply added to the pool and then
the models for the new classes are learned.

Multi Image Models (MIMs) aim to exploit inter-image information
to produce semantic segmentations from image-level labels. As these
labels do not give any information about the location of the object,
the intuition is to find out its visual appearance from regions of dif-
ferent images that share the same image-level label. The flexibility of
probabilistic graphical models gives a suitable framework to model
these observations. The algorithms are similar to CRFs with an ad-
dition of contextual information from different images. The original
method was developed by Vezhnevets et al. [215]. They designed an
energy function to be minimized containing unary potentials and two
types of pairwise potentials. The first type shows the individual affin-
ity of a superpixel with each of the classes. One of the two pairwise
potentials models the preference of a superpixel in sharing the label
with neighbors, which is the common spatial constraint in contextual
models. The new pairwise connection links similar superpixels from
different images. As adding edges to any pair of superpixels would
increase the complexity of the graph to unfeasible levels, a sparsity
assumption is made. The intuition is that only the most similar super-
pixels contribute to the energy of the graph with a significant value,
as the pairwise potential between different superpixels goes to zero
quickly. Thus, a specific superpixel only gives a nonzero pairwise
potential with the k most similar superpixels from different images
and its closest neighbors. After the graph is built, it is minimized
to maximize its posterior probability (Maximum A Posteriori (MAP))
given the observation. The solution has to be approximated because
the energy function is not convex. Mahapatra et al. [140] applied this
model in the segmentation of different subtypes of Crohn’s disease
in magnetic resonance. Their global superpixel descriptors are com-
plemented with context features, as the images in this problem keep
a coherent spatial arrangement of the imaged organs. The MIM model
was enriched in [7], where an additional layer of graph connections
is added to use high-level information from superpixels that can be
grouped as a single object. They distinguish between two types of
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graph connections to model both superpixel information and object
information: fine and coarse. The so called fine links correspond to
the edges of the classical model that has been explained right above.
Coarse links include connections between superpixels of the same
image that contain an object candidate and connections between po-
tential objects of different images. The first edge type intends to link
together the superpixels that should be part of the same object be-
cause of having similar visual appearance and also spatial proximity.
The second edge type enforces the coherency of the visual appearance
among object candidates of the same class. This enriched version of
MIM improves the performance of the classical version, but it is only
applicable when each image contains a single object.

2.2.2.3 Deep weak segmentation models

Recently, the performance of semantic segmentation systems has in-
creased with the incorporation of CNNs. These models have very high
capacity, which makes them useful in complex tasks. The hierarchical
learning of features makes them suitable for transferring these rep-
resentations to other problems with good results [80]. Intuitively, the
features from the first layers correspond to borders, corners, texture
and other low-level visual patterns. The features turn to be more task-
dependent as they approach the end of the network, so it is common
to transfer the knowledge of previously learned models to a related
task. Features from the first layers will be often shared by both tasks
so they will not change significantly. Only the last layers will perform
a thorough adaptation to the task. This is why object detection net-
works are recurrently used as a starting point for semantic segmenta-
tion with weak annotations. Since the CNNs trained for object detection
are also supervised by image-level labels, this knowledge is highly
valuable in the segmentation of a scene. The adaptation of the net-
work architecture usually involves replacing the last fully-connected
layers by convolutional layers and adding some upsampling layers,
so the output has more resolution and the network can be considered
fully convolutional (FCN), meaning there are no fully-connected lay-
ers in the architecture. In many cases, the last layers are placed such
that there is a global average pooling (Global Average Pooling (GAP))
layer after the tensor having the higher level features. An average
across the two spatial dimensions summarizes the previous tensor
into one value, capturing the presence of high-level features through-
out the image. A subsequent 1× 1 convolutional layer computes the
class scores as a linear combination of the high-level features. The
final scores can be then compared with the image-level labels in the
loss function. When the distribution of the last layers follows this rule,
some works have demonstrated that the network contains some local-
ization ability [243]. Hence, the goal is to build class location maps
from the high-level feature maps before GAP, adding their contrubu-
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tions to the parameters of the 1 × 1 convolutional layer as feature
weights. The resulting images of class presence are known as Class
Activation Maps (Class Activation Map (CAM)). Unfortunately, this
location ability produces too coarse boundaries that tend to be fo-
cused on the discriminant parts of the objects. A solution to this prob-
lem was proposed by Wang et al. [224]. They train a VGG-based net-
work [128] with an initial set of generated masks computed from the
image-level labels and saliency maps. They are useful in this frame-
work because there is only one class present on each image, so the ob-
ject is in the foreground. The generated ground truth is used to train
a fully supervised model and it is updated from a modified version
of the CAMs generated by the network during training. A graph-based
segmentation method, which uses superpixels from the original im-
age to improve the outline of object borders, receives the CAMs to
update the original ground truth. Wei et al. [225] proposed a similar
procedure in the first training stage of their system. They start the pro-
cess with a subset of the database that only contains images with one
present object. The ground truth is generated from the image-level la-
bels and the output of a saliency map used as an objectness measure,
as here the problem is reduced to foreground-background separation.
After training is over, this first network is used to infer the segmenta-
tions of images with more than one class. The obtained maps are used
as ground truth to train a fully supervised segmentation model with
the whole dataset. Saleh et al. [189] proposed the use of a weakly-
supervised training loss instead of a fully supervised training with
generated masks as ground truth. The network is also a conversion
of VGG-16 to fully convolutional by replacing the last fully-connected
layers by a GAP layer and a 1× 1 convolutional layer that produces
class scores. This allows the computation of CAMs, as it is explained
above. Then, the class score maps are formed from the fusion of CAMs

and a combination between the fourth and fifth layer outputs. The in-
formation from these first layers adds more object parts to the final
mask, reducing the problem of excessive focus on discriminative ob-
ject parts in the CAMs. The combined map is passed through a CRF to
improve spatial consistency and then thresholded to generate a mask.
The mask is given to the cost function, that selects the pixels from
the output class score maps that are considered in the loss. An algo-
rithm that follows the Expectation Maximization (EM) behavior was
proposed by Li et al. [125]. Image-level labels are the ground truth
and pixel-level labels are considered as latent variables. The CAMs are
extracted to obtain location clues of the objects. Then, the network is
trained following a hybrid strategy using two loss functions. One is
the pixel-wise log-likelihood and the other one splits the pixel infor-
mation into the regions given by the location maps, which are treated
as pixel-wise labels. The other loss aims to control the estimation of
the latent pixel labels from the uncertain regions not highlighted by
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the class score maps. The training procedure follows two steps: first,
the latent class labels are estimated and the pixel-wise log-likelihood
is computed; accordingly, the corresponding location clues are fed
to the second loss function to compute its value. A simpler strategy
was developed by Redondo-Cabrera et al. [177], where the network is
trained end to end so the segmentation network and the region pro-
posal system are integrated. They develop two siamese networks that
aim to obtain CAMs covering the full objects instead of the common
coarse segmentation that does not follow the outlines of the entities.
In this framework, one network is trained with the whole image as in-
put, while the other receives the same image but with some random
patches hidden. This forces the second network to focus on parts of
the object that are not always the most discriminative, as they can
be hidden. The two networks share parameters, so the combination
of their output maps gives a set of class scores that is more complete.
These maps are subsequently thresholded and the obtained masks are
fed to a segmentation network to provide an approximated ground
truth, so it can be trained with pixel-wise cross-entropy loss.

Most of the previously described systems rely on a combination of
at least two networks with differentiated tasks. Usually, a region pro-
posal network and a fully supervised segmentation network trained
with estimated pixel-wise ground truth from the image-level labels.
In contrast, some other works are more interested in building end-to-
end systems where the loss function captures the particular needs of
the problem. Xu et al. [234] added a second loss function with contex-
tual constraints so the predicted pixel-wise labels are forced to keep
spatial consistency with the intention of removing isolated regions.
The two losses are added and combined with a weight to control the
tradeoff between improving the log-likelihood or the compacity of
the predicted masks. In some problems, it is possible to bound a pri-
ori the area that some classes take on the image. This advantage was
used to tune the segmentation results in [98]. Again, a secondary loss
is added, which in this case penalizes the solution with the squared
difference between the area of the predicted maps and the area bound
determined for the positive class from prior knowledge. This idea
was developed and fully exploited in a previous work [165]. Here,
the authors propose a framework to perform optimization with lin-
ear constraints using CNNs in weakly-supervised segmentation. The
strict application of constraints to neural networks optimization is
difficult, and Lagrangian dual optimization is discarded because of
computational tractability reasons. However, they propose a transfor-
mation of the problem to decouple constrained optimization from
stochastic learning of the network parameters. The pixel-level labels
are considered as latent variables that have to be inferred from the
weak annotations. With the estimated pixel-level labels, a latent dis-
tribution at the image-level is built. The linear constraints are not
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applied to the output maps of the network, but instead to this latent
distribution. The network is trained to minimize the Kullback-Leibler
(Kullback-Leibler (KL)) divergence between the objective distribution,
obtained from the image-level labels, and the empirical distribution
computed from the estimated pixel-level labels. The learning of net-
work parameters is alternated with the optimization of the latent la-
bel distribution subject to the constraints. With a similar intention,
Kervadec et al. [105] proposed the incorporation of additional terms
to the loss function to impose each of the constraints. These differ-
entiable terms are designed to increase the value of the loss when
a linear constraint is not satisfied by the network output. Each term
corresponds to an inequality constraint and gives a non-zero value
when it is not fulfilled. Thus, it implies that a term of the loss func-
tion will be pushing the gradient at some extent in the direction that
is closer to accomplish the condition, but, it does not enforce that the
final solution fulfills the defined linear constraints. In any case, the
authors report in their experiments that it leads to better results than
the algorithm of Pathak et al. [165].

2.2.2.4 Semi-Supervised Methods

Learning semantic segmentation only from image-level annotations
is a challenging task, as the algorithms have no samples of the true
visual appearance of the objects. The class has to be built from re-
gions that appear consistently in training images sharing the label.
This usually means that the set of predicted masks may contain the
objects but has poor fitting to the borders [209]. Still, the situation
changes significantly when a small set of pixel-wise segmentations
are available in the dataset. In this case, the performance can grow to
nearly match the behavior of a system trained with pixel-level anno-
tations [164]. After the system trained with strongly-annotated data
converges, it is capable of continuing its learning using weak annota-
tions. The small set of strongly-annotated data controls the quality of
the predicted masks during this second stage. The scenario of having
a few strongly-annotated samples and a huge set of weakly-annotated
data can occur frequently. Image-level annotations are fast to obtain
due to the reduction in annotation work, and a small subset of the
data can be strongly-annotated to boost the precision of predicted
segmentations. The annotation cost will not grow significantly while
the strongly-labeled set is kept small.

The main challenge is to develop models that are able to work with
heterogeneous set of annotations. Concretely, this is generally per-
formed by a modification of the algorithms originally developed to
learn from weak annotations. Papandreu et al. [164] proposed an EM-
based strategy to estimate pixel-level labels from weak annotations.
Pixel labels are considered as latent variables that depend on weak
labels, and they are estimated in the expectation step. The considered
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classes let the definition of minimum areas for foreground objects
and background to constrain the generated ground truth segmenta-
tions. The maximization step involves updating the parameters of a
deep network through stochastic gradient descent with the estimated
segmentations as ground truth. As the network is trained using pixel-
level segmentations, a strongly-annotated sample can use directly its
full segmentation as label instead of giving image-level labels to the
object mask generator. Strong labels are added to the training batches
with the same proportion they are present in the whole dataset to
preserve good quality in the predicted segmentations. Li et al. [122]
used a similar algorithm to segment histopathological images. The
system is initially trained with the subset of strong annotations to
get a clean initial point of the parameters for the task. Then, the
weakly-annotated subset is used for fine tuning, with an addition
of strong annotations in small proportion to serve as a reminder. Each
class corresponds to cell types with different visual appearance that
also keep a reasonably constant proportion of positive pixels against
background pixels. Hence, a set of class priors can be defined to con-
strain the pixel-level segmentations generated from weak labels in the
expectation step. Specifically, this step is modified to minimize the
KL divergence between the class prior distribution and the empiri-
cal distribution obtained from the sum of pixel probabilities through
the whole image. Another type of context knowledge was exploited
by Wang et al. [221]. In this work, the authors proposed the use of
an additional captioned dataset to improve the segmentation perfor-
mance of a system trained with a strongly-annotated dataset. They
process the captions of the incorporated dataset to extract robust weak
labels and the action that best describes the interaction among the
objects that are present in the image. Then, the network originally
trained with pixel-level labels is fine tuned on the weakly-annotated
dataset to improve segmentation performance. Individual object de-
tectors are first trained to identify separated class maps. A module
subsequently evaluates these maps and decides the subset of classes
that are truly present in the image. With this information, a set of
action recognition nets model the interaction between the present
objects. The output of this module is finally combined by a set of
convolutional layers to finally output the predicted class segmenta-
tion maps for the image. Starting from the same intuition of using an
additional larger weakly-annotated database to improve the results
on a smaller strongly-annotated database, Luo et al.[131] developed
a different strategy to exploit this extra knowledge. They proposed a
framework of three subnets with different assigned tasks. The images
are initially converted into the feature representation extracted from
a pretrained model. The first subnet processes these feature represen-
tations to obtain predicted class maps that are evaluated against gen-
erated pixel-level labels. The ground truth is generated using the con-
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tributions from the other two subnets. The second subnet transforms
the original image-level labels into a denoised vector of weak labels.
This step is crucial because the original labels come from the pro-
cessing of image captions and may contain errors. The third subnet
takes the predicted maps from subnet 1 and performs the reconstruc-
tion of the original image, evaluated with euclidean loss. The aim
of this step is to accurately match the boundaries of the class maps
with the true borders of the objects they detect. The image reconstruc-
tion step provides complementary knowledge to address this task.
Again, the first subnet can be directly trained when the strong labels
are available ignoring the help of the other two subnets. The help of
image reconstruction in segmentation quality improvement was also
explored by Souly et al. [199]. They use the Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs) framework to reduce the ambiguity of image-level
labels. This procedure makes use of two deep networks: a generator
and a discriminator. The generator has the goal of generating sample
candidates to the original database using noise as input. The propos-
als have to be likely enough, so a network may classify them as it
does with true examples. The discriminator has to develop the abil-
ity to distinguish between original samples from the database and
artificial samples coming from the generator. In this case, the discrim-
inator has to distinguish between the considered object classes and
also discard artificial samples. The generator is also modified for this
task by adding the ability of generating artificial samples containing a
subset of image-level classes given as input. The quality improvement
of generated samples results in better discriminator performance for
obtaining the segmentation maps. On the contrary, Hong et al. [90]
proposed a decoupled system of two deep networks plus a bridging
module that interacts with the two parts. The first network outputs
a vector of class presence probabilities and it is trained with weak
labels as ground truth. The second network obtains the final class
activation maps and receives the output from the bridging module,
which builds it from information in the classification network. An
inner layer is selected with the assumption that it contains features
that are general enough but not related to any particular class, so it
is neither at the beginning nor at the end of the network. The goal
is to avoid the lack of precision in weakly-supervised FCNs (see Sec-
tion 2.2.2.3), as they tend to focus only on the discriminative parts
of the considered classes. The activations of an intermediate layer
can be expected to contain rich object information that is not yet as-
sociated to any class, so it may be used for better spatial location
of object parts. Class-specific information is extracted by taking the
derivative of those activations with respect to each class score. The
derivative has higher magnitude where a small variation of the value
is translated into a high variation in the class scores. For each chan-
nel of the considered activation, this means a feature that is relevant
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for a particular class is spatially located by the derivative. The bridg-
ing module concatenates the activations of the considered layer and
the corresponding derivatives. They are subsequently processed by a
convolutional layer that selects the optimum combination of the two
parts and the output is fed to the segmentation network.

2.2.3 Segmentation of dermoscopic structures

Many works have focused on the segmentation of one or several struc-
tures. Once a system provides a lesion segmentation into a set of
dermoscopic structures, a subsequent step is required to analyze this
information and extract conclusions that lead to a diagnosis sugges-
tion.

Homogeneous pigment blotches: The category refers to structure-
less pigmented areas in black, dark brown, light brown or blue-gray,
depending on the depth of melanin (see Section A.6.6). As these pig-
mented regions tend to be uniform in texture, Tanaka et al. [206] used
a discriminative approach where the lesion is split into small square
cells and each cell is labeled and characterized by a descriptor vector.
The features include an intensity histogram, Fourier power spectrum,
run-length matrix and co-occurrence matrix. Bigger cells mean less
computation time, but coarser resolution. Instead, Madasu et al. [134]
proposed a dense segmentation algorithm that combines color and
texture information. Color is transformed to the Lab colorspace, as
distances are more correlated to perceived color differences. The tex-
ture descriptor of each pixel is computed in a 3 × 3 patch around
it using an entropy function. The lesion is then segmented with a
probabilistic clustering algorithm that tradeoffs the influence of color
and texture information. Instead, Capdehourat et al. [45] proposed
an algorithm combining two thresholding processes using the RGB
colorspace and the luminance component of the image, in order to
segment blotches and determine if they are atypical.

Blue white veil: The structure has the visual appearance of a uni-
form region of blue-whitish pigment (see Section A.6.8). Discrimina-
tive methods are preferred to detect this structure and the segmen-
tation is dense or based on superpixels. In the first case, Celebi et
al. [16] formed a training set of blue veil and non blue veil pixels
characterized using a set of ratios and differences between their RGB
and luminance components. In order to reduce noise and compres-
sion artifacts from individual pixels, Celebi et al. [47] described each
pixel computing the median of their 5x5 neighborhood. They pro-
posed a combination of color and texture features. Color features are
the absolute and relative RGB coordinates. Texture features are based
on GLCM. The descriptor vectors are fed to a classifier and its outputs
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determine the structure mask. In the case of superpixels-based seg-
mentation, the goal is to split the lesion into a set of subregions that
are chromatically uniform. This reduces the computational complex-
ity of the algorithm and the results are more coherent because of that
subregion compacity. Di Leo et al. [120] showed a two step method
for the detection of blue white veil. First, the image is oversegmented
using a multithreshold algorithm that partitions the RGB histogram.
Then, the resulting superpixels are described by the mean and stan-
dard deviations of their color components and given to a classifier.
Madooei et al. [136] continued this idea and made use of a percep-
tually defined color palette to get a method that is more strongly
adapted to human perception. They first find the subset of the color
pallete containing the colors identified as blue veil according to train-
ing ground truth. Then, the test superpixels are classified as blue veil
if their closest match in the color palette is part of the subset deter-
mined in training. The same authors showed in another work [135]
that the task of blue white veil segmentation can also be performed
using image-level annotations. In this case, the ground truth is not a
detailed segmentation map containing the location of the structure us-
ing pixel-level labels. Instead, the images are simply annotated with
a flag indicating the presence or absence of the structure in that im-
age (see Section 2.2.2 for more information about the problem of weak
segmentation). In this case, the annotations are much faster to obtain
from experts but also more ambiguous to carry out learning. To face
this task, they consider each image as a bag in a Multiple Instance
Learning framework (see Section 2.2.2.1 for more information about
this procedure). The lesions are split into a grid of non overlapping
cells and each cell is characterized by a feature vector. Then, a Markov
network is used to infer the cell labels from the image-level annota-
tions.

Color: Shade recognition is a valuable tool in the evaluation of
pigmented skin lesions, as it is present in many well extended der-
moscopy algorithms (see Section A.6.1). For example, the presence of
more colors is related to higher potential malignancy in the ABCD
rule, as well as an asymmetric spatial distribution of the different col-
ors (see Section A.6). Specialists distinguish a set of six different col-
ors in melanocytic lesions: black, dark brown, light brown, blue-gray,
white and red. The works found in the literature aimed to obtain
a chromatic lesion description that follows this color categorization.
Barata et al. [23] assumed that there is an underlying distribution of
shades modeling each color category. From this point, they split the
lesion into MxM patches and represent each patch with a feature vec-
tor containing the mean of the HSV and Lab components. A mixture
of Gaussians models each color distribution and then each patch is
classified according to a modified maximum likelihood criterion. The
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label assignment is soft where the difference between the top two pre-
dicted color probabilities is below an empirical threshold, and the as-
signment is discarded when the highest predicted color probability is
not high enough. Instead, Sabbaghi et al. [132] proposed an empirical
color palette computed from sample color patches carefully selected
by specialists. All color vectors are transformed to the Lab colorspace,
so euclidean distances have a correlation with perceived color differ-
ences. The lesions are then oversegmented, so each partition contains
a set of pixels having a reasonably similar color. The regions are de-
scribed with the mean color and entropy values and then classified
to match the class of their nearest neighbor in the empirical color
palette. A more recent work [27] developed a color segmentation sys-
tem trained with image-level annotations (see Section 2.2.2 for more
information about this problem). The authors proposed the use of a
generative model called Correspondence-LDA [41] to find a correla-
tion between the image-level images and each region of the lesion
so a segmentation map of lesion colors can be inferred. The lesion is
split into small square patches so it can be assumed that only one der-
moscopic color is present on each patch. Then, the model computes
the label probabilities given the image labels for each patch and the
one with the maximum value is chosen as the predicted color.

Dots and globules: This structure represents oval or circular pig-
ment aggregates having black to light brown color. Globules are nor-
mally over a uniform region that is less pigmented, so they appear
darker, but they may also be over another dermoscopic structure (see
Section A.6.3). In some cases this implies that contrast between the
globule at its surroundings is very low, making globule detection a
challenging problem. Some works aimed to detect the structure as a
second step after lesion segmentation. Tanaka et al. [206] divided the
lesion into square cells and then performed classification to distin-
guish between pigmented network, globules and blotches. They first
subtract an estimation of the background pigmentation to enhance
the contrast of the patches. Then, the patch is thresholded and the
connected components of the binary mask are thoroughly analyzed
to separate globules from pigmented network. A more robust method
that accepts more general lesion images was presented by Fleming et
al. [69]. As globules tend to be gathered in compact groups, these re-
gions have different properties, so a snake-based approach is used to
outline the boundary of these areas. To be more spatially accurate in
the detection and identify each globule separately, Thon et al. [207]
used Gaussian Markov random fields to both detect hair and glob-
ules. In the case of globules, the algorithm searches for points with
high and similar curvature along the two main directions in small
scales. The first principal component of the color image is used in all
the computations.
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Pigmented network: This structure has an approximate visual
appearance of a grid, where the mesh is darker than the cells (see
Section A.6.4). Strong effort has been made in detecting this struc-
ture, as it is one of the most frequent in melanocytic lesions. Unsu-
pervised approaches normally used filtering techniques. Di Leo et
al. [55] combined median an high-pass filtering to build a mask that
outlines the network region. But most of the filtering is directed to
find the ridges of the grid. Gabor filters [230] have proved very use-
ful in the localized detection of directional patterns. They are applied
as a filter bank, changing direction and scale. Fixing the scale, the
responses in different directions are combined, as they carry com-
plementary information. In scale space, max-pooling was applied to
guarantee that each ridge was detected at its matching scale [26, 166].
This property was also valuable in removing artifacts like hair [26]
or air bubbles [1, 69]. Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filters are invariant
to rotations and classic in border detection. They have been applied
to both ridge detection [84] and cell detection [28]. In the first case,
the applied scale range is smaller, as it intends to match the width of
the mesh lines. Conversely, when the selected scale is larger, it acts
as a blob detector and gives maximum responses at the centers of
the grid cells. Non-maxima suppression is again needed to select the
matching scale on each pixel. The Hessian matrix was used to de-
tect the ridges [69] and the cells [30] of the grid as well. When the
Hessian matrix is computed on a ridge, which is a thin transition to
darker pigmentation that quickly returns to its previous value, the
first eigenvector is much higher than the second. But when it is com-
puted on a cell, they both tend to have similar values as the cell is
approximately circular. Swarm Intelligence algorithms were also suc-
cessfully applied by Nowak et al. [160]. The particles are randomly
placed over the lesion and constrained with a set of rules to follow
the ridges paths and outline the network. As the resulting images
after filtering may contain some artifacts, they are subsequently post-
processed to obtain cleaner segmentation masks of the network. The
straightforward approach was to threshold the filtered image to ob-
tain a binary image of the ridge candidates and subsequently apply a
connected component analysis to preserve the longest paths [26, 166].
The other option was obtaining a mask of cell candidates and then
analyze the connected components using a roundness threshold, as
cells in pigmented network are approximately round [84]. A more
powerful post-processing could be perfomed by constructing a graph
using the cell candidates as nodes [28, 185]. Two nodes are connected
when their distance is close to the sum of their radii. A network is
then considered as present if the density of edges exceeds a specific
threshold.

Discriminative approaches to pigment network detection mainly
have an initial division of the lesion into parts. It may consist on over-
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lapping a grid that splits the lesion into square subimages, so each of
them is treated as a different instance of the dataset. This virtually in-
creases the size of the dataset, which is an advantage because dermo-
scopic datasets with segmented structures are often small. Then, each
subimage is characterized by a set of features. Spectral features were
used with the intent of identifying the pseudo-periodic pattern of the
grid-like structure [35]. Low-level textural features were also applied
to describe extensively the visual appearance of the structures [133].
In order to get the final segmentation maps of a whole lesion, each
subimage can be replaced by its predicted label or confidence value
to build a map of pigmented network presence. A similar lesion parti-
tioning method was proposed by Li et al. [126], but the subimages are
built to enclose superpixels. Then, each subimage is fed to a deep net-
work that predicts the structure label of the lesion piece. The lesion
map in this case can be built from its individual superpixel predic-
tions. Instead, Arroyo et al. [73] proposed a dense supervised method
of pigmented network detection. They extract local texture and color
features in the neighborhood of each pixel to train a classifier aiming
to discriminate ridge pixels, hole pixels and non-network pixels. This
generates three probability maps that are processed to get the final
segmentation of pigmented network.

Streaks: They are small pigmented lines appearing on the bound-
ary of the lesion that enter the skin with radial direction. Streaks de-
tection can be achieved with low-level features, as it was stated by
Betta et al. [36]. In this work, the border area is enclosed into a set of
rectangles that are analyzed separately. For each piece, they compute
a pigmentation detector from the Hue component and a measure of
border irregularity. Then, each piece is classified to assess the pres-
ence of streaks. But performance improves using an initial step of fil-
tering, followed by an adapted set of features. Streaks are line-shaped
and usually have high contrast because they are surrounded by skin.
These characteristics were exploited through tubular filters [152] or
LoG filters at small scales [184]. Sometimes, this is not enough to an-
alyze the structure, as it may be confused with peripheral reticular
network (so directions are not radial) or the filters may highlight an-
other similar structure. To solve this, Sadeghi et al. [184] designed a
method based on ellipse geometry to keep only the pigmented lines
in the border having a radial direction. Then, the orientation shift
between the true lines and the ideal radial case is measured to deter-
mine the irregularity of present streaks. Apart from this, Li et al [123]
applied a deep CNN to streaks detection. They split the lesion into
superpixels enclosed by a square and each of them is classified sepa-
rately as present or not present.
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Other structures: The rest of dermoscopic structures are studied
in a much smaller number of works. As they are less frequent, it is
more difficult to obtain a reasonable number of images that leads to
significant conclusions. However, due to the contribution of particular
hospitals and the release of new large datasets, there are some works
about other structures that deserve an analysis as well.

Regression structures appear when the lesion is malignant and the
immune system has attacked it. When a fragment of the lesion is
completely deleted by the immune system, it is substituted by scar-
like tissue that appears white when observed, or at least lighter than
the skin shade. If there is still pigmentation, a structureless gray or
blue-gray region is observed (see Section A.6.5). The last regression
type was analyzed by Di Leo et al. [120], proposing a classification
system to differentiate between blue-white veil and gray regression.
The lesions are first split into superpixels, ensuring homogeneity in
their color components, and then each superpixel is characterized as a
feature vector to form a dataset and classify it. Sforza et al. [191] used
a histogram-based method to segment gray regression in melanoma
images. They use an adapted histogram thresholding algorithm that
learns the different shades of color identified as gray regression and
uses this information to define the threshold values.

Vascular structures encompass the different blood vessel morpholo-
gies that can be appreciated in dermoscopy. In dermoscopic images,
blood vessels show red color, but the contrast against lesion pigmen-
tation is poor. An initial approximation is learning from examples
the different shades of red where a vessel appears and use it to seg-
ment regions with vascular structures [36]. Instead, a deep CNN-based
method [108] performed a division of each lesion image into small
square cells to classify them separately. The segmentation map of the
structure is recovered by copying the prediction on the spatial region
of the associated cell.

2.3 incorporating segmentation to diagnosis

In dermoscopy, experts study the presence and spatial distribution of
a set of structures (see Section A.6). This analysis, together with clini-
cal data of the patient, helps the dermatologists in deciding the diag-
nosis. The integration of dermoscopic structure segmentation into di-
agnosis has been treated with different levels of depth in CAD systems.
Initially, Di Leo et al. [56] proposed a strategy based on the 7PCL (see
Section A.7.2) to use the output of structure detectors in the compu-
tation of a diagnosis suggestion. First, an automatic detector is built
for each of the structures considered in the clinical algorithm. Then,
each structure detector returns a soft output between 0 and 1 model-
ing the confidence about the presence of that structure. The score of
each structure is then multiplied by a weight based on the structure
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presence reliability value. The sum of the weighted scores leads to
the diagnosis output. A similar strategy was followed by Kawahara
et al. [102] using a deep network, in order to take advantage of their
ability to learn the features. The prediction is based on the sum of
7 individual scores, corresponding to the trained detectors of each
structure considered in the method. With these scores, the clinician is
able to know which structures are marked as present by the method
and make sure they are considered in the diagnosis. The architec-
ture is able to work with dermoscopic images, clinical images and
other clinical metadata and it provides a prediction with the avail-
able information. This architecture manages missing data, a common
problem in CAD applications. However, this model has a limitation in
the quality of the segmentation outputs. They are obtained from the
last feature map before the GAP that lead to the output probability of
the detector. Although these feature maps are known to show some
localization ability [193], they are not accurate enough to be useful
for a clinician. In a different line, González-Díaz [57] showed a more
general system that is able to leverage weak annotations to obtain
segmentation maps of dermoscopic structures. These segmentations
are then used to modulate a late feature representation of a residual
network, so dermoscopic structures are explicitly incorporated in the
final prediction. The segmentation maps, together with the incorpo-
ration of asymmetry intuitions in another block of the network, give
additional information with the prediction, so the clinician can figure
out the reasons of the suggested diagnosis.
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A N I N T E R P R E TA B L E C A D S Y S T E M F O R
M E L A N O M A D I A G N O S I S B A S E D O N C L I N I C A L
C R I T E R I A

This chapter presents the description of an interpretable CAD system
that aims to detect suspicious melanocytic lesions. This work has been
published in [130]. The system is based on a late fusion scheme that
defines a diagnosis suggestion through the outputs of individual ex-
perts. These experts model the lesion malignancy degree as a function
of the features found in several dermoscopic structures: globules, pig-
mented network, streaks, homogeneous blotches, regression, vascu-
lature, blue-white veil and unspecific (see Section A.6 for a descrip-
tion of the structures). Hence, the features are designed to model the
most prominent clinical aspects of each considered structure, such
as color, symmetry, texture or relative area, thus providing a better
interpretability to the clinician. A generic (no structure-dependent)
expert is also added with its own features set, so lesion description
is enriched when the structure information is not relevant. As the po-
tential pool of features for each expert is large, we have designed a
feature selection algorithm to obtain the most meaningful features for
each expert, which also enables a deeper analysis of the system.

We start with an overview of the system (Section 3.1), and then
describe each of its building blocks. We then explain the generation
of structure soft segmentation maps (Section 3.2). Subsequently, we
introduce the proposed dermoscopic features. Section 3.3 describes
first the rationale of each family of features and then the features
themselves. Specifically, the filter techniques used to enhance the der-
moscopic textures are explained in Section 3.3.2. This is followed by a
detailed description of generic features (Section 3.3.3) and structure-
based features (Section 3.3.4), which feed the generic expert and the
structure-based experts, respectively. Section 3.4 describes the feature
selection algorithm for individual experts. Finally, we explain the late
fusion strategy in Section 3.5.

3.1 the proposed cad system

In this section, we present our CAD system for melanoma detection
based on dermoscopic images. The system, depicted in Figure 3.1, is
hierarchically organized into three main parts:

1. A soft segmentation of the lesion into dermoscopic structures.
As explained later, we propose to use soft segmentation maps
instead of hard segmentations.
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2. A set of individual diagnosis systems, each one designed for
a specific dermoscopic structure. In the following, we will re-
fer to these individual diagnosis systems as experts, as they are
designed to attain proficiency on the lesion diagnosis by con-
sidering just one particular structure of interest. To build these
experts we have proposed a broad set of clinical-based features
modeling typical indicators used by dermatologists in their di-
agnosis. Moreover, we have defined a method to select those
particular features which are more relevant to characterize each
of the dermoscopic structures.

3. A Bayesian model which fuses the outputs of the individual
experts to provide a final suggestion about the malignancy of a
lesion.
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Figure 3.1: Proposed CAD system. The lesion segmentation block provides
the structure probabilistic maps. The experts try to predict the le-
sion malignancy according to structure-specific information. Fi-
nally, the expert’s outputs are combined through a late fusion
scheme to obtain the final diagnosis suggestion.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

Figure 3.2: (a) Weakly-annotated image for the segmentation. (b) Segmen-
tation provided with our approach. White boundaries represent
previous segmentation in superpixels used by the algorithm in
[79]. (c-e) Soft segmentation maps Pk = {pk(x)} for three dermo-
scopic structures: dots/globular/cobblestone, reticular, and re-
gression, respectively. Lighter pixels indicate higher probabilities
of belonging to the structural pattern.

3.2 dermoscopic structure soft segmentation maps for
feature extraction

One of the fundamental ideas of this system is to extract a specifically
designed feature set from each structural pattern’s generated segmen-
tation. Moreover, we have preferred to work with soft maps contain-
ing probabilities rather than using a hard segmentation in which each
pixel is only assigned to the most probable structural pattern. There-
fore, we first generate these soft maps and then we extract the features
(for each pattern) weighted according to these maps.

For the generation of the soft segmentation maps, we have made
used of a modified version of the segmentation approach proposed
in [79], which combines Latent Topic Models (LTM) and a Kernel Lo-
gistic Regression (KLR)-based appearance models to generate category-
based segmentations under both supervised and unsupervised sce-
narios. The application of this algorithm to our current problem would
require a training dataset in which each image had a corresponding
ground truth segmentation. This kind of (strong) annotation is often
hard to obtain as it requires a huge effort from the dermatologists to
outline the segmentations. Alternatively, providing weak image-level
annotations indicating only the presence of the different dermoscopic
structures is much easier for dermatologists, and therefore becomes a
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more feasible approach. Thus, our training datasets were finally anno-
tated using 3 image-level category labels for each structural pattern:
0, if the structure is not present; 1, if it is locally present; and 2, if the
structural pattern takes up most of the lesion area and can be then
considered as global.

The resulting weakly-supervised scenario requires to adapt the orig-
inal approach to work with image-level annotations. For the sake of
simplicity, we only introduce here the notation required for integrat-
ing the resulting soft segmentation maps into subsequent stages. The
interested reader can find an in-depth analysis of the algorithm as
well as the detailed formulation in the original paper [79].

Given an input image I(x) and the mask M(x) that defines the re-
gion of the lesion over pixels x, the weakly-supervised segmentation
algorithm provides a set of K soft segmentation maps Pk = {pk(x)},
where k is the index of the structural pattern k = 1...K, and pk(x)
stands for the probability that the pixel x belongs to the structural
pattern k. Moreover, we impose a unit simplex constraint so that∑︁

k pk(x) = 1 for each pixel in the lesion.
In our approach for melanoma automatic diagnosis, low-level fea-

tures are first locally computed at each pixel location, and then ag-
gregated at the image level to produce lesion-level descriptors. When
computing a feature for a particular structural pattern k, it is intu-
itive that the pixels belonging to that structure should have a higher
impact on the final descriptor than those on the rest of the lesion. Con-
sequently, we have incorporated the segmentation map pk(x) into the
feature computation process. In most cases, the feature aggregation is
a simple linear combination of pixel outputs; in particular, a feature
Fdk computed over image Id and designed for the structural pattern k
is obtained as follows:

Fdk =

N∑︂
i

pk(xi)fk(xi) (3.1)

where N is the number of pixels within the lesion area, and fk(xi) is
the value of the feature evaluated in the pixel xi. Examples of fk(xi)
can be the energy of a filtered image in xi, the values of the color
components in that pixel, etc. As we will see in the following sections,
although linear feature aggregation is the most common approach
in our system, for some features like shape-related ones, we apply
thresholding techniques over pk(xi) to generate a binary mask over
which computing the descriptors.

3.3 feature extraction

This section describes the feature extraction process followed in our
approach. We first introduce a new coordinate system that represents
more appropriately the geometry of the lesions. Then, we review the
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families of filter-banks on which we have built the extraction of tex-
ture features. Subsequently, we describe the features, which we have
divided into two groups: generic and specific features, where the later
ones have been specifically designed to detect or measure visual prop-
erties of a given structural pattern. Finally, we explain the feature
selection process followed for each expert.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.3: Example of a rotated and cropped lesion image (a) and its corre-
sponding normalized polar coordinates: (b) radius and (c) angle.

3.3.1 Normalized polar coordinates

Based on recommendations of dermatologists, and due to the lack
of knowledge about the actual lesion sizes, a normalized polar coordi-
nate system has been designed to allow comparing equivalent spatial
locations in lesions of different size. Each lesion d is defined by the
pair {Xd,Md}, where Xd represents the image and Md stands for the
skin lesion segmentation mask. We start approximating the shape of
the lesion mask Md with an ellipse, defined by the centroid x0, the
lengths a,b of the major and minor axes, respectively, and the orien-
tation angle θ (see Figure 3.3). Based on these values, we define the
scaling S and rotation Q matrices as:

S =

(︄
1 0

0 a/b

)︄
; Q =

(︄
cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ

)︄
(3.2)

Then, we can compute an affine 3× 3 matrix T that transforms the
input ellipse into a normalized (unit radius) circle, centered at (0, 0),
as:

T =

(︄
C d

0 1

)︄
(3.3)

where the block matrix C is C = QSQ ′ and the vector d = (X−C)x0.
This transformation will be thoroughly used along the paper as it
allows us to first obtain the normalized Cartesian coordinates xn = Tx
on the transformed unit circle and, then, to compute the normalized
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polar coordinates (ρ(xn), θ(xn)), ρ ∈ [0, 1], θ ∈ [0, 2π] associated with
each pixel in the lesion. This new coordinate system will be used
during the computation of various features in our model, such as
those related to lesion symmetry. It is noteworthy that we do not
explicitly transform the input image as it would lead to artifacts and
distorted visual representations.

3.3.2 Enhancing texture through filtering

In order to make our descriptors more robust to illumination con-
ditions and transformations, images are pre-processed using a set
of filters developed to detect specific texture properties in dermo-
scopic images. Specifically, we have used two families of filter-banks:
a) multi-scale LoG filter-bank, and b) multi-orientation multi-scale Ga-
bor filter-bank.

The multiscale Laplacian of Gaussian filter-bank works as a com-
mon texture enhancer at its smallest scales and as a blob detector at
its middle and large scales (see Figure 3.4). An initial set of filtered
images is obtained using LoG filters at different scales. A σ2 normal-
ization is applied to every output to make them comparable in the
scale space. Once the output of each filter is computed, non-maxima
suppression is applied across scales to find the scale with highest
response at pixel level, i.e., for each scale only those pixels that pro-
vided the strongest response keep their value (while the others are
set to zero). Additionally, a multi-scale summary image is obtained
by fusing the outputs at different scales after the non-maxima sup-
pression.

Figure 3.4: Multiscale LoG filter works as a blob detector for globules.

The multi-orientation multi-scale Gabor filter-bank works as a bor-
der detector. The family of Gabor filters [230] offers two different base
functions to detect specific types of transitions (even and odd). Both
of them are used in parallel to get complementary descriptions of
border presence in a lesion. For each family, a set of filtered images is
obtained varying orientation and scale. Then, a non-maxima suppres-
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sion process is applied in the space of directions and scales. As a re-
sult, each filtered image for a specific orientation-scale pair contains
non-zero outputs only where it was maximum. After non-maxima
suppression we integrate over all orientations to get a rotation-invariant
set of filtered images, so that we reduce the original direction-scale
space to the scale space as with LoG. Again, a composite image sum-
marizing the maximum responses in the scale space (see Figure 3.5)
is computed.

In summary, the output of the texture-enhancing filtering stage for
a given image Id and a given filter family hs is a set of output images
os , computed using the cross-correlation os = hs ⊗ Id.

(a) Original image

(b) Even filters (c) Odd filters

Figure 3.5: Gabor filters highlight the lines of the grid in a lesion with retic-
ular structure.

3.3.3 Generic features

The generic features are intended to describe the global aspect of a
lesion and represent properties that are shared across various of the
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considered structures. The following paragraphs categorize generic
features according to four different groups: geometry, symmetry, color
and texture.

geometry : As shown in Table 3.1, we propose two types of fea-
tures related to geometric aspects of the lesion: area and spatial dis-
tribution. Both groups are detailed in the following paragraphs.

The area-related features require a region of a specific structure k to
be outlined by means of a thresholding operation on the correspond-
ing probability pk(x) (see Section 3.5). Subsequently, the resulting
region area is normalized with respect to the area of the lesion.

group name description

Area Relative area Ratio area of the detected
structure / area of the lesion

Spatial distribution MeanDist Mean distance to the center of
the lesion

StdDist Mean std of distances to the
center of the lesion

MeanAng Mean angular position of the
structure

StdAng Angular spread of the
structure

Table 3.1: Geometry features measure spatial aspects of the structure with
respect to the lesion, considering area and spatial distribution.

The second group of geometric features are inspired by the fact that
some structures can be indicators of benignity or malignancy depend-
ing on their relative location in the lesion. In dermoscopy literature,
this is the case of peripheral globules, homogeneous blobs or reticu-
lar structures. Here, the structure probability pk(xi) is used as a soft
indicator of the presence of the structure k and it is used to compute
several features: first, it allows us to estimate the relative location of
the structure with respect to the center of the lesion; second, we com-
pute statistics in terms of radial distances and angular distributions.

For the first aspect, the distance of each pixel to the center of the
lesion is computed, as illustrated in Figure 3.6, where the blue dot
represents the center. Then, the weighted mean and standard devia-
tion (using pk(xi) as weights) are obtained, modeling the radial mean
distance and the radial spread of the local structure, respectively.

For the second aspect, the angle that each pixel forms with respect
to the horizontal is computed and weighted by pk(xi). The circu-
lar standard deviation of the weighted angles describes the angular
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: Radial distance and spread of the globules, measured as the
weighted mean and variance of the distance of the structure pix-
els to the center of the lesion, respectively. Distances from the
center of the lesion to the centroids of each of the regions de-
tected as globules in the example are indicated (b).

spread of the texture over the lesion, denoting if the structure is lo-
cated at a specific sector or widespread over the lesion.

symmetry features : Melanomas tend to grow differently on
each direction, often becoming more asymmetric than benign lesions.
This is why symmetry is present in a variety of diagnosis algorithms,
such as the ABCD rule of dermoscopy [201]. It includes shape and
color as different aspects to evaluate symmetry in pigmented skin
lesions. The symmetry rule requires finding the axis of maximum
symmetry according to any of those two criteria, and its perpendicu-
lar. In doing so, the lesion is labeled as symmetric in one or two axes,
or as completely asymmetric.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: Polar grid division for the computation of the main axis of sym-
metry (bold red) and its complementary (red). Each cell in the
polar grid is then represented by its average color (b).

In this work, we have designed a real-valued version of this symme-
try rule which is computed as follows: the lesion is first divided into a
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discrete grid with sectorial and radial partitions (see Figure 3.7) using
the normalized polar coordinates described in Section 3.3.1. Then, for
each given angle, the lesion is divided into two halves and each cell
of the grid is compared with its symmetric with respect to the axis. In
order to get the actual similarity between each pair of cells, we have
used pixel color distances in the CIE Lab colorspace, which is close to
human perception. Hence, the symmetry feature associated with that
angle is the average similarity between all the corresponding pairs
of sectors in the partition. Finally, the angle with the maximum aver-
age similarity and its orthogonal are selected as symmetry axes and
the average similarity values are considered as the features. These
features are also computed for every structural pattern, by using the
soft weights described in Section 3.2.

color features : Color is one of the essential clues for the diag-
nosis of pigmented skin lesions [167]. Dermoscopic images can show
basically the following colors: black, grey, dark brown, light brown,
blue, white and red. The first five are related to the depth of melanin
at the epidermis, while the last two are indicators of scar-like tissue
and blood vessels, respectively. Thus, the number of colors on the
lesion, so as their spatial distribution, give information about the dis-
tribution of melanin through the nevus. To model different aspects of
color information, we use a set of color descriptors, namely:

• The color-naming descriptor developed by Benavente, Vanrell
and Baldrich [31] provides a histogram of presence of 11 com-
mon colors.

• The discriminative hue descriptor by Khan et al. [106] obtains a
set of photometric invariant color groups.

• The opponent color descriptor by van de Weijer and Schmid [228]
brings a color histogram based on an opponent representation
of color components.

• The extended color-naming descriptor proposed by van der Wei-
jer et al. [227] offers a color histogram considering 24 bins re-
lated with common colors.

Each of the color histograms provided by these descriptors are ob-
tained in multiple points of the lesion using a dense grid. Then the
mean and variance of the histograms computed at all positions are
taken as the color descriptors over the lesion. As in the case of symme-
try features, the color features are also computed for every structural
pattern using the soft weights. Table 3.2 shows the considered com-
binations between color descriptor and aggregation measure, each of
them is treated as a different feature.
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color descriptor aggregation

Color naming Mean

Color naming Standard deviation

Discriminative Mean

Discriminative Standard deviation

Opponent Mean

Opponent Standard deviation

Extended color naming Mean

Extended color naming Standard deviation

Table 3.2: Color features obtained from 4 different color descriptors. The fea-
tures act as global color representations of the lesion.

(a) Rings (b) Sectors

(c) Cells

Figure 3.8: Different skin lesion division patterns used to compute generic
texture features.

texture features : These generic features aim to describe the vi-
sual appearance of textures along a lesion with the purpose of mod-
eling the clinical insights concerning dermoscopic structures. Using
the filter-banks introduced in Section 3.3.2, we first compute the cor-
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responding sets of filtered images for the lesion. For these sets of
outputs, two groups of features are computed: a) features relying on
ring- and circular sector-based partition analysis; and b) features that
evaluate the texture regularity working on the energy histograms at
different scales.

The ring- and circular sector-based features are based on a grid divi-
sion of the lesion using the normalized polar coordinates. The num-
ber of radial and sectorial divisions was determined through a cross-
validation process, which gave 4 radial and 12 angular partitions
as optimal values. Each considered feature is completely defined by
three elements: 1) the division of the lesion (radial, sectorial or both,
as illustrated in Figure 3.8; 2) the statistical metric computed at each
cell in the grid (mean, variance or histogram of energies in the scale
space); and 3) the aggregation method used to compute a final fea-
ture from the individual measures in each cell (mean, variance, sim-
ple concatenation or symmetry computation). In Table 3.3 we provide
a compact description of the different texture features considered in
our approach. In addition, Figure 3.9 shows two examples of these
texture features.

name division cell metric aggregation

Var of mean energy in rings Rings Mean Var

Var of variance energy in rings Rings Var Var

Var of mean energy in sectors Sectors Mean Var

Var of mean variance in sectors Sectors Var Var

Var of mean energy in cells Both Mean Var

Var of variance energy in cells Both Var Var

Var of mean in rings Rings Mean Var

Var of variance in rings Rings Var Var

Var of mean in sectors Sectors Mean Var

Var of mean in sectors Sectors Var Var

Var of mean in cells Both Mean Var

Var of variance in cells Both Var Var

Mean of rings energy Rings Mean Concat

Var of rings energy Rings Var Concat

Mean of two axes of symmetry Both Mean Sym

Var of two axes of symmetry Both Var Sym

Hists of two axes of symmetry Both Hist Sym

Table 3.3: Texture features in rings and circular sectors.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.9: Texture feature extraction for an atypical lesion. First, a grid di-
vision of the lesion is obtained using the normalized polar coor-
dinates, and different statistics are computed at each cell in the
grid. Finally, an aggregation method is used to compute a final
feature from the individual measures in each cell. (a) Variance
ratio of mean and variance energy in rings. (b) Variance ratio of
mean and variance energy in cells.

A second group of texture features evaluates the texture regularity
and is based on the analysis of histograms. In dermoscopy, a struc-
ture is considered typical when it exhibits a regular appearance. This
aspect is intended to be modeled by this group of features, which
first run a filter-bank and then compute the histogram of energies in
the scale space. The presence of high energies at different scales is
an indicator of non-regularity of the elements that form a structure,
whereas regularity is paired with a dominant scale and, therefore, a
prominent peak in the histogram. Given an image Id, a structural pat-
tern k being analyzed, its structure spatial pdf pk(xi) (Section 3.2),
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and the set of outputs os of a filter family, the histogram Hk(s) can
be computed as follows:

Hk(s) =

N∑︂
i=1

pk(xi)o2s(xi) (3.4)

where s stands for a discrete scale. However, as a texture not only pro-
vides a high response to its best matching scale but also to its adjacent
scales, the bars of the histogram are not completely independent. To
correct this undesired effect, an overlapping-based correction is ap-
plied to the histogram. The overlapping factor O(si, sj) between two
scales si and sj is first computed and, then, the histogram is corrected
as follows:

Ĥk(si) = Hk(si) −
∑︂
sj ̸=si

Hk(sj)O(si, sj) (3.5)

In order to compute the overlapping factor O(si, sj), we have ap-
proximated the spatial extent of the filters using 2-D Gaussian distri-
butions, and computed the Bhattacharyya coefficient as:

O(si, sj) = 2

⌜⃓
⎷⃓ C2

ij

1+C2
ij

(3.6)

where C =
σsi

σsj
is the ratio between the standard deviations of the

filters, and we have considered zero means as the filters are always
centered on the pixel of interest.

Once the histogram has been corrected, the texture features are
extracted from it. Table 3.4 briefly describes the set of features we have
designed to evaluate the texture regularity, and Figure 3.10 provides
two examples.

name description

Entropy Entropy of the histogram

Peaks50Perc Number of peaks over the 50th percentile

Peaks75Perc Number of peaks over the 75th percentile

SigmaMax Scale with the highest global energy

EnergyOutside Energy out of the dominant scale and its two neighbors

SigmaMean Expectation of the histogram of energies

SigmaStd Standard deviation of the histogram of energies

Table 3.4: Features measuring texture regularity, calculated from the his-
togram of energies as a function of the scale.
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Figure 3.10: The left column is an example of typical reticular structure,
while the right one shows an atypical network. a) Original
image. b) Multi-scale image that summarizes the maximum
responses of the even Gabor family of filters in the scale space.
c) Histogram of energies at each scale. d) Corrected histogram.

3.3.4 Structure-specific features

Besides the aforementioned generic features, we have considered spe-
cific attributes of the structures that are important for the dermatolo-
gists in their decisions. We call them structure-specific features since
each one has been designed for a particular structure or pattern. We
describe them in the following paragraphs. As in the previous cases,
the soft segmentations pk(x) (see Section 3.2) indicate the region of
the lesion where the presence of each structure is more likely.

• Dots, globules and Cobblestone pattern: since peripheral globules
are related to lesion growth, the outputs of the multi-scale LoG

filter bank are used to compute a ratio between the energy of
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Figure 3.11: Radial growth of homogeneous areas. The first derivative along
rings is obtained to find out evidences of growth. Its cumulative
sum provides a growth indication of the presence of homoge-
neous structure when going out of the center.

globules in the central part of the lesion and the energy of glob-
ules in the border.

• Reticular pattern: we suggest a specific descriptor to determine
its prominence, which is a clinical indicator of malignancy con-
sidered by some dermoscopic algorithms, such as the Menzies’
method [216] and the 7PCL [12]. We rely on the outputs of multi-
scale LoG filter bank to compute the energy of the light blobs
corresponding to the center of the reticular cells and the energy
of the dark lines defining the reticular cells. The ratio between
the mean energies of these two regions provides a measure of
the contrast, which can be used as a detector of prominent retic-
ular texture.

• Homogeneous areas: this structure is commonly found in the cen-
ter of the lesion. As its peripheral presence is less usual, a po-
tentially malignant radial growth1 of uniform blobs is searched
for. The lesion is first divided into rings. The mean amount of
the structure at each ring, moving from the center to the border,
is then computed and saved into a vector. Next, the first deriva-
tive is obtained to find out evidences of growth. Negative values
are turned to 0, as they mean lack of growth. The cumulative
sum of positive values, if any, provides a growth indication of
the presence of homogeneous structure when going out of the
center. Figure 3.11 illustrates the process.

• Regression structures: the average luminance ratio between the
regression area and the rest of the lesion is considered. The pur-
pose of this feature is to distinguish between white and grey
regression.

1 The word ’growth’ is employed here with the meaning ’increase of structure pres-
ence as we move out of the center of the lesion’. It is not related to lesion growth.
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3.4 feature selection of individual experts

Due to the huge amount of extracted features, it is necessary to de-
termine which ones are more descriptive for each structural pattern.
To that end, a forward-feature selection method using linear Support
Vector Machines (SVM) [2] has been applied that efficiently chooses
the minimum group of relevant features that jointly maximize the be-
nign vs. malignant classification performance, measured by the Area
Under the Curve (AUC). Hence, for each structure feature set, we per-
form an N-fold cross-validation procedure, as it is shown in the pseu-
docode in Algorithm 1. Starting from an empty set of features, we
add the feature that mostly improves the AUC at each time, and iter-
ate until AUC reaches its maximum value.

The selected features are then used to train a classifier associated
with each structural pattern k, i.e., an expert on each structural pat-
tern. In addition to the K considered dermoscopic structures, we
have also added a global expert XG, which is structure-agnostic, and
works over the whole image without considering any soft segmenta-
tion (pG(x) = 1). The candidate input features for this expert is the
generic set of features described in Section 3.3.3.

3.5 fusing experts’ outputs

For each input image in our dataset, we first identify the dermoscopic
structures that are present in the lesion, using the output of our seg-
mentation module described in Section 3.2. To make this decision, we
consider the maximum probability of a pixel belonging to a structure
Pk = max{pk(x)} and compare it with a threshold. Based on some
previous experimentation, we have found that a threshold of 0.2 pro-
vides reasonable results in our datasets.

Given a particular clinical case, the input to the fusion stage is a
feature vector X = {X1,X2, ...,XM} containing the soft scores of the
M experts available for the case (the M− 1 dermoscopic structures
that explicitly appear in the lesion plus the global expert). In general
M ⩽ K + 1, with K = 8 in our case. Therefore, we need a flexible
approach able to handle missing data of those dermoscopic struc-
tures that are not present in the lesion. Our goal is to generate a final
diagnosis, Y, a measure of the experts’ individual opinions Om on
the system diagnosis, and a measure of the uncertainty U of the de-
cision according to variance of the experts’ individual opinions. To
this end, we have used a Bayesian fusion scheme which was success-
fully applied to MRI image classification in [146]. This model assumes
that the likelihood of the score provided by the m-expert conditioned
to the class j (j = 0, 1 for benign and malign lesions, respectively),
p(Xm|Yj), is independent from the remaining experts n (∀n ̸= m).
Hence, we can easily factorize the joint likelihood of the experts’ score
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Algorithm 1 Forward-feature selection using SVMs
1: Input: Whole d-dimensional feature set F = {f1, f2, ..., fd}, number

of folds N
2: Initialization: Empty subset S0 = ∅, size of the subset k = 0,
AUCmax = 0,

3: while ∼ isempty(F) do
4: AUCkmax = 0

5: for i = 1 to length(F) do
6: Snew = {Sk, fi}
7: for n = 1 to N do
8: Train modeln on remaining n− 1 folds.
9: Predict n-fold labels using modeln.

10: end for
11: Compute current new subset AUCki.
12: if AUCki > AUCkmax then
13: ind = i

14: AUCkmax = AUCki

15: end if
16: end for
17: if AUCkmax > AUCmax then
18: Sk = {Sk−1, find}

19: AUCmax = AUCkmax

20: Remove find from F.
21: k = k+ 1

22: else
23: S = Sk
24: break
25: end if
26: end while
27: Output: Subset of features S, number of features selected k,

AUCmax.
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p(X|Yj) and, using Bayes’ theorem, model the posterior probability of
a class j:

p(Yj|X1...XM) ∝ p(Yj)
M∏︂

m=1

p(Xm|Yj). (3.7)

Consequently, the final diagnosis is computed as:

j = arg max
j

p(Yj|X1...XM) (3.8)

and depends on the prior probability of the classes p(Yj) and the
likelihood of the inputs p(Xm|Yj). This model, known as Independent
Likelihood Pool [33], allows to implicitly handle missing data of those
dermoscopic structures that are not present in the lesion, by simply
removing them from the factorization.

As the soft outputs of an SVM Xm, with m = 1, ...,M, are continu-
ous and unbounded, we have modeled the corresponding likelihoods
as Gaussian random variables p(Xm|Yj) = N(µjm,σjm), defined by
their mean µjm and standard deviation σjm. Modeling the experts’
scores as Gaussian distributions, rather than directly using their val-
ues, allows us to not only handle missing data, but also to measure
the uncertainty over the outputs of the experts.

In addition to the final diagnosis, we can also provide extra valu-
able information for the dermatologists. First, we can compute Indi-
vidual expert opinions Om as:

Om = p(Yj|Xm) ∝ p(Yj)p(Xm|Yj), (3.9)

being j the finally selected class. Comparing the opinion Om with
the global diagnosis tells us about the degree of agreement of the m-
expert output with the final system decision. Therefore, these expert
opinions lets us to know the dermoscopic structures that become es-
sential (due to their degree of agreement) to the final system decision,
thus increasing the system interpretability. Indeed, as we will discuss
in section 4.2.3, this information might be of great interest during the
training of new medical staff.

Moreover, we can measure the UncertaintyU of the final decision. This
metric is defined as the mean deviation between the individual expert
opinions p(Yj|Xm) with respect to the final output of the fusion stage
p(Yj|X1...XM), where j is the selected class:

U =

⌜⃓
⎷⃓ 1

M

M∑︂
m=1

(︁
p(Yj|X1...XM) − p(Yj|Xm)

)︁2 (3.10)

This uncertainty metric provides some insight into the reliability of
the system decision.





4
E X P E R I M E N T S O N M E L A N O M A D I A G N O S I S U S I N G
T H E P R O P O S E D I N T E R P R E TA B L E C A D S Y S T E M

This chapter shows the evaluation of the proposed interpretable CAD

system for melanoma diagnosis described in Chapter 3. The referred
system uses a late fusion-based approach to mix the diagnosis sug-
gestions of individual experts. Each expert is specialized in character-
izing a dermoscopic structure with a specific feature set. The features
are designed to obtain rich descriptions of the dermoscopic struc-
tures, with a special focus on dermoscopic knowledge. The perfor-
mance of the system has been assessed on two databases reflecting
two different situations: the first one contains images from an atlas,
thus its images are chosen to offer archetypical examples of dermo-
scopic structures; the second one is more illustrative of the clinical
practice of an expert, including cases where the differences between
benign and malignant lesions are subtle. An exhaustive analysis of
the selected features is conducted as well. This analysis highlights
the connections between the system and dermoscopic criteria, thus
improving interpretability. Finally, a tool is presented to assist clini-
cians during lesion diagnosis, which provides additional information
to the diagnosis, so as the expected uncertainty of the output or the
main features that support the system decision. The experimentation
is taken from our work in [130].

We first review the datasets and the experimental protocol in Sec-
tion 4.1. In order to get some insights about the system, a feature
selection process has been performed on the feature sets of each ex-
pert (see Section 3.4). We explain the results of this analysis and the
dermoscopic reasons that may lay behind that selection in Section 4.2.
We show the performance of the system for two different scenarios in
Section 4.2.1. These results are compared with relevant systems from
the state of the art in Section 4.2.2. The proposed CAD application and
the main conclusions are discussed in Section 4.2.3.

4.1 datasets and experimental protocol

Two databases have been employed in this chapter through the ex-
periments presented in this chapter. The first one has been obtained
from the EDRA Interactive Atlas of Dermoscopy [13], frequently used
in works about pigmented skin lesion classification. Its images were
gathered with the objective of providing a panoramic view of skin
lesions diagnosis using dermoscopy and teach dermoscopic structure
recognition to clinicians. Thus, it is a collection of archetypical exam-
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ples of structures where the diagnosis is easier than in daily clini-
cal practice. All the images were saved in JPEG format with almost
uniform sizes (768x512). The medical centers that offered the images
have not followed a common acquisition protocol. The ground truth
labels are determined by histopathological diagnosis. There are no
metadata associated with the image files, so both the device and the
zoom level used are unknown. Non-melanocytic images and lesions
on palms or soles have been discarded in our experiments, as they
are out of the scope of the study. This gives a final dataset with 724
melanocytic lesions: 222 of them are melanomas and the remaining
502 are benign lesions. Every image of this dataset has, as associated
elements, a set of weak annotations coming from the database and
a mask identifying the region associated with the lesion, which has
been obtained by manual segmentation.

Whereas the examples of lesions included in an atlas of dermoscopy
are illustrative for educational purposes in this field, clinical practice
is expected to be more challenging as dermatologists aim to excise
melanomas at their earliest stage, where only few and slight evi-
dences are present in the lesion. In this scenario, atypical benign
lesions and melanomas may show a very similar aspect. Thus, the
second dataset is specifically composed of cases that are difficult to
diagnose. The images have been given up by two institutions: Clínica
Dermatológica Internacional (CDI) and Instituto Madrileño de Oncologia
(IMO), both in Madrid, Spain. This dataset, hereafter referred to as
CDI-IMO dataset, consists of images taken during the daily clinical
practice in several hospitals, so that the acquisition equipment, image
size and quality are variable. The set of acquisition devices includes
Molemax-II, Molemax HD, Dermlite Photo, Dermlite DL3 and Heyned-
ermaphot. All of them work with polarized light, except for the last de-
vice. Image sizes vary from 640x480 pixel for Molemax-II to 2592x1944
for Dermlite Photo. The inclusion of this dataset pursues the goal of
testing the proposed system on images that are hard to diagnose even
for experienced clinicians.

According to the available weak annotations of the first dataset, we
consider the following set of structures in the experiments:

1. Dots, globules and cobblestone pattern

2. Pigmented network

3. Homogeneous areas

4. Regression

5. Blue-white veil

6. Streaks

7. Vascular structures

8. Unspecific pattern
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For both databases, we have conducted our experiments following
the same protocol: the dataset has been split into two sets: 80% of
images are used for training and the remaining 20% for test. Each
lesion has been first soft segmented into dermoscopic structures and,
depending on the patterns that have been identified automatically,
the corresponding experts are run over their specific sets of features
(see Section 3.4). In order to select the most appropriate C parameter
for the SVM classifier behind each expert, the training set has been
in turn divided following a 5-fold cross validation. Additionally, this
cross-validation also allows us to learn optimal distributions on the
training data for the Bayesian Fusion. In particular, validation subsets
for each of the 5 partitions are concatenated and used to learn the
parameters of the Gaussian distributions, thus avoiding overfitting.
Therefore, both the individual experts and the Bayesian fusion are
evaluated on the unseen test set. It should be noted that the global
segmentation of the lesion has been manually defined and is pro-
vided to the system as a binary mask together with each skin lesion
image.

Due to the limited size of the datasets, and with the purpose of
providing reliable results, the whole process has been repeated 100
times, considering different random partitions for training and test
sets (but keeping the 80-20% proportions). Finally, the performance
of the proposed approach has been evaluated in terms of AUC.

4.2 analysis of selected features for each expert

Using the forward-feature selection method described in Section 3.4,
we have selected the most relevant features for each expert. The re-
sults are summarized in Table 4.1, where we refer to the general
types of features to provide a more convenient and intelligible per-
spective. Otherwise, it would be difficult to interpret by the read-
ers since the list of specific features is long and their denomination
is quite technical (see Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, for example). Specifi-
cally, in Table 4.1 we refer to the four types of general features de-
scribed in Section 3.3.3, i.e., geometry, symmetry, color, and texture;
and to the pattern-specific features described in Section 3.3.4, which
are shown in italics. Furthermore, more detailed information is pro-
vided in parenthesis when it is pertinent for the discussion.

In the next paragraphs we discuss the results obtained for each of
the dermoscopic structures, giving an interpretation according to the
intuitions of the dermatologists. However, before starting this discus-
sion, it is worth mentioning that clinical symmetry features turned
out to be relevant for almost every structure, which matches perfectly
the intuitions of the dermatologists since melanomas are often more
asymmetric than benign lesions.
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globules/cobblestone blue-white veil reticular structure

Symmetry Color Symmetry

Geometry (spatial distribution) Symmetry Geometry (spatial distribution)

Texture regularity Geometry (area) Texture regularity

Geometry (spatial distribution)

homogeneous areas regression areas streaks structure

Color Symmetry Color Symmetry

Geometry (spatial distribution) Texture regularity Texture regularity

Radial growth Geometry (spatial distribution)

Luminance Ratio

vascular structure unspecific pattern

Texture regularity Geometry

Geometry (spatial distribution) Texture regularity

Symmetry

Table 4.1: Most relevant feature types selected for experts. Features are or-
dered by their relevance. Pattern-specific features in italics (de-
scribed in Section 3.3.4). See Table 3.1-Table 3.3 to look over the
features included in each category.

globules : Geometric information and, in particular, statistics about
the distance to the lesion center are relevant to describe globules spread,
as illustrated in Figure 3.6. As dermatologists suggest, the presence
of peripheral globules is representative of lesion growth. Besides, a
ring of regularly distributed peripheral globules is characteristic of
many growing melanocytic nevi. In addition, texture regularity mea-
sures help to identify the presence of globules at various scales, which
might be indicative of melanoma.

blue-white veil : Blue-white veil is properly described by color
representations [106, 228]. Although the presence of this structure is
almost always an indicator of melanoma, geometry features such as
its relative size with respect to the lesion area, and its spatial distribu-
tion are also helpful for the corresponding expert.

reticular structures : As it can be seen in Figure 3.5, the retic-
ular structure is better detected using Gabor even filters. Hence, met-
rics about texture regularity allow the expert to distinguish between
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typical (thin line, moderate brown pigmentation, regular holes) and
atypical networks (thick line, intense dark pigmentation, irregular
holes). Figure 3.10 illustrates this difference with two examples of typ-
ical and atypical reticular patterns, respectively, and their correspond-
ing histograms of texture scales. It is easy to notice how the atypical
case produces a more complex histogram. We also have found that
the spatial location of the pattern is also relevant for the diagnosis.

homogeneous areas : Most of the color descriptors are advan-
tageous to describe homogeneous areas. Spatial distribution features,
i.e., statistical measures of the radial and angular dispersion, are also
of special interest for these structures. Furthermore, it is worth men-
tioning the selection of a feature specifically designed for this expert:
the radial growth (see Figure 3.11).

regression areas : As for homogeneous areas, color and spatial
distribution features are also useful to describe regression areas. Like-
wise, it is also worth mentioning the selection of a feature specifically
designed for detecting regression areas: the luminance ratio. Moreover,
texture features have also shown to be relevant to detect grey regres-
sion, which normally appears as a peppering structure that is more
likely to become malignant when is large.

streaks : They are well defined by analyzing their texture regular-
ity. It was somewhat surprising the lack of geometry features as it is
known that the irregular and partial presence of streaks in the lesion
borders are key clues for the diagnosis. In our opinion, symmetry
features are already encoding this property in this case.

vascular structures : The joint analysis of textures and spatial
distribution becomes very useful. In particular, texture regularity fea-
tures such as entropy as well as the location with respect to the center
of the lesion and its angular distribution turn out to be very relevant.

unspecific patterns : They are mainly described by its geome-
try and texture. Nevertheless, drawing conclusions about this pattern
is more difficult as it includes every region that cannot be easily cate-
gorized into any of the other structures.

As mentioned before, we have complemented the set of 8 experts
with a new one, referred to as global, which works over the whole
lesion without discriminating dermoscopic structures. For this global
expert, we have found that color and luminance symmetry features
are great indicators of malignant lesions, which usually present an
asymmetrical distribution. In addition, some of the texture features
such as the ring- and circular sector-based features and those measur-
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ing texture regularity, are also representative of this asymmetry and
diversity of patterns, as shown in Figure 3.9. Furthermore, the color-
naming descriptor by van der Weijer et al. [227] has also resulted
effective to model the color distribution in this case since a more uni-
form distribution involves the presence of a greater variety of colors,
which could be also a sign of malignancy.

4.2.1 Automatic melanoma diagnosis

We have evaluated the performance of our interpretable structure-
based approach and compared it with three methods in the litera-
ture. In particular, we have implemented a CAD system relying on the
clinical-based features proposed by Rubegni et al. in [181], but using
a SVM for classification (instead of the simpler linear Bayes model of
the original method). Moreover, we have considered a second system
that complements the original feature set in [181] with new features
based on general texture filter-banks (LoG, Gabor). Finally, we have
also implemented a third reference system based on the dermoscopy
7PCL [12], which is a scoring-based automatic diagnosis method. For
that purpose, we have trained individual classifiers for the structures
involved in the seven criteria to make binary decisions (typical vs.
atypical) on these structures. Then, for each lesion in the test set, we
provide a score calculated by thresholding the outputs of the classi-
fiers, and use the corresponding score as described in the original
method [12].

The results obtained for the compared methods in the two databases
are summarized in Table 4.2. As can be seen, our interpretable structure-
based system notably outperforms the rest of methods in both databases.
The 7PCL method offers the lowest performance likely because of
the thresholding and posterior discretization of the classifier outputs
which, although are easy to carry out by a non-expert physician fol-
lowing simple rules, are far from being optimal when compared with
the other methods. It can be concluded that using a system that de-
tects and characterizes the dermoscopic structures typically used by
specialists in their diagnosis works considerably better than other ap-
proaches based on global features extracted from the whole lesion or
the widely used 7PCL criteria, which bases its diagnosis on a simple
sum of scores.

Furthermore, we have included two versions of our approach: a)
one that only uses the global classifier and neglects the dermoscopic
structures and b) another, which includes all the information (8 der-
moscopic experts and the global classifier). As shown in the table, a
notable increase in the performance is achieved when all the experts
are considered for the diagnosis. This is a nice result as it demon-
strates the usefulness of the dermoscopic features and validates our
approach for weak segmentation using image-level annotations.
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Moreover, in the case of the CDI-IMO database, we have also in-
cluded as a reference the score obtained by the diagnosis of a derma-
tologist expert in dermoscopy. In particular, he was the person who
annotated the dataset. As can be observed, the performance of our
approach is quite close to that provided by the expert, which strongly
validates our CAD system. Indeed, the performance obtained is even
more remarkable when considering that the dermatologist may also
rely on additional information available for diagnosis, such as that in
the clinical history of the patients (age, antecedents, etc.). Finally, the
last row in in Table 4.2 shows the result of linear combination of both
the automatic and manual diagnosis. As we can see, the combination
of our system with the diagnosis of the dermatologist strongly boosts
the performance and surpasses the ability of an expert in dermoscopy.
This last result demonstrates the usefulness of our approach for Com-
puter Aided Diagnosis and its potential to aid dermatologists in their
daily practice.

method edra [13] cdi-imo

Features in [181] 0,788 0,658

Features in [181] + Texture Filterbanks 0,816 0,665

7PCL 0,759 0,593

Our approach (global classifier) 0,850 0,757

Our approach (all dermoscopic structures) 0,875 0,792

Dermoscopy Expert 0,799

Our approach + Dermoscopy Expert 0,846

Table 4.2: Classification Results in AUC.

4.2.2 Comparison with the state of the art

An additional dataset from the ISBI 2016 challenge (Skin Lesion Anal-
ysis Towards Melanoma Detection) [83] has been used to assess the
performance of our approach in comparison with current state of
the art methods. The organizers released a dataset of annotated pig-
mented skin lesions from the ISIC archive. It gathers dermoscopic im-
ages coming from the daily clinical practice of a wide range of medi-
cal centers. This variety of sources implies that the acquisition devices
are different too, so as the image sizes, which vary between 640x480
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Output of the system for two clinical cases: a) a benign lesion,
and b) a malignant lesion. Lesion images from EDRA [13].

and 1944x2592. The dataset was split into training set (900 images)
and test set (379 images), a division that has been preserved for a fair
comparison with the systems in the leaderboard. To do so, the 25th,
median and 75th percentiles of the Average Precission (AP) values of
the official submissions has been provided in Table 4.3 together with
the AP values of the top five submissions. The evaluation measures
have been obtained from the website of the challenge1. Performances
are ordered using the AP value, as it was the chosen measure by the
challenge organizers. The result of our approach is computed using
the same test set that was given in the challenge, and it is trained with
the released training images. Both sets are enlarged through data aug-

1 https://challenge.kitware.com/#phase/5667455bcad3a56fac786791
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mentation, in order to test the performance of the system with a large
set of images [111].

rank author ap

#1 Peter Zheng 0.637

#2 Sahbi Chaiev 0.619

#3 Balde Thierno 0.598

(#4) Our approach 0.567

#4 Andre Esteva 0.563

#5 Jordan Yap 0.559

- 25th percentile 0.552

- Median 0.494

- 75th percentile 0.347

Table 4.3: Results obtained by our approach compared to the top-5 submis-
sions, and some other statistical percentiles of the official Chal-
lenge ISBI 2016 leaderboard in lesion classification.

As shown in Table 4.3, our approach compares well with the of-
ficial submissions, achieving an AP that would have been ranked in
4th position out of 25 competitors. As discussed in the final paper
written by the challenge organizers [83], the predominant winning
methods used Convolutional Neural Networks in their submissions,
a paradigm that has become prevalent for many tasks in computer
vision. Although our method does not reach the performance of the
best 3 CNNs, it additionally provides very useful information for der-
matologists that may help them in the daily practice. This last point
is probably the main drawback of deep learning, which usually be-
comes a black box for users, being hard to interpret, and preventing
a broad adoption of CAD systems by the clinicians.

4.2.3 Potential applications: supporting decisions and training new spe-
cialists

As mentioned in the introduction, one of the goals of our approach
is not only to provide an alternative diagnosis that might be of help
for specialists in their daily practice, but also to complement that di-
agnosis with extra and valuable information supporting it. For that
reason, during the design of the system, we have focused on the in-
terpretability of each block being incorporated, for example: the seg-
mentation into dermoscopic structures allows us to the provide the
physician with the dermoscopic structures detected in the lesion and,
furthermore, this segmentation becomes the basis for the subsequent
diagnosis using several independent classifiers; individual experts are
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based on features which are inspired in medical insights; the Bayesian
method, which fuses the outputs of the individual experts, calculates
various metrics that characterize the clinical case (global uncertainty
and individual experts’ opinion); etc.

In order to take advantage of all this information, we have designed
a graphical interface that presents the information provided by our
CAD system in an appealing way. The interface is illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.1 for two cases. As can be seen, the system not only provides
a soft probability regarding its final decision, but also provides the
uncertainty associated with that decision, and additional valuable in-
formation such as the segmentation of the lesion into dermoscopic
structures of interest, the influence of each structural pattern expert
on the final decision, and the most relevant features associated with
each structure.

From our point of view, this tool can be of great interest for both ex-
pert and non-expert clinicians. For more experienced dermatologists
in dermoscopy, the tool provides extra information to support them
on their decisions and daily practice. For non-expert clinicians, the
system provides a complete set of previous cases carefully analyzed
which can be used as a very useful training tool, giving meaningful
information about a clinical case and showing those areas and prop-
erties of the lesion that are relevant for the diagnosis.



5
I N C O R P O R AT I N G C N N S T O M E L A N O M A
D I A G N O S I S A N D S T R U C T U R E S E G M E N TAT I O N

Convolutional Neural Networks have shown better performance than
classical approaches in many CV tasks, such as object recognition [163],
semantic segmentation [80] and even skin lesions diagnosis [21]. Al-
though the interpretability of such methods is very limited in com-
parison with a classical system, some efforts can be made in this di-
rection so the systems become more practical and not only better in
terms of performance. In this chapter, we propose an architecture
adaptation to incorporate medical knowledge explicitly, in order to
assure its contribution to the automatic diagnosis. To this end, we ini-
tially use a CNN-based structure segmentation network to obtain the
dermoscopic structure maps and incorporate this information into a
subsequent diagnosis network. The diagnosis network is hence fed
with the original image and the structure maps, in order to yield a di-
agnosis proposal. Section 5.1 provides the theoretical background re-
quired to understand the proposed system and Section 5.2 describes
the proposed network architectures.

5.1 convolutional neural networks

In general, a CNN [117] is a neural network with at least one convo-
lutional layer. These layers define a sparse connecivity between an
output neuron and the input, consisting in a small set of spatially
adjacent pixels. The result is that each output pixel at some position
depends on the input pixel at the same location and a local neighbor-
hood around it. Besides, the parameters are shared across all the out-
put neurons. These two construction considerations generate some
advantages:

• Translation invariance: a visual feature occurring in a specific spa-
tial location causes a shifted version of the output when that
visual feature is shifted to other location. This is, the output
of each neuron depends on the similarity between its receptive
field and the visual pattern represented by the shared weights,
regardless of the spatial location. Although convolutional layers
are not invariant to scale and rotation, those invariances can be
achieved to some extent by a deep CNN trained with samples
including these variations.

• Reduction of the number of parameters: a conventional layer would
connect each neuron in a layer with all the neurons of the next
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layer. Instead, convolutional layers connect each neuron with a
small fraction of neurons of the previous layer, and the weights
are shared among all the neurons in the same layer. This reduc-
tion in the number of parameters allows either to build much
deeper models with the same number of parameters than that of
a conventional network, or notably reducing the computational
complexity.

• Arbitrary input size: convolutional layers can be applied to any
input, as the neural connections do not restrict the input size.
However, this benefit is only achieved for Fully Convolutional
Networks, since a fully-connected layer has each output neuron
connected to all neurons in the previous layer, imposing a fixed
input size at that layer and, consequently, a specific size at the
input of the network.

Classical image processing involves passing a set of filters to high-
light specific visual properties of the input image. This allows to de-
rive an analogy between convolutional layers and image filtering, as
the process in convolutional layers is equivalent to applying a ker-
nel to the input using a sliding window. Instead of previously pre-
sented filter banks (e.g. Gaussian, LoG, Gabor...), the filters of CNNs

are learned, following a data-driven procedure. From this point of
view, some intuitions can be derived regarding what happens in a
convolutional network. CNNs develop a high-level description of the
image for a specific task using consecutive filtering operations. Fil-
ters provide a high response when the image content matches their
visual content and a low response otherwise. The output of a convo-
lutional layer is a map of filter responses across the image. As the
layer becomes deeper in the network architecture, the complexity of
its features increases, thus representing more complex combinations
of simple features.

Filters can be applied to highlight corners and textures, which are
very useful to detect objects. Some works show that low-level features
learned from CNNs in their first layers are similar to filter shapes ap-
plied in classical solutions [80, 112]. This confirms that CNNs are also
focused on borders and color opponencies, which provides some in-
sight into what is learned by CNNs. Later layers describe objects as
a combination of high-level features. These high-level features are in
turn derived from lower level features and so on, until reaching the
first layers. The features in the first layers are indirectly used in these
decisions, because the networks build a hierarchical representation of
the input through the succesive layers (see Figure 5.1). CNNs also in-
clude other kind of layers, like pooling layers to successively reduce
the spatial dimensions of the feature representations. There are also
architectural differences depending on the application where the net-
works are used. In this work, we are focused on classification and
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texture segmentation. The construction basics and their rationale are
presented below. For a more general review about CNNs, refer to [80].

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5.1: Examples of iconic feature representations in GoogLeNet [204].
Each row contains the feature visualizations of 3 activations from
a layer of the network. The depth of the layer increases with the
row index. In can be observed that first layers are more focused
on borders and textures (a). As the depth increases, the layers are
able to detect parts of objects like eyes (b) or wheels (c). The con-
cepts of deep layers (d) are more complex and have a more difficult
interpretation. Images from [162].
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5.1.1 Classification networks

CNNs are frequently used for image classification. In this case, their
output is a vector of probabilities, where each component is the prob-
ability that each of the considered object categories is present in the
image. Frequently, the classes are mutually exclusive. The desired
output is a one-hot vector with a 1 at the position of the correct class
appearing in the image. To this purpose, the final vector of scores
is normalized by means of a softmax operation. All these considera-
tions are quantitatively summarized into the cross-entropy loss fun-
tion (Equation 5.1).

Li = −log

(︄
exp(fyi

)∑︁
j exp(fj)

)︄
(5.1)

∂L

∂fi
= pi − yi; with pi =

exp(fi)∑︁
j exp(fj)

(5.2)

where fi stands for the ith component of the network’s output score
vector, and fyi

is the score for the correct category of sample i. As
it is seen in the expression of the gradient (Equation 5.2), this cost
function penalizes both small predicted probabilities for the correct
class and high ones for the wrong classes.

To obtain a vector of probabilities from a processing chain that
starts with an image, at least the last layer of the network is fully-
connected (and usually some more). These layers consider not only
the features but also their relative position (coarsely) across the im-
age to estimate the presence of an object. This global vision of their
input feature map makes them able to model more expressive and
more complex interactions. However, this practice is only effective
when the feature maps at the last layers are small, since, otherwise,
an increase in the number of parameters that may cause overfitting.
To address this goal, the size of the input is reduced across the layers,
as the accurate location of the high-level features is not necessary to
detect if an object is present on an image. The most common meth-
ods to achieve spatial reduction are striding and pooling (with stride).
The stride of a convolutional layer refers to the spatial step that is con-
sidered to slide the filters over the input, in such a way that spatial
dimensions are reduced by a factor equal to the stride. Pooling is an-
other method to reduce spatial dimensions, when it is applied with a
stride greater than 1. It consists on applying an operation to a small
receptive field of the input and return a single value to the output. Av-
erage and max-pooling are the simplest and also the most extended
types of pooling, especially the last one. Besides dimension reduction,
max-pooling introduces invariance to small shifts [80], but also some
artifacts [89] that hamper its use in some applications.
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In parallel to the reduction of spatial dimensions, convolutional
layers increase the number of filters in order to enhance the expres-
sivity of high-level layers. It is needed because high-level features
are sparsely present in individual images and at the same time the
number of them is potentially higher. At the same time, it is afford-
able because the reduction of the spatial dimensions of the tensors
compensates for its impact in the cost of filtering operations. See Fig-
ure 5.2 for an example of classification network.

224×224×64

112×112×128

56×56×256

28×28×512
14×14×512

fc-4096 fc-4096

fc+softmax
Kouts

Figure 5.2: Architecture of an image classification network (VGG-16 [128]).
The spatial dimensions are successively reduced as the num-
ber of channels are increased by the same factor. The last fully-
connected layers aim to classify the images from the visual
concepts of the last convolutional layer. Drawn with PlotNeural-
Net [93].

With the spread of use of classification networks as an initialization
to other tasks like object detection, some architectural modifications
were needed to locate the objects and also to improve efficiency in
simple image classification. In some new architectures, the last fully-
connected layers have been replaced by Global Average Pooling (GAP)
followed by 1× 1 convolutions. Training with GAP results in reason-
able location ability of the last feature map before those 1× 1 con-
volutions [193]. In addition, GAP reduces the number of parameters
because the first fully-connected layer had to absorb the full input
tensor. In spite of the successive pooling operations to reduce spatial
dimensions, the fully-connected layer increments H ×W times the
number of parameters compared to GAP.

However, this kind of architecture has problems when becomes
very deep, saturating its performance. This was observed to happen
in both training and test accuracy [88]. To explain this, let N denote
a network and Next an extended version of it with more layers. It
may seem surprising that the performance of Next does not improve
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that of N, since Next is expected to expand the family of functions
that N can generate. In the best case, the new layers would add ex-
pressivity to the network and increase the accuracy by a significant
margin. In the worst case, the performance could not be improved by
adding more layers and so the additional layers should approximate
the identity function. Consequently, Next would have learned that N
already contains the best function that approximates the desired out-
put. However, the experimental results referred before [88] show that
there is a performance degradation in Next with respect to N. We can
conclude that it is difficult for a block of conventional convolutional
layers to learn the identity function in a classification task, even when
this is the best mapping it can do.

To address this challenge, residual networks were proposed and
proved to be more suited to improve performance by increasing depth
than other architectures. The idea is to use residual blocks to extend
the network instead of plain (regular) blocks, meaning cascade and
skip connections. LetNres be a version ofN built with residual blocks
and Nres

ext be its deeper version with more residual blocks. The work
of He et al. [88] showed that Nres

ext guarantees that the family of func-
tions that Nres is able to model are also contained in Nres

ext. Figure 5.3
represents the difference between a plain block and a residual block.
In the last one, there is a skipped connection that goes directly to
the output. This connection models the identity mapping and it en-
sures that the function space represented by the previous blocks is
still available. The residual branch contributes to the task by process-
ing the same input and adding that result to the input.
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(c) Residual block with channel expansion.

Figure 5.3: Comparison of plain and residual blocks. Residual blocks (b-c)
add a branch connecting the input with the output, which is
added to the result of the residual branch. When the residual
branch adds more channels (c), the shortcut connection adds a
projection mapping to match the dimensions.
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Assuming that both Next and Nres
ext are deep enough to solve a hy-

pothetical problem, their last layers are possibly not needed. In that
case the learning process would drive those last layers to keep the
input intact, so the gradients would adapt them to learn the iden-
tity mapping. Then, the behavior of the plain blocks (Next) and the
residual blocks (Nres

ext) are different. On one side, the plain blocks will
adapt their weights to learn that mapping, but the degradation prob-
lem mentioned before suggests that plain blocks have problems to
learn identity mappings in deep architectures. On the other side, the
residual blocks contain this mapping since the beginning of learning.
If the incoming gradient pushes one of these blocks to perform an
identity map, then the residual branch is pushed to add zero to the
output of the block. This has experimentally shown to be easier to
learn [88].

The residual architecture does not add additional parameters or
computational complexity. However, some adjustments have to be
made in a subset of skip connections to build a classification network.
In particular, as residual networks still need a progressive increment
of the channels in feature representations, the skip connection would
include a 1× 1 convolutional layer to expand the number of channels.
See Figure 5.3 to compare a regular residual block with its version
performing channel expansion.

5.1.2 Segmentation networks

In a dense segmentation task, the goal is to return a map of pixel-level
predictions of the semantics found in the image. The loss function is
the same as in image-level classification: we are still predicting class
probabilities, but in this case we have to do it pixel-wise. Thus, re-
sulting in a predicted tensor of dimension H×W ×N, where N is
the number of considered classes. One of the classes is commonly
reserved to model anything contained in the other classes. The com-
mon loss functions are again log-loss or cross-entropy depending on
whether a pixel is allowed to belong to more than one class or not.

The underlying idea of a classification network is to capture the
global context of the image, rather than the outline of the objects. To
do that, it uses pooling layers to progressively reduce the dimensions
of the feature maps. Thus, the equivalent receptive fields that are in-
directly observing the deeper layers increase with depth. It could be
stated that a semantic segmentation network would also benefit from
this architecture, but the feature representations of the last layers do
not have enough resolution to recover accurate object boundaries or
deal with small objects. An intuitive modification is to use more than
one feature representation to build the final segmentation map at full
resolution. In particular, several feature maps from different depths
are taken into consideration and connected to the loss function. Each
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one is first interpolated to match the resolution of the input and then
all are combined to get the final output. Feature maps from the first
layers are expected to contribute with the details of the object bound-
aries while the representations at deep layers capture general shape.
This architecture is called Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [129]
(see Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: Architecture of the Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [129]. The
addition of feature representations at different depths refines the
segmentation. Deep layers capture global information as the first
layers obtain details from object’s boundaries. Drawn with Plot-
NeuralNet [93].

This network is asking the first layers to learn both to segment the
image correctly and to develop good feature representations. How-
ever, the two learning goals are not always alligned, and this implies
a performance tradeoff. The image details lose accuracy as long as
the first layers process the information to make it more convenient
to analyze the global semantics in deeper layers. It would be better
to let the original FCN focus on the general semantics of the image
and append a network to it that addresses the task of recovering the
original resolution from the output of the FCN. This was progressively
performed by SegNet [159] by a set blocks containing max-unpooling
layers and transposed convolutional layers (also known as deconvo-
lutional layers because they are convolutional layers with permuted
forward and backward operation). Each block is intended to approx-
imately reconstruct the loss of information caused by its associated
pooling layer in the FCN. The max-unpooling operation needs to re-
member the positions that were maxima at the corresponding pooling
layer of the FCN. With that information, it copies the input values to
those positions on the output tensor. In this manner, the problem is
partially solved, since there is only one nonzero value at each max-
unpooling neighborhood. After that, transposed convolution layers
learn through their weights how to fill in the holes to obtain a fully
reconstucted segmentation map at that resolution. When the end of
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the second network is reached, the output is the proposed segmenta-
tion map at the same resolution of the input (see Figure 5.5).

224×224

112×112

56×56

28×28
14×14

1×1 1×1

Softmax

Figure 5.5: Architecture of SegNet [19]: an encoder-decoder architecture
built on top of VGG-16 [128]. The skip connections send pooling
indices to perform correct upsampling. Drawn with PlotNeural-
Net [93].

The problem of this architecture is its large number of parameters.
The original network was already deep by itself and it needs a mir-
rored version to undo each of the pooling operations. Thus, the model
is twice as large and training becomes slower. Instead, Deeplab [52]
discards the transposed convolution extension to build a more effi-
cient model. Starting from a classification network architecture, the
last pooling layers are removed. Each is replaced by an atrous convo-
lution, a layer that generalizes the operations of convolutional layers.
The rationale is to enlarge the receptive field without increasing the
size of the filter or downsampling the input feature representation.
Large receptive fields are still needed in deep layers to assure the net-
work understands the semantics of the image, but it would be better
to do it without loss of information. This is done by adding zeros
between filter values (see Figure 5.6).

Certainly, a larger filter increments the computational complexity
of the filtering operation but implementations are able to avoid mul-
tiplications by 0, so the computational cost is equivalent to that of the
original filter. Although the modified filter does not cover densely
the neighborhood, like ordinary filters do, the approximation is accu-
rate enough to get good results [52]. The operation avoids the use of
pooling and compensates for the approximation error of not having
a full filter with non-zero values. As atrous convolutions replace pool-
ing layers, the rate factors are in principle set to the pooling factor
of the original network. With this adjustment, the receptive fields of
deeper layers are equivalent, at the same depth, to the ones in the
original network using pooling. The benefit is that the feature repre-
sentations do not reduce their spatial dimensions along the process.
The predicted semantic segmentation preserves much better the de-
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Kernel: 3× 3
Rate: 1

Kernel: 3× 3
Rate: 2

Kernel: 3× 3
Rate: 3

Figure 5.6: Receptive fields in atrous convolution. The grid shows the spatial
dimensions of a hypothetic input tensor and the darker region
is the effective receptive field of the convolutional kernel. Yellow
circles denote the positions of the effective receptive field that
are multiplied by nonzero entries of the expanded kernel. By
using this operation, the convolutional kernel is able to increase
its receptive field without pooling and using the same number
of parameters.

tails, because it does not come from a very small tensor upsampled
with bilinear interpolation.

5.2 proposed system

The deep models described above cannot be trained directly on our
problem of skin lesion diagnosis, as the databases are very limited in
size. The common strategy is to leverage a deep network trained in a
more general problem and then fine-tune it to perform our intended
task. We also extend our database artificially with data augmentation
in order to add some variability that may improve performance. CNNs

are able to learn the features, so in principle they need no more ori-
entation than the labels themselves. However, we hypothesize that an
image classification network is not completely able to infer the infor-
mation of the dermoscopic structures, at least with the reduced size
of the currently available databases. As dermoscopic structures are a
main clinical criterion in determining the diagnosis of a skin lesion,
we propose to provide this information explicitly to the classification
network, in order to make the most of this knowledge. The proposed
system is shown in Figure 5.7. We first train a structure segmentation
network to obtain structure maps from lesion images. Then, the seg-
mentations are fed to the diagnosis network together with the lesion
image. The diagnosis network consists of a main network, built as
a fine-tuned deep model, and an auxiliary network (Dynamic scaling
network in Figure 5.7) that fuses the structure information with the
main network.
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Section 5.2.1 describes the details of the data augmentation proce-
dure used to train the system. Then, the structure segmentation net-
work is presented in Section 5.2.2, together with the two losses used
to learn from image-level and pixel-level labels. Finally, the diagnosis
network is introduced in Section 5.2.3.

Diagnosis
network

Structure
segmentation

network
×

Dynamic
scaling
network

y

Figure 5.7: Block diagram of the proposed system. The structure segmenta-
tion network obtains structure maps from lesion images. Then,
the diagnosis network deals with lesion diagnosis. Some of the
feature representations of this network are rescaled by the Dy-
namic Scaling Network, in order to influence the diagnosis with
structure information.

5.2.1 Data augmentation

Data augmentation is a well extended procedure in deep learning
tasks when the size of the database is reduced. The artificial creation
of new samples from the original instances adds diversity to the data
and prevents overfitting. In the case of images, it is frequent to per-
form crops, slight color variations and affine or projective transfor-
mations. These transformations prepare the system explicitly to be
robust against variations that are considered likely in the context of
the problem, as these variations are not inherent to the dataset due to
its reduced size.

The acquisition process of dermoscopic images leads to scale, rota-
tion and slight iluminant variations mainly. The scale is a source of
variability either because of different lesion sizes or because clinicians
sometimes capture a part of the lesion to appreciate better its relevant
details instead of analyzing the whole lesion from a coarser view. Ro-
tated versions of the same lesion are also possible, as there is no stan-
dard protocol to normalize captures with respect to the orientation.
Illuminant color varies with the dermoscope, as illumination sources
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of the same technology may have minor differences in their dominant
shade. However, projective transformations are barely present, as rel-
evant lesions for dermoscopic examination are flat or slightly raised
and the dermoscope is placed orthogonal to the skin surface.

Our implementation of the data augmentation process follows that
described in [57] is used. It is presented here for the sake of com-
pleteness. Let d be the index of a lesion and let {X(d),M(d),S(d)} be
the tuple composed by the image, the mask and the structure anno-
tation associated with lesion d. The following process is applied to
each sample:

1. A set of rotated versions is extracted from the original image-
mask pair of each lesion (see Figure 5.8b). The center of the
image is computed as the center of mass of its mask.

2. Including all the pixels of the original image in a rotated ver-
sion requires the addition of areas with unknown pixel values.
Instead of predicting them or leaving them black, the rectangle
containing the largest area of the original image is kept (see
Figure 5.8c). In spite of losing a part of the lesion on each ori-
entation, this adds variability in the training set and models the
acquisition of some lesions, when the clinician prefers to cap-
ture some part of the lesion to observe better its details.

3. In order to add shifted versions and get a square aspect ratio
of the outputs images, the long side of the rectangular crop
obtained in the previous step is traversed by a square sliding
window to get a set of crops (see the second row of Figure 5.8).
These crops are resized to 256x256, so they match the required
image size of the used networks.

This process is implemented with 8 rotations and 3 shifted crops
per clinical case, thus generating 24 tuples {X

(d)
v ,M(d)

v ,S(d)v } for each
original lesion, where v = 1, ..., 24. For each variation, the normal-
ized polar coordinates (see Section 3.3.1) are computed from M(d)v .
Cartesian pixel coordinates (xi,yi) are converted into (ri, θi), where
r ∈ [0, 1] and θ ∈ [0, 2π). The goal of these coordinates is to help in
characterizing the relative position of structures with respect to the
center of the lesion, adding invariance to irregular shape and size of
the lesion.

5.2.2 Segmentation network

Our proposed segmentation network is able to learn from both strong
and weak annotations, using different loss functions. For strong la-
bels, we use the cross-entropy loss (see Section 5.2.2.2). For weak la-
bels, we apply the modified version of a weak loss [165] proposed by
González-Díaz [57], which is explained in Section 5.2.2.1 for the sake
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5.8: Steps of the data augmentation process. a) Original image, b)
rotated version, c) extraction of the largest rectangle containing
the lesion, d-f) square crops obtained by shifting a square sliding
window through the width of the rectangle, which results in a
set of partial visions of the lesion.

of completeness. We assume that a sample may have either weak or
strong labels, with mutual exclusion. Thus, each instance only sees the
loss function that corresponds to its particular kind of label. Strongly-
labeled images are directed to the cross-entropy loss and the network
weights are only affected by its propagated gradient. This happens
equivalently with the weakly-annotated images and the weak loss.

The segmentation network receives the image X = x1, ..., xN, where
N is the number of pixels, and performs a non-linear mapping to
obtain the pixelwise label distribution of the input image. Let S =

s1, ..., sN be the set of random variables representing the class distri-
bution for each pixel of the input image, where si can take one of K
distinct structure labels. Among these K labels, there are K− 1 struc-
tures and an additional class representing all the regions of the lesion
where the considered structures are absent. This additional class will
be referred to as the background class in the following. The pixel-wise
probabilities are defined as a softmax function:

q (si|X, θ) =
1

Zi
exp (fi (si;X, θ)) ,

where Zi =

K∑
s=1

exp (fi (s;X, θ))
(5.3)

where the function fi (si;X, θ) denotes the ith unnormalized vector of
class scores computed by the network at each pixel location, being θ
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the network parameters. High score values are translated into high
structure probabilities. The partition function Zi is applied at each
pixel location, so the structure predicted probabilities sum to 1. f (X)
returns the predicted segmentation of dermoscopic structures as a
H×W × L tensor.

The network models the posterior probability distribution of pixel-
level labels Q(S|X, θ). Assuming that all the si variables are indepen-
dent, the whole label distribution can be factorized as [57]:

Q (S|X,θ) =
∏︂
i=1

q (si|X, θ)wi , (5.4)

where wi is added to weight the impact of each lesion in the learning
process, according to the structures that are present on it. In general,
it is specific for each pixel i. In our case, we simplify the formulation
to make wi = w constant for all the pixels of the image, thus repre-
senting a measure of lesion abnormality [57]. This weight is important
because some structures such as globules or pigmented network are
very likely with respect to others like streaks or negative network,
which causes an undesired low performance on unfrequent struc-
tures. The instance-wise weight w solves this issue being inversely
proportional to the prior probability of a lesion having its structures.
We denote p+ (s) as the prior probability that a structure s is present
on a lesion and p− (s) as its complementary. These prior probabilities
model the likelihood of finding structure s in a lesion, and they are
computed from the whole training set. The instance-wise weight w is
then obtained as follows:

w =
1

K

K∑︂
s=1

1 [L (s) > 0]p− (s) + 1 [L (s) = 0]p+ (s) (5.5)

where 1 [·] is the indicator function and L (si) is the function that
returns the weak label of structure s. The output of L (si) is non-zero
when the structure is present and gives different values according to
its relative position with respect to the lesion or its relative area. The
set of weak labels is explained in Section 5.2.2.1.

Structure annotations at pixel level are very costly, as the experts
have to outline the regions where the texture is present. As pixel-
wise annotations are much more costly to obtain, a system trained
only with this data would have limited performance. It is likely to
think that this performance can be improved by the addition of a
much larger dataset of weakly-annotated samples. The weak label
may indicate class presence or even more information, depending
on the context of the problem and how cheap is providing that ex-
tra information. In dermoscopic structure analysis and diagnosis, the
presence of a structure is not the only important thing, but also the
amount of area that it takes and its spatial distribution across the le-
sion. For example, a pigmented network spread over the whole lesion
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is a sign of benignity while a local presence of irregular-shaped pig-
mented network is suspicious (see Section A.6). And assuming it is
local, clinicians distinguish between central or peripheral. All this rel-
ative information is cheap to annotate and provides very useful cues
to locate structures when no pixel-wise annotations are available.

Although scarcer, strong annotations are more accurate ground truth
than weak labels. An image-level label gives information about the
spread of the structure over the lesion and its location relative to the
center of the lesion, but there is still much uncertainty when com-
paring to pixel-level labels. It is likely, then, to let strong labels guide
the learning process when possible. This guarantees that predicted
structure segmentations still fit the regions containing labeled struc-
tures while the influence of weak labels in the training process is kept
more limited. According to these considerations, a weight α modu-
lates the weak loss function, so the instances with weak labels have
slightly lower influence. Strongly-annotated instances are expected to
be outnumbered by weakly-annotated samples, so the weighting pre-
vents these samples to dominate and cause some lack of accuracy due
to their inherent spatial uncertainty. The α weight is validated from
experimental results (see Section 6.2). Taking into account these con-
siderations, the combined loss function can be expressed as follows:

L(k) (Q, Y) = h(k)L(k)strong (Q, Yh)+α
(︂
1− h(k)

)︂
L
(k)
weak (Q, Yw) (5.6)

where h(k) takes the value 1 when the kth image has an associated
map of strong labels, and takes 0 when the label is given at image
level. Y denotes the ground truth labels.

5.2.2.1 Weak loss

The weak loss from [57] is highly suited for the task, as it allows
to define a set of linear constraints for the classes considered in the
problem. This adds a set of properties to the weak loss function that
are quite correlated with the way clinicians interpret dermoscopic
structures. For example, a structure labeled as local tells that it is not
spread over the whole lesion, therefore, a prediction that assigns too
much area to this structure should be penalyzed. Equivalently, when
a structure is global it should take the whole lesion area, and so on.
The main ideas of the used weak loss are summarized here for the
sake of completeness. The interested reader is referred to the original
paper for a detailed description [165].

The weak loss problem is stated as an optimization problem where
the parameters of the network have to be modified so the defined
linear constraints are satisfied by the predicted label distribution:
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find θ (5.7)

s.t. A(k)Q⃗
(k)

⩾ b⃗
(k)

, ∀k

where A(k) and b⃗
(k)

denote the matrix and the vector of indepen-
dent terms that define the linear constraints for the kth image. As the
parameters θ determine the whole set of network predictions, these
parameters have to be modified to satisfy the linear constraints. The
stated objective is convex with respect to Q itself, but not with re-
spect to the input because of the non-linear mapping the network
applies to the input image. This makes the problem hard to optimize
in this form, so it is redefined using an auxiliary latent distribution
of the labels P (L). The network output Q (L|θ) is released from the
linear constraints and they are applied to P(L) instead. Then, the two
functions are forced to model the same probability distribution by
minimizing their KL-divergence. The objective is reformulated as:

min
θ,P

D (P (S) ∥Q (S|θ)) (5.8)

s.t. AP⃗ ⩾ b⃗,
∑︁

L P (S) = 1

The new objective makes the network output Q (S|θ) independent
of the linear constraints applied to P, being easier to optimize. This
implies Q (S|θ) is left fixed and the optimum distribution P∗ (S) can
be obtain using the Lagrangian dual. This P∗ (S) satisfies the linear
constraints and has minimum distance to the network output Q (S|θ):

pi (si) =
1

Zi
exp (fi (si; θ) +Ai:xi

λ) ,

with Zi =

K∑︂
l=1

exp
(︁
fi (s; θ) +AT

i:si
λ
)︁ (5.9)

where the λ ⩾ 0 are the dual optimization variables. From this result,
the final expression of the loss and its gradient can be derived:

Lweak (θ) = −

N∑︂
i=1

K∑︂
si=1

wpi (si) logqi (si|θ) (5.10)

∂L (θ)

∂fi (si)
= w [qi (si|θ) − pi (si)] (5.11)

The weak labels introduce clues about the spread of the structures
over the lesion and their relative location or area through the linear
constraints. These can now be applied to P(S) after the redefinition
of the objective in Equation 5.8. So, the weak labels impose bounds
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over the accumulated sum of structure probability maps. The A ma-
trix selects the lesion pixels that are relevant to the constraint and b⃗
contains the bounds. With these tools, the following weak labels can
be defined [57]:

• Absent structure: when a structure is not present in the lesion,
an upper bound forces the accumulated probability sum of its
structure map not to be positive:

N∑︂
i=1

pi (s) ⩽ 0 (5.12)

• Global structure: a structure is global when it is clearly dominant
in the lesion. If there exist some other structure, it would be
local. The global structure is then bounded to cover a significant
part of the lesion (at least 50%). The lower bound is blow = 0.5N
in our experiments; in particular:

blow ⩽
N∑︂
i=1

pi (s) (5.13)

• Local structure: a weak label indicating that a structure is present
in the lesion but not dominant. It may take a compact region
or be diffusely distributed. The accumulated probability of this
structure has then a lower bound blow = 0.15N to enforce its
presence, but also an upper bound bup = 0.5N, to prevent it
from being dominant. The equation below expresses these intu-
itions:

blow ⩽
N∑︂
i=1

pi (l) ⩽ bup (5.14)

• Spatially localized structure: some structures are confined to spe-
cific locations of the lesion when they are present, others sug-
gest a different suspicion level depending on the region where
they appear. Because of the availability of annotated structures,
only the first consideration is modelled in this study. Let R be
a specific region of the lesion and let R̄ be its complementary.
If a structure only appears in a region R, then all its pixels are
contained there and no pixels are part or R̄:∑︂

i∈R̄

pi (s) ⩽ 0

blow ⩽
∑︂
i∈R

pi (s)
(5.15)

Here, blow = 0.5NR, where NR is the number of pixels in R. As the
objective is to separate peripheral and central structures, the normal-
ized polar coordinates detailed in Section 3.3.1 are taken to define R
and R̄.
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5.2.2.2 Strong loss

This loss function aims to guide segmentation learning from pixel-
level annotations. These structure labels have a problem of area im-
balance. On the one side, the available annotations do not cover the
full set of structures, so the background class (lesion regions with neg-
ative presence for all annotated structures) takes a large area in many
instances. On the other side, some structures can only appear as local,
so they will take less area than global structures. Thus, the network
might focus its learning on structures having a larger spread over the
lesion. In order to compensate for this imbalance, the instance loss is
computed as a weighted average of its pixels. The weights, wi, are
obtained from the relative areas of the structures present on each le-
sion. They are inverted to make them inversely proportional to the
area covered by the each structure, and normalized so they sum to 1.

Lh (Q, Y) =
N∑︂
i=1

wilh (qi,yi) (5.16)

where lh (qi,yi) is the standard cross-entropy loss computed over the
structure predictions at pixel i (see Equation 5.1). In addition, some
structures can appear superimposed to others. A set of globules may
show up over a pigmented network or blood vessels can be seen on
an area of white regression (see Section A.6). This also happens in
some lesions of the used databases. However, the number of cases is
too small to contemplate multilabel pixel assignments in the model.
So, in order to simplify the inference, each pixel of a lesion has been
associated with a unique class and the usual cross-entropy loss has
been applied. To prevent from class imbalance, the class that is left in
the region shared by two structure annotations is the one that corre-
sponds to the least probable one.

5.2.3 Diagnosis network

Once the structure maps are obtained from the segmentation network
(see Section 5.2.2), they are fed to the diagnosis network, which aims
to generate a diagnosis suggestion for the input lesion as a function
of both the dermoscopic image and the structure maps. These two in-
puts follow different paths. The dermoscopic image goes through the
main path, and the segmentations are processed by a Dynamic Scal-
ing Network (DSN) that aims to create convenient feature representa-
tions to be incorporated into the main network. Hence, this auxiliary
network is added to incorporate certain clinically-valued knowledge
to the model. Ordinary CNNs apply the same filters to all the input
data, but it is possible that some images sharing common properties
are suboptimally processed by the globally optimum filters. Under
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this assumption, it may be helpful to use properly adapted versions
of the network filters, taking into account the different contexts of
the lesion images. We believe that these contexts can be successfully
modelled through the dermoscopic structures identified in the lesions.
Moreover, we have already proved in the previous chapter that each
dermoscopic structure is better represented by its specific features
and visual patterns. This has been observed through our structure-
specific feature selection (see Table 4.1). Therefore, we hypothesize
that dermoscopic structures are not completely inferred from CNNs,
so their performance can be improved by explicitly incorporating this
information. The following sections explain the details about the two
networks composing the proposed diagnosis system. The DSN is ex-
plained in Section 5.2.3.1, while Section 5.2.3.2 describes the needed
modifications on the original ResNet50 [88] to let the DSN influence
the diagnosis.

5.2.3.1 Dynamic scaling network

This auxiliar network aims to generate channel scalers that adaptively
modify the behavior at several points of the main network according
to the structures that are present on each lesion. The intuition is that
the DSN will show different scaler patterns depending on the struc-
tures present on the lesion. The scalers highlight some channels and
cancel others to influence on the diagnosis based on the input seg-
mentation maps. This channel highlighting is produced dynamically
for each lesion instead of conventional filtering in convolutional lay-
ers, which is the same for all images. This property adds adaptation
ability to the whole system.

The DSN follows the structure of a residual network, and runs in
parallel to the main network, passing its scalers at certain insertion
points. This architecture was chosen because residual networks have
fast convergence [88], which is very convenient for a network with
a short learning period and whose input is a set of segmentation
masks with many close-to-zero pixels. It starts with a convolutional-
batchnorm-relu block, which is followed by 4 residual blocks, pre-
ceded by their corresponding channel expansion blocks. Additionally,
the output of each residual blocks goes through a GAP layer, which
absorbs the spatial dimensions of the received feature representation.
The output of the GAP is the set of scalers that are used by the main
network (see Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.9: Full diagram of the DSN network. Each output from a GAP layer is
a set of channel scalers that are used in specific insertion points
of the main network (in particular, the last batchnorm layers of the
two branches of those residual blocks with channel expansion).
See Figure 5.10 to check the diagram of a sample insertion.
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5.2.3.2 Main network and DSN incorporation

The main block of the classification network is built from ResNet50 [88].
The fully-connected layer at the end is replaced by a new one, ran-
domly initialized, with the required number of classes of this prob-
lem. The structure of the network is divided into 16 residual blocks.
There are 2 types of blocks: a) the ordinary residual blocks have their
shortcut connection directly summed to the output of the residual
branch (see Figure 5.3b); b) the channel expansion blocks include in
their shortcut connection a projection module to increase the number
of channels of the input, as the residual branch increases its number
of channels too (see Figure 5.3c). In our approach, we have decided
that the second group of residual blocks will receive information from
the proposed auxiliary network, in the form of channel scalers. These
scalers replace the ones of the batch normalization layers at the end
of both branches in the residual block. They perform an equivalent
operation, a channel-wise scaling, but the scalers now come from the
DSN instead of being inferred from the data batch (see Figure 5.10
for an example of insertion point). With the introduction of scalers,
we aim to highlight some visual patterns according to the detected
dermoscopic structures. In other words, the DSN is modulating the
channels of inner feature representations in the main network, using
lesion-dependent context information.

In the original Resnet50, there are 4 residual blocks that also per-
form channel augmentation, which happens in the blocks 1st, 4th, 8th,
and 14th. These blocks have at least one batch normalization layer on
both branches, which are used to implement our lesion-dependent
channel weighting. Among the selected insertion points, we have ob-
served that the insertion point at the first residual block consistently
reduces the performance of different configurations. It may be ex-
plained because it is close to the beginning of the main CNN, so the
network features at that position are still very general, not structure-
dependent. For this reason, we discard the first of the selected inser-
tion points. To compensate for this and have enough insertion points
to experiment with, we add a new one before the GAP at the end of
the main network. As a result, we have 4 insertion points. 3 of them
are in the last batch normalization layer of the two branches in the
4th, 8th and 14th block. The last one is placed before layer pool5 of
the main network (the number of insertion points has been validated
experimentally -see Table 6.1-).

As mentioned before, the insertions replace the γweights of the last
batchnorm layers of the target residual blocks (see Figure 5.10). This
insertion approach is cleaner than adding the scalers after any layer of
the network, as the number of learned network parameters does not
increase. Batch normalization layers perform a reparameterization of
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Figure 5.10: The diagram shows the 2nd channel expansion residual block
of the main network, where the first insertion of the DSN occurs.
The GAP layer corresponds to the first GAP layer of the full DSN

diagram (see Figure 5.9). The GAP layer transforms a feature rep-
resentation tensor from the DSN into a vector of scalers, which
is fed to the last batch normalization layers of the two branches
of the residual block. The given scalers replace the learned ones
from the original model. This happens equivalently at the re-
maining insertion points.

input tensors in two steps. First, the tensor is normalized to zero
mean and unit variance:

H
′
=
H− µ

σ
(5.17)

where the mean and variance are vectors with length equal to the
number of channels of the tensor. Thus, each entry of these two vec-
tors is broadcasted to the spatial dimensions of their corresponding
channel of the input tensor. Both the mean and the variance are esti-
mated for each batch at training time.

Since this first step may not offer a suitable distribution of val-
ues for the next layer, a second normalization step is performed:
H

′′
= γH

′
+β, where γ and β are learned parameters. With this repa-

rameterization, the next layer receives a tensor with statistics adapted
to it, and optimized during training. As the scalers are expected to
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affect only the relative weights of the different channels, a ReLU layer
is placed before GAP on each output branch to impose positive scalers
(see Figure 5.9).



6
E X P E R I M E N T S U S I N G T H E C N N - B A S E D C A D
S Y S T E M

This chapter presents the assessment of the CNN-based CAD system
described in Chapter 5. Since this new system learns the features au-
tomatically and does not rely on hand-crafted clinical-based descrip-
tors, we have designed a method to explicitly incorporate structural
knowledge of the lesion to guide the diagnosis. In particular, we train
a segmentation network to obtain structure maps and a diagnosis net-
work to classify the lesions paying attention to the maps. The segmen-
tation network is able to learn from both strong and weak annotations,
using a combined loss function.

In the following sections, we analyze the performance of each pro-
posed element of the system, focusing on the tasks of dermoscopic
structure segmentation and pigmented skin lesion diagnosis. First,
the datasets and the experimental protocol are reviewed in Section 6.1.
Then, we compare the performance of the segmentation network in
Section 6.2 when trained with different proportions of weak and strong
annotations. The goal is to find a weak/strong proportion maximizing
the segmentation performance with acceptable annotation cost. After
that, we train our diagnosis network with the lesion images and the
structure maps from the segmentation network, in order to explore
several design alternatives for the DSN (see Section 6.3). Finally, we
compare our proposal with relevant systems of the state of the art in
Section 6.4.

6.1 datasets and evaluation metrics

Two databases have been employed in this chapter. The first one is the
official International Skin Imaging Collaboration (ISIC) 2017 challenge
dataset [53]. Among the three proposed tasks, our experimentation
is focused on automated diagnosis of skin lesions. The dataset con-
tains three categories: nevus (benign melanocytic tumor), melanoma
(malignant melanocytic tumor) and Seborrheic keratosis (benign tumor
of keratinocytes). The ground truth was obtained from expert con-
sensus and pathologic report of the clinical cases. A set of pixel-level
annotated dermoscopic structures are also available for the task of
structure segmentation: milia-like cysts, negative network, pigmented
network, streaks and globules. Milia-like cysts are more frequent in
seborrheic keratoses, while the rest of structures are characteristic of
melanocytic lesions. Each structure is annotated by means of an in-
dividual mask. The pixel-level ground truth is built from the masks
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as an image of integer values where each pixel contains its index la-
bel. A residual set of regions contain positive values in more than
one structure. In these cases, the label of the less frequent structure is
preserved, while the others are discarded. This is to simplify the infer-
ence problem by dealing with mutually exclusive classes, as structure
intersection is not large enough to benefit from modelling the possi-
ble overlappings. The lesion masks are given as the ground truth to
the lesion segmentation task and they are also used in these experi-
mens. Following the work of the challenge organizers [53], the data is
split into training, validation and test, with 2000, 150 and 600 images,
respectively. The training set contains 374 melanomas, 254 seborrheic
keratoses and 1372 nevi. This proportion is well preserved in the test
set, but not that much in the validation set. In addition to the ground
truths for the different tasks, some metadata from the clinical cases is
available to help in the diagnosis task (age and gender). The images
are gathered from a wide set of health centers, so capturing devices
and image resolutions vary across the dataset.

The second dataset is taken from the ISIC [91]. The ISIC archive is
an open project that aims to collect a vast set of skin lesion images,
publicly available for development of automated diagnosis systems
and teaching. In fact, the ISIC 2017 challenge dataset is a subset of the
whole ISIC library. The website offers an API to download the images,
annotations and other metadata from the clinical cases. However, it is
limited to deliver information through individual HTTP queries. To
automate the process, a publicly available library was used1. All the
images are saved in JPEG format with sizes varying in a wide range.
The acquisition process does not follow any general protocol. The
ground truth labels are determined through the diagnosis field from
each lesion’s metadata. The full set contains more than 13000 images,
most of them are melanocytic, but there are also basal cell carcinomas.
Non-melanocytic images and lesions on palms or soles are discarded,
as both groups do not show the studied dermoscopic structures. This
gives a total set of 1019 melanomas, 419 seborrheic keratoses and
11861 nevi. Every image has an associated mask obtained through a
manual or semi-automatic method. The masks are also used in the
experiments. There are no structure annotations. A subset of this col-
lection is used to expand the original ISIC 2017 dataset, in order to
boost the performance of the proposed network.

According to the available pixel-level annotations of the first dataset,
we consider the following set of structures in the experiments:

1. Milia-like cysts
2. Negative network
3. Pigmented network
4. Streaks
5. Globules

1 https://github.com/vguptai/ISIC-Dataset-Downloader
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The assessment of the proposed system follows the metrics selected
by the managers of the challenge. Particularly, we will use the follow-
ing two:

• The Area Under the ROC Curve evaluates the ability of a binary
classification system to separate the scores given to the positive
class from the ones given to the negative class. It is not affected
by changes in class proportions, being reliable in problems with
minority classes. The two studied problems (structure segmen-
tation and lesion classification) are not binary, so the metric is
computed in a 1-vs-all manner for each class.

• Specificity at 95% sensitivity evaluates the behaviour of a binary
system in detecting benign cases while (malignant) positive cases
are detected at a rate of 95%. This is useful to assess the perfor-
mance in a hypothetic scenario where the system acts as an
early filter that only passes the truly suspicious cases to the ex-
pert clinicians. The 95% sensitivity guarantees that the system
barely discards malignant lesions. This is a realistic scenario of
the deployment of the CAD system in primary healthcare.

6.2 experiments on hybrid segmentation with strong and
weak annotations

This experiment evaluates to what extent weak annotations help in im-
proving the performance of a system when the number of available
pixel-level annotations is low. Specifically, the proposed segmentation
network described in Section 5.2.2 has been built on the Deeplab2 ver-
sion over VGG [128], implemented in Matconvnet [213]. The dropout
layers have been removed to train our model. The last convolutional
layers of the 4 branches have been replaced with others having 6 out-
put channels to match the considered classes of the problem. The new
filter coefficients have been initialized with the Xavier’s method [77].

In order to determine the α value that weights the influence of the
weak loss (see Equation 5.6), we have applied the following procecure:
first, the network was trained during several iterations using each of
the two losses separatedly, with the aim of finding an approximate
ratio between their outputs; we observed that the ratio between the
weak loss and the strong loss was 350 approximately, thus, the weak
loss output is divided by this ratio, which balances the influence be-
tween the two losses. From this point, the relative influence of the
weak loss can be easily adjusted with a scaler. We have determined
experimentally that the best scaler for our problem is 0.1.

The ISIC 2017 dataset has been used, because it contains strong
structure annotations. The annotated structures are milia-like cysts,

2 https://github.com/albanie/mcnDeepLab
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negative network, pigmented network, streaks and globules. An ad-
ditional background class has been included to model the remaining
lesion areas with no annotated structure and also skin. The same train,
validation and test partitions of the original challenge [53] have been
kept. Validation data has been discarded. The images have been pre-
pared using the data augmentation process detailed in Section 5.2.1.

On the one hand, letDp be a random subset of the ISIC 2017 dataset
having a p proportion of the full set and pixel-wise annotations. We
have tested several values of p: p = {0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0, 4, 0.6, 0.8, 1}.
The random partitions have been fixed for all the experiments in this
section. On the other hand, let Dp be the dataset with the remain-
ing images using only weak labels (absent, local, global or peripheral,
for each structure). The network has been trained with each of the
sets, to assess the performance of the segmentation network with the
different proportions of weak and strong annotations. As some of the
structures are very unfrequent, the two partitions have been stratified
to keep the structure probabilities balanced in both of them. The set
D1 represents the case of all instances having pixel-wise annotations,
so the performance of the network trained with this ground truth is
used as the reference system (Dp = ∅).

The performance comparison between the strongly-annotated sub-
set (Dp) and its expanded version adding weak annotations (Dp) is
shown in Figure 6.1. Each plot shows the behavior of the system
for detecting a specific structure. Generally, the expanded dataset
(strong+weak) tends to improve the results of the strongly-annotated
subset. The impact of weak annotations is stronger when the presence
of strong annotations is very low, as it occurs on the left of the plots. In
these cases, the network has not enough information to build robust
features with a few strong samples and it needs to compensate this
with the guidance of a much larger set of weak annotations. Although
this information is not so accurate, the existence of many examples
compensates this limitation. When the proportion of strong annota-
tions is higher, the influence of weak annotations is reduced, as the
strong annotations start to be sufficient to guide an accurate learning
of the structure appearance.

Along this analysis, there is a noticeable structure dependence. The
reason is two-fold: the structure presence prior is significantly assy-
metric, and there is different intra-class variability among the struc-
tures. The first idea explains the differences in the amount of oscilla-
tions that can be observed in the structure plots. Pigmented network
and globules are by far the most probable structures, so even the
smallest partion of the dataset contains enough images to be reason-
ably independent of the quality of the strong samples. Conversely,
streaks and negative network show more unstable plots. As both
structures have a low presence in the database, they show a higher
dependence of the quality of the strongly-annotated training samples.
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Figure 6.1: Pixel-level AUC for several combinations of strong and weak anno-
tations. The x axis shows the p proportion of strongly-annotated
examples used in the training set. The blue line shows a system
trained only with the subset of strongly-labeled training samples
specified by p. The red line shows a system trained with the full
dataset, where p of the samples have strong annotations available
and 1− p of them are weak. The last point of each plot (at p = 1)
represents the performance of the system trained with the full
database and all the strong annotations available.

In addition, intra-class variability is lower in globules and pig-
mented network. In both cases, weak annotations help the network
to reach the performance of the reference system with only 40% of
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the dataset strongly-annotated. Streaks follows these two structures,
reaching the reference performance with 60% of strong annotations.
The need of more images can be explained because streaks are less
likely in the dataset. It is also true that in the case of streaks, weak
annotations give a significant boost in the left part of the plot. As
the used weak annotations consider the modelling of peripheral struc-
tures (see Section 5.2.2.1), the potential areas where streaks are present
can be significantly reduced to the borders of the lesion. This special
constraint makes streaks a structure that can be efficiently segmented
with reduced effort in strong annotation. Weak annotations are less
relevant for negative network and milia-like cysts. Negative network
can be sometimes confused with a group of closely together globules,
so area constraints from weak annotations are less useful. A larger set
of strong annotations help more, as the visual appearance of the struc-
ture can be better characterized. Similarly, milia-like cysts are only
slightly helped by the weak annotations. The reason is that images
containing this structure are mostly captured by a polarized-light der-
moscopy, which is not very convenient to visualize the structure [32].
Then, a correct characterization of the structure with enough samples
is also more important than area constraints.

In summary, we can conclude that the annotation effort can be min-
imized by using a combination of a small set of strong annotations
and a larger set of weak annotations. The results show that, once a
minimum number of strongly-annotated examples are gathered, the
rest of the effort can be put into obtaining weakly-annotated samples.
The amount of strong annotations needed to sufficiently characterize
the appearance of the structure depends on the visual difficulty that
structure presents to be recognized. When this condition is satisfied,
a system trained with a small set of strongly-annotated samples to-
gether with a large set of weakly-annotated instances is able to reach a
performance level close to that of a system fully trained with strongly-
annotated instances. However, to reach this performance, weak anno-
tations have to be more specific than simple presence/absence indi-
cators. A coarse annotation of both the relative area covered by the
structure and its relative position with respect to the center of the
lesion have proven to perform well in this problem. This extra in-
formation represent a negligible increment of the annotation cost for
clinicians.

6.3 assessment of the dsn in the cad system

This section of the experiments assesses the influence of the DSN

in the diagnosis performance of the proposed system. This system
is composed of a main diagnosis network and a DSN that modu-
lates the channels at certain positions of the main network accord-
ing to the structures identified on the lesion. The main network is a
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ResNet50 [88] with some slight modifications described in Section 5.2.3.2.
The DSN is a small residual network that receives the structure seg-
mentations of the input image and aims to obtain a set of context-
dependent scalers that may help in the diagnosis of the lesion (see
Section 5.2.3.1). In order to facilitate the following explanation, the
combination of the main network and the DSN will be denoted as
Complete Diagnosis Network (CDN).

We use the official ISIC 2017 dataset for this comparison. The of-
ficial training set is used for training, augmented using the method
described in Section 5.2.1. The official test set is used for evaluation,
without any augmentation. To feed the DSN, the structure segmenta-
tion masks are predicted by the segmentation network described in
Section 5.2.2. In order to guarantee that the predicted segmentations
for the images of the training set are not seen by the model during
training, the training set is split into a 5-fold cross validation partition.
This number of partitions was sufficient to match test set performance
in each unseen partion of the training set. To generate the structure
segmentations for the test set, a model is trained with the full training
dataset. All these segmentation models are fully trained with strong
annotations.

Table 6.1 compares the performance of different versions of the
CDN. The first model in the table is the original ResNet50 [88], fine-
tuned using the augmented training data. It is used as the baseline
algorithm of the assessment. Regarding the proposed methods, the
difference lies in the number of scaler insertions on the main net-
work, where the available inssertion points are the ones selected in
Section 5.2.3.1. For each specific number of insertion points N ∈ [1, 4],
the result in the table shows the best performance with that num-
ber of insertions (different results are obtained according to the selec-
tion of the actual insertion points, e.g., we have N possible insertion
points when we use N = 1). It can be observed that a single scaler
insertion obtains a marginal improvement. Possibly, this is because
it implies a slight modification in a very deep network, which fades
away through the layers. From 2 insertions on, the obtained improve-
ment is reasonable and the network outperforms the baseline with
a significant margin. In these cases, the DSN scales the channels of
tensors at several depths of the main network, which allows the DSN

to effectively influence over the activation of many learned features.
However, the result obtained with 4 insertions shows that the DSN

stops improving performance with too many insertions. This is rea-
sonable, as the information received by the DSN is not as complete as
a full color image. This suggests that an auxiliary network should not
act on many positions of the main network, as it may interfere with
the correct formation of the features.
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In summary, the selected architecture for the integration of the DSN

into the CAD system consists of 3 insertion points, applied on the 4th,
8th, and 14th residual blocks of the main network.

method mel auc sk auc avg auc

ResNet50 [88] 83.5 92.3 87.9

DSN 1 insert 83.7 92.6 88.2

DSN 2 inserts 85.8 93.3 89.6

DSN 3 inserts 86.4 93.9 90.2

DSN 4 inserts 86.3 93.7 90.0

Table 6.1: Assessment of the number of scaler insertion points. The design
alternatives differ in the number of scaler insertion points of the
DSN on the main network. The reference model is the original
ResNet50 [88] fine-tuned on this database. The AUC of the two pos-
itive classes (melanoma -MEL- and seborrheic keratosis -SK-) is
presented for comparison, together with their average.

6.4 comparison of the cad system with the state-of-the-
art

In this section we compare our proposal with a representative set of
systems. Some of them are taken from the first positions of the leader-
board of the ISIC 2017 challenge in melanoma diagnosis. Others are
more recent and among them, DermaKNet is specially relevant [78], as
it outperforms the leaderboard of the ISIC 2017 challenge proposing
an architectural modification of ResNet50 [88], which is in agreement
with our perspective. The method is briefly explained here, as it is the
main reference in the comparison.

As our method, DermaKNet consists of a segmentation network and
a diagnosis network, both based on ResNet50. The structure segmen-
tation network is trained with weak annotations and obtains proba-
bilistic structure maps, considering 9 structures. The diagnosis net-
work receives the dermoscopic image and uses a modulation block to
combine the outputs of layer res5c (right before the last GAP) with the
predicted structure segmentations. The modulation block weights the
feature representation of layer res5c with each of the structure maps,
which multiplies the initial number of channels by 9, going from 2048
to 18432. Then, this new set of channels is given to three parallel
branches:

1. The original arrangement of ResNet50 adapting the last layer of
the network: GAP + fully-connected layer.

2. Normalized polar average pooling: each channel is spatially
split into a grid of angular and radial divisions according to
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the mask of the lesion and normalized polar coordinates (see
Section 3.3.1). Then, the output is fed to a fully-connected layer.

3. Following the previous polar pooling, the output is fed to a
module that analyzes the symmetry of the feature representa-
tion modelling a clinical methodology. Then, the output is fed
to a fully-connected layer to match the output size of the other
branches.

We have trained our proposed system with both the official ISIC

2017 set and the ISIC library. We add all the images from the library
that are not part of the official set, with the exception of the group con-
taining benign skin lesions of children. Our structure segmentation
network has been trained using the method described in Section 6.3.

method mel auc sk auc avg auc mel sp95 sk sp95 avg sp95

Matsunaga et al. [147] 86.8 95.3 91.1 36.6 78.4 57.5

DermaKNet [78] 85.6 96.5 91.0 40.4 82.4 61.4

Menegola et al. [149] 87.4 94.3 90.8 39.5 69.0 54.3

Creswell et al. [54] 89.0 - - 75.0 - -

Pham et al. [168] 89.2 - - - - -

DermaKNet [57] 87.3 96.2 91.7 46.0 84.3 65.2

Our approach 89.2 95.1 92.1 61.0 78.9 70.0

Table 6.2: Comparison of the proposed model and the state-of-the-art meth-
ods. The first 3 rows show the top-3 positions in the ISIC 2017
challenge. The other systems are later publications that also use
the official test set for comparison with other approaches. The per-
formance of each system in melanoma (MEL) and seborrheic ker-
atosis (SK) classification is given, so as the average value. The AUC

provides a global performance measure, while SP95 denotes the
specificity at 95% sensitivity. This value offers a better intuition of
the systems’ behaviour in a realistic case.

Table 6.2 shows the comparison with the state-of-the-art methods.
All the considered systems have been trained using expanded ver-
sions of the ISIC 2017 dataset. The first 3 are the top-3 scores in the
leaderboard of the ISIC challenge 2017. The others are later publica-
tions that also use additional images from the ISIC archive. There are
two versions of DermaKNet: one reporting the results of the ISIC chal-
lenge 2017 [78] and a more recent one [57]. Regarding AUC results, our
method globally outperforms the top-3 systems of the challenge with
the exception of the seborrheic keratosis result, which is below that
of DermaKNet [78]. Both the algorithm of Matsunaga et al. [147] and
Menegola et al. [149] use ensembles, but these complex systems are
not able to reach the performance of DermaKNet or our proposal. Both
DermaKNet and our proposal incorporate medical ideas in the design
of the network, which shows that model capacity is not the only fac-
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tor that may influence the performance of a system. It is important
to note that the following two approaches in the table (Creswell et
al. [54] and Pham et al. [168]) perform a melanoma vs benign clas-
sification, so they are trained to solve a simpler problem. Still, our
proposed system is able to mirror their AUC result in melanoma vs
all classification.

For the best of our knowledge, DermaKNet [57] is the only method
in the state of the art that both outperforms the top-3 of the ISIC and
faces the full problem with its 3 classes. The proposed method im-
proves DermaKNet’s results except for seborrheic keratosis.

The specificity at 95% sensitivity (SP95) is included in the table to
reflect the most probable application case of a CAD system. In these
conditions, the system shows to what extent it is able to discard truly
benign cases while only passing the suspicious ones to the dermatolo-
gist. With respect to this metric, our system globally outperforms the
rest of the approaches.

DermaKNet showed that the introduction of clinical concepts in the
design of the network is effective to improve diagnosis performance.
Indeed, the modulation block offers a large amount of new informa-
tion in exchange for a notable dimensionality increase. However, the
branches are too narrow to create rich feature representations that re-
ally leverage the amount of information carried by the output of the
modulation block. In contrast, our proposal introduces structure in-
formation at several points across the main network in a much more
efficient way. With this architecture, the network learns to adapt its
feature representations to the different contexts introduced by the der-
moscopic structures since early stages. In this manner, the diagnosis
network turns out to be properly adapted and provides a significant
performance improvement with respect to the original ResNet50.
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7.1 conclusions

We have proposed two CAD systems for melanoma early detection.
Our first approach relies on more traditional hand-crafted features,
and aims to go beyond a simple diagnosis suggestion. It provides
enriched information concerning the decision, so the clinician can
be better informed about the underlying reasons that behind the
diagnosis suggestion. Our second proposal is based on the current
dominant paradigm of CNNs, a family of algorithms with very high
performance but limited interpretability. However, we have demon-
strated that the incorporation of medical knowledge in the structure
of the network can lead to very competitive results and enhance in-
terpretability, proving that available data and model capaticy are not
the only factors able to strongly influence the performance of a CNN-
based system.

The first proposed system is strongly focused on two aspects: first,
a feature design that follows medical criteria to obtain powerful de-
scriptors; second, a careful design of the system blocks to enhance
interpretability. The features are intended to characterize the dermo-
scopic structures, which are key to determine the malignancy of the
lesion in clinical practice. Moreover, each structure-specialized expert
system has been designed for each dermoscopic structure, which
takes its decision from only the features characterizing that struc-
ture. The experts’ outputs are gathered through a late fusion scheme,
which both offers a combined decision and models the uncertainty of
the system’s decision. In order to make all this information available
to the clinician, we have designed an automatic tool that offers a prob-
abilistic output as a final decision, which is accompanied by an un-
certainty measure associated with that decision. It also provides the
segmentation into the dermoscopic structures that are present in the
lesion, together with the weight of each expert on the final decision,
and the visual features with stronger influence in the decision of each
structure-specific expert. We think that this tool can be useful for both
experts and non-experts in dermoscopy. For experts, the tool provides
additional data to assist them on daily practice. For non-experts, the
system holds the individual analyses of previous cases, which can be
used as a practical training tool, giving a thorough decription about a
clinical case, including the dermoscopic structure segmentations and
the features that have a higher influence in the diagnosis suggestion.
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The experimentation for the first proposed system has evaluated
its performance in two remarkably different situations: the first one
includes lesions having quintessential examples of the dermoscopic
structures; the second one gathers clinical cases that are doubtful for
dermatologists. In the first case, our system obtains a remarkable per-
formance with respect to a generic system (non structure-based) and
other relevant methods. In the second case, our system has been com-
bined with the decisions of an expert dermatologist, offering a joint
performance significantly higher than that of the clinician. This is a
clear sign of the potential usefulness of our CAD approach to help
dermatologists in daily clinical practice.

The second proposed system is based on the dominant paradigm
of CNNs. Our main contribution has been the design of a method that
explicitly incorporates structural knowledge of the lesion to guide the
diagnosis of the network. To this purpose, we have trained a segmen-
tation network to obtain structure maps and a diagnosis network to
classify the lesions.

The segmentation network is able to learn from both strong and
weak labels, using a hybrid loss function. We have experimented with
different proportions of these two types of labels. The results show
that, once a minimum number of strongly-annotated examples are
gathered, the rest of the effort can be put into obtaining weakly-
annotated samples. Weak annotations are cheap to obtain for a derma-
tologist, while strong annotations are much more costly. This implies
that the cost of building a database for dermoscopic structure seg-
mentation should be reduced. With a correct balance between weak
and strong annotations, the performance would not be significantly
affected.

Regarding the diagnosis network, it is formed by a main network
and an auxiliary network, which gets the structure segmentations and
builds feature representations to incorporate this information at sev-
eral locations of the main network. Our method globally outperforms
two ensemble-based methods from the ISIC challenge leaderboard,
showing that medical knowledge is not completely modelled within
the learned features by general purpose classification networks, even
in very deep architectures. Moreover, it improves the results of other
state of the art methods in specificity at 95% sensitivity, a metric that
reflects the most probable application case of a CAD system. This is,
the system shows a significant improvement in discarding truly be-
nign cases while preserving a very high specificity, only passing the
suspicious ones to the dermatologist.

7.2 future work

CNN-based algorithms are well extended in CAD systems for melanoma
diagnosis. At this moment, they offer performances that are difficult
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to match by systems where features are manually designed. However,
a straightforward application of a fine-tuned image classification net-
work does not fit the requirements of a true CAD system. It is unlikely
that a clinician trusts a suggestion from a black box, as a well-trained
professional would need reasons to trust a dissenting opinion. CAD

systems should be designed with the aim of assisting in the diag-
nosis, instead of simply providing a diagnosis suggestion. Despite
this suggestion is sufficient to show the performance of the method,
it does not facilitate the task of the clinician. Apart from our work,
there are some others that share this view of the topic [57, 102].

Our structure segmentation network still has some limitations to
actually help a non-expert clinician in structure identification. First,
the network is trained to detect a subset of the dermoscopic struc-
tures, because the available annotations did not cover the full set of
structures. Some of the unmodelled structures have a high specificity
of melanoma, such as blue-white veil or regression. Although limited
in number of samples, weak annotations from dermoscopic atlases
like the EDRA database [13] could be used to complete the set of con-
sidered structures. Second, the resolution of the output segmentation
maps is enough for our diagnosis network, but limited to reveal struc-
tural details at full-resolution. Furthermore, this may be a problem for
markedly local structures, like milia-like cysts, whose segmentations
could cover part of a surrounding structure that is also relevant.

We also believe that the second proposed CAD system is somewhat
inefficient, as the segmentation network and the diagnosis network
are separated entities. The model could be reduced if both tasks were
addressed by the same network, so both segmentation and diagnosis
could be learned through a multi-task approach. This would let the
network to internally model the interactions between structures and
diagnosis.

Another limitation is the role of the proposed DSN in the CAD sys-
tem. It is true that this auxiliar network adds a content-adaptive abil-
ity to the main network, but we believe that dermoscopic structures
have more information to offer. For example, some convolutional lay-
ers could be content-adaptive, thus their filters would be modified
according to the context of dermoscopic structures. The structure-
specific filters may model how typical is the appearance of the struc-
tures, as atypical structure appearances are an important malignancy
sign.

We intend to continue this work studying the way our proposed
DSN is modifying the behavior of the main network. We hypothesize
that the scalers of the DSN follow certain patterns, depending on the
context of the lesion. The scalers may be modulating the weight of
specific visual features of the main network, according to their impor-
tance in modeling the structures present in the lesion. This modula-
tion could also contain information about the potential malignancy
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of the lesion. By processing that information, we aim to improve the
interpretability of the system. Along the same line, other more am-
bitious architectural modifications of CNN-based algorithms can be
explored, in order to offer real help to the dermatologist. Moreover,
some recent “interpretability” techniques [162, 192, 237] may provide
interesting insights about what the network is learning in its hidden
layers. For example, we could study if the channels highlighted by
the DSN (because of the presence of a specific structure) show high
activations with respect to the location of that structure in the lesion
image. Similarly, the analysis of Class Activation Maps [190, 244] may
reveal those structures considered suspicious by the network.

In the long run, the temporal evolution of suspicious lesions is a
major concern in early detection of melanoma, when the boundary
between benign atypical and malignant lesions is still diffuse. This
information has not been exploded in CAD systems at great scale be-
cause currently available databases are often limited to a single im-
age for each lesion. However, it is important to note that experts are
very interested in the temporal evolution of melanocytic lesions. Thus,
there is a potential performance boost in this data. Certainly, the data
acquisition has to be more systematic to include this information. The
patients have to assist to medical consultations at regular time inter-
vals, so there is a regular time gap between consecutive images. This
is probably the main reason why there are no public databases re-
flecting temporal evolution. There are a few works such as [158, 181].
In the first article, the temporal evolution of clinically-inspired fea-
tures was used to obtain a diagnosis suggestion, but the database is
reduced and private. The second work proposed the use of image reg-
istration techniques in order to extract features to assess the evolution
of the lesion. The study was performed using a larger set of images,
but still small with respect to the ISIC challenge dataset. In the case of
learned features, a recurrent CNN may be designed to learn temporal
patterns among the images from the same lesion, not only regarding
visual appearance, but also the evolution of structures over the lesion
and the appearance of new ones.

Finally, new imaging techniques may also arise and offer comple-
mentary information. To this date, dermoscopy is the most extended
technique in early detection of lesions that are suspicious of being
melanoma. This is due to the correlation of dermoscopic structures
and underlying cell arrangements, which are meaningful for histopathol-
ogists. These specialists analyze the biopsied tissue and determine
the ground truth diagnosis of the skin lesion. Dermoscopy is non-
invasive and offers good quality for trained experts [167]. However,
emerging visualization techniques like Optical Coherence Tomogra-
phy allow the observation of transversal cuts of the skin in a non-
invasive manner. At present, the resolution is not enough to appre-
ciate the cells as in histological samples. But in a few years, it may
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become a powerful technique if this resolution gap is reduced, so
an automatic system could analyze this type of images, which are
directly related to the ground truth of the task.





A
N O T I O N S O N D E R M O S C O P Y A N D M E L A N O M A
D I A G N O S I S

In this chapter, we provide the clinical view of the problem of melanoma
diagnosis, as it is the main source of information to design CAD sys-
tems. We start with an introduction to the human skin in Section A.1,
with a special interest on those cells that are involved in skin can-
cer. Then, we follow with a panoramic view of skin cancer types
(Section A.2) and benign skin lesions (Section A.3). After that, Sec-
tion A.5 presents an explanation of the basic working principles of
dermoscopy, which is the most extended visualization tool for skin
lesion visualization and the one that is used in this study. This tech-
nique provides an enhanced view of the lesion, where dermoscopic
structures reveal details about the underlying organization of the tu-
mor. These structures are presented in Section A.6. After that, in Sec-
tion A.7, the steps of the clinical diagnosis process are reviewed to
understand the role of CAD systems in this field. Also, some diagno-
sis algorithms used by dermatologists are explained, because of the
valuable insights they provide for feature extraction.

a.1 human skin

This section covers the details of the skin structure that are relevant to
understand our work. We base our explanation on [148]. For a more
detailed description, the interested reader is referred to this source.

Human skin is the outer covering of the body and its largest organ.
Since it is in contact with the external environment, it is responsible of
the sense of touch, heat regulation, water loss control and protection
from injury or infection. Generally speaking, the structure of the skin
can be divided into two layers: epidermis and dermis.

The epidermis is made up of stratified epithelium, which carries
most of the protection functions against infections, injuries and ultra-
violet radiation. The constituent cells are mainly keratinocytes, which
are generated by cell division in the deepest stratum of the epidermis,
the basal layer. As keratinocytes move to the surface of the skin, they
experiment several cell differentiation processes, changing their mor-
phology and biochemical properties, and so, leaving different strata
on their way out. This trip lasts around 52-75 days and ends at the
stratum corneum, the outer epidermis layer. Due to these differen-
tiation processes, the cells are flattened and lose their nuclei when
they reach the stratum corneum (at this moment they are named cor-
neocytes). Finally, they lose their cohesion to the epidermis in the
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desquamation process. Figure A.1 illustrates this layered structure.
The remaining cell population of the epidermis consists of Langer-
han’s cells, in charge of immunological functions, Merkel cells, associ-
ated with the sense of touch, and melanocytes, which deliver pigment
to keratinocytes. This pigment is called melanin and it is the cause of
the light-brown or tanned color of the skin. For most people, when
the skin is under sun radiation, melanocytes are stimulated, produce
more melanin and distribute it to keratinocytes, so deeper layers of
the skin are protected against the damage of Ultraviolet (UV) radia-
tion. Melanocytes are scattered across the basal layer and synthesize
melanin in cytoplasmic patterns called melanosomes. These packets
contain larger amounts of melanin in dark-skinned individuals.

The dermis is the inner layer of skin and it cushions the body from
stress and strain. It contains collagen, which is the main protein com-
ponent, and elastic fibers in a much smaller proportion. This skin stra-
tum contains two sub-layers: the papillary dermis and the reticular
dermis. The first is the union with the epidermis. The latter contains
blood, lymph vessels, nerve endings, sweat glands and hair follicles.
It provides energy and nutrition and has important functions in ther-
moregulation, healing, the sense of touch and water retention.

Figure A.1: The structure of human skin and epidermis layers [198].

a.2 skin cancer

Skin cancer is defined as an uncontrolled proliferation of abnormal
skin cells. This happens when the permanently damaged DNA of
some skin cells produces mutations that make them multiply at an
abnormally high rate and form a malignant tumor. Several studies
conclude that skin cancer is the most common cancer type in white-
skinned individuals [67, 119]. All cells have a low probability to de-
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velop cancer, but there are some types more prone than others. Specif-
ically, the most frequent forms of skin cancer are developed by ker-
atinocytes from the stratum basale (basal cells) or the stratum corneum
(squamous cells), known as basal cell carcinoma and squamous cell
carcinoma, respectively. Melanoma is instead a skin lesion caused by
abnormal melanocytes. See Figure A.2 to check the visual appearance
of these lesions.

(a) Squamous cell carcinoma. (b) Basal cell carcinoma.

(c) Melanoma.

Figure A.2: Types of skin cancer [144, 155].

Basal cell carcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma are among the
so called Non-Melanoma Skin Cancer (NMSC). The incidence of this
group is around 20 times higher than melanoma [95], but both mor-
tality rate and metastatic potential are lower [217]. Melanoma rep-
resents 4% of all skin cancers, but it is responsible for 75% of the
deaths [145]. Its incidence pattern varies strongly between countries,
mainly due to differences in skin phenotype and sun exposure levels.
In spite of these geographic variations, successive epidemiologic stud-
ies performed in Canada, Europe and the United States show that the
incidence of this skin lesion is growing through the last decades [10].
Several studies [61, 76, 127, 231] consider this a controversial fact,
claiming that this increment is because of intensive follow-up, im-
proved diagnosis skills from specialists, increasing number of biop-
sies or modifications in histopathologic criteria. In contrast, a recent
study [173] finds this crescent tendency as regular in all tumor thick-
nesses. The observation reveals that there is something more behind
than only a higher interest in early diagnosis, because faster detection
can only explain the growth of earlier state lesions. In fact, Whiteman
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et al. [44] show in their work an increasing melanoma incidence of
around 3% a year in 6 studied countries, sampled from different con-
tinents (United States, United Kingdom, Sweden, Norway, Australia,
New Zealand). Their estimations keep this rate until 2022. However,
the increasing rates of incidence are not implying such an increase of
deaths [15], so intensive screening has proven its strength in control-
ling an epidemic growth.

a.3 skin lesions

A skin lesion is a portion of the skin having an unusual growth or
appearance in comparison with the surrounding skin. Most of the
skin lesions are benign, but for non-expert people it is usually difficult
to determine if a lesion is dangerous. Patients are encouraged to go to
medical consultation if they observe changes in color, shape and size.
or when the lesion starts showing itch or pain [174]. As skin lesions
are naturally benign, they are only treated when these symptoms
appear and remain. If there are no symptoms, the expected evolution
of a skin lesion is a slow gradual change or even no change at all.

Melanocytic lesions are localized proliferations of melanocytes in
the form of macules, papules, plaques or nodules. Most of them are
pigmented, but in some cases they may lack of pigment, or show
pink color. The main types are the following [155] (see Figure A.3 for
visual examples):

• Ephelides: an increase in melanin concentration with no associ-
ated augmentation in the number of melanocytes; common in
redhead children with fair skin and due to localized production
of melanin from normal melanocytes because of sun exposure;
they may fade or dissapear in seasons of low sun intensity.

• Lentigines: an increase in the number of melanocytes in the basal
layer of the epidermis; more persistent, present in adults and
caused by sun damage.

• Nevi: nests of melanocytes in the dermoepidermal junction and/or
in the dermis.

Among the lesions discussed above, nevi are particularly important
because melanoma takes their visual appearance at its first stages of
growth. A nevus can be present since the day of birth (congenital ne-
vus) or it can appear later (acquired nevus). Both groups have some
risk of developing melanoma, but this occurs at very low rates (Sec-
tion A.2). There is an extensive classification according to clinical or
histopathologic criteria, with some overlapping between them. The
interested reader is referred to [63, 161].
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(a) Ephelides on the face of a child. (b) Light brown solar lentigo with an
irregular border.

(c) Clinical image of a small com-
pound nevus.

Figure A.3: Common melanocytic lesions [144, 155].

a.4 nevi in clinical practice

The skin can be easily inspected at a glance, and there are many le-
sions that need no specialized instrument. Experts recommend self-
skin examination and asking for an appointment in case of observing
one of these events:

1. A change in the shape, size or color of a preexisting mole.

2. A new lesion.

3. A mole starts to bleed or itch, or it is crusted.

When a lesion having any of the previous features is presented
to the clinician, it will be carefully examined. The patient will also
be asked about previous family episodes of melanoma. If that is the
case, or if the patient has many moles, periodic screening will be
advised. Most skin lesions are actually benign when examined by a
specialist. When there is a strong suspicion of melanoma, the lesion
will be excised for posterior histopathologic analysis.

Histopathology studies the microscopic appearance of biological
tissues. When a lesion is suspicious enough, it is biopsied for sub-
sequent histopathologic analysis, which is considered the definitive
diagnosis of the lesion. However, the application of this kind of defini-
tive analysis to all atypical lesions is not appropriate. Esthetically,
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a scar is developed for every excised lesion. Moreover, medical re-
sources are limited and should not be used indiscriminately. This is
why the analysis of the dermatologist is important: it is a filter, select-
ing suspicious cases to be biopsied. To evaluate the potential malig-
nancy of a lesion, the experts mainly consider the patient’s observa-
tions, the existence of preceding melanoma cases in the family medi-
cal history and visual inspection of the lesions. With this information,
the clinician decides the clinical diagnosis for the patient’s lesions,
which has to be confirmed by posterior histopathological analysis.

Precision in clinical diagnosis is limited by the phisiology of the eye.
The human eye works as an adaptive optical system. The lens is able
to change its shape to focus an object over a wide range of distances.
When the accomodation is maximun, the near point is reached. This
is the minimum distance the lens is able to focus with clarity, and
it increases with age [101]. This limitation can be solved with im-
age enlargement through optical systems like lenses or microscopes
oriented to skin inspection. Still, the optical properties of the epider-
mis are an unavoidable limitation so a more complex technique is re-
quired to improve nevus inspection. This is very convenient, because
avoiding biopsies in benign lesions means saving medical resources.
Non-invasive techniques allow the dermatologists to detect malig-
nancy without practicing any unneeded excision. Different imaging
techniques have been developed after the traditional clinical images.
Dermoscopy is a well extended technique that reveals lesion’s struc-
tures and details that are otherwise hidden through visual inspection.
Its fundaments are explained in the following section. Although not
covered in this document, other techniques are also available [196].

a.5 dermoscopy

Dermoscopy combines a method to remove superficial reflections from
the epidermis and an optical system that enlarges the image inspected
by the clinician. Thus, the underlying structures of the dermoepider-
mal junction and the superficial dermis can be studied. These struc-
tures are hidden to examination with the naked eye (Section A.6), and,
however, provide improved melanoma detection. Kittler et al. show
that the improvement is near 49% after analyzing 27 studies from
1987 to 2002 [109]. However, this accuracy can only be obtained by ex-
perts in dermoscopy. Indeed, melanoma detection for dermatologists
not familiar with this technique is not better than clinical examination
without dermoscopy [46].

a.5.1 Improving the optical properties of the skin

The light rays that fall upon the skin find an interface between the air
and the horny layer of the epidermis. The air has a different refractive
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index (n = 1) than the horny layer (n = 1.4), which means that inci-
dent light beams divided into a reflected part and a transmitted part.
The reflection is not specular, so light beams are reflected in many
directions, limiting the perceived definition of the lesion to inspect.
Additionaly, some surface glare is observed depending on the posi-
tion of the observer. However, the transmitted part of the light ray is
more interesting. As it will be reflected by inner layers of the skin,
the conveyed information about the inner structures is much richer.
Unfortunately, the reflections from the horny layer are more intense
than the reflections from inner layers, so the perception of deeper
structures of the skin is hidden by the first reflections in the air-horny
layer interface [8].

The first approximation to achieve more uniform reflection and re-
fraction angles on the surface of the epidermis is applying a drop of
immersion oil or any other transparent fluid whose refractive index
is similar to the one of the horny layer. Then, the drop is covered by a
crystal plate and a little pressure is applied over the skin surface. The
refractive index of the plate should match approximately the one of
the chosen fluid. At this moment there are three interfaces (air-crystal,
crystal-fluid and fluid-horny layer). If the refractive index of the crys-
tal and the fluid were chosen correctly, both will match the refractive
index of the horny layer and the reflections and refractions between
them will be minimized. In these conditions, the horny layer, the fluid
and the crystal ideally behave as a single optical layer. Thanks to the
crystal, the interface with the air is now specular, because the crystal
has a smooth surface, meaning that any reflection coming from the
horny layer or deeper will be transmitted to the air with the same an-
gle. By doing so, an enriched vision of the lesion is observed, where
there are no surface glares from the horny layer because of irregu-
lar reflections. The reflections from the inner layers of the epidermis,
the dermoepidermal junction and the superficial dermis can be also
appreciated, revealing a set of structures hidden to visual inspection
(Section A.6). Lesion inspection using a crystal plate and immersion
oil but no lens is called diascopy [43].

Another way of avoiding irregular reflections from the horny layer
is the use of two polarized filters to achieve cross-polarization [60].
With this technique, direct contact with the surface of the skin is not
required, so the immersion fluid is not necessary and the inspection
is more comfortable for the clinician. This process needs a source of
light behind a linear polarizer, which generates a linearly polarized
beam. Reflected light has to pass through another linear polarization
filter whose orientation is orthogonal to the one of the source filter.
Reflected light beams can only go through the filter when their polar-
ization is close to the polarization of the filter, meaning it has changed
90 degrees approximately with respect to the original polarization of
the source. This is only possible when the beam was reflected from
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a skin layer deeper than the horny layer. Light coming from surface
glare keeps its original polarization, so it is stopped by the polar-
izer filter. Light reflected from the horny layer does not dig deeply
enough in the skin, so its polarization does not change enough and it
is also stopped by the filter. But light beams reflected at deeper layers
of the skin passed through more interfaces and their polarization is
closer to the one of the filter, allowing the visualization of structures
from the dermoepidermal junction and superficial dermis [60] (see
Figure A.4).

Figure A.4: Working basics of polarized light dermoscopy [60].

a.5.2 The dermoscope

The development of the first compact dermoscopes by Braun-Falco et
al. extended dermoscopy in daily clinical practice [42] as they were
small, cheap and easy to use. The image is monocular and augmented
by a small optical system, providing around 10X magnification. On
one side of the head, the plate is placed in contact with the skin of
the patient. On the opposite side, the eyepiece has an achromatic con-
vergent lens. The light falls upon the skin with an acute 20º angle
and comes from a light source placed inside the head of the device.
A battery introduced in the handle feeds the light source (see Fig-
ure A.5a. The visual inspection of a skin lesion using this device is
performed placing a thin layer of transparent fluid over the lesion,
then the contact plate is put on it and the lesion is observed from the
eyepiece. After exploration, the contact plate of the device has to be
cleaned to avoid the transmission of skin infections. Immersion oil is
not approved for in vivo use over human skin because it may have
teratogenic and carcinogenic effects [39]. Instead, it can be replaced
by other compounds, such as olive oil, ultrasound gel, alcohol or even
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water. The gel is able to easily remain on the lesion due to its viscosity,
reducing the need of moving the patient to observe other lesions. It
is also easy to clean from the skin of the patient and even from cloth,
which makes it very practical.

(a) Classic optical dermoscope. (b) Polarized-light dermoscope.

Figure A.5: Common portable dermoscopes.

Later, handheld dermoscopy devices integrating polarized light and
annular illumination were developed (see Figure A.5b). The use of
a polarization filter removes the need of using an immersion fluid
with the vast majority of the lesions. This enhances the quality of
the obtained images, as the air bubbles left by the immersion fluid
hinder the analysis in some raised lesions. In clinical practice, these
devices can be used with no direct contact with the skin. This is par-
ticularly useful in visualizing the vascular structures of a lesions, as
they collapse when some pressure is applied over them Figure A.6.
It also simplifies the inspection at difficult regions with irregular sur-
face, like skin folds or the pinna. In these locations, the contact plate
of classic dermoscopes does not fit because of its larger diameter. Al-
though there are specific heads for these special surfaces, they need to
be interchanged and this slows down the analysis when the number
of lesions to examine is high. Transmission of skin infections between
different patients is also avoided as no direct contact with de device
is needed [143].

a.6 dermoscopic structures

The accurate knowledge of the different structures that are revealed
from dermoscopy is needed to acquire a diagnosis skill that really
outperforms inspection with the naked eye [46, 179]. Dermoscopic
structures1 are the macroscopic appearance of an equivalent set of
histopathologic criteria [235]. This is useful for a dermatologist, as a
dermoscopic image contains signs of the inner behaviour of the skin

1 Although they are named dermoscopic features in some relevant works [21, 53], we will
use the term structures for the rest of the document, so the word features is reserved
for image descriptors
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(a) Clinical photography. (b) Non-polarized light contact der-
moscopy.

(c) Polarized light contact der-
moscopy.

(d) Polarized light non-contact der-
moscopy.

Figure A.6: Comparison of dermoscopy techniques in visualizing vascular
structures. The polymorphic vessesls are key in the identifica-
tion of this amelanotic melanoma. These vessels are much easier
to identify in (c) and (d), where the technique was polarized
light dermoscopy [32].

lesion. The dermoscopic findings lead to a diagnosis based on the
presence or absence of specific structures, their spatial arrangement or
how they are associated. The following list of dermoscopic structures
contains those that we will consider in our study, which are the most
usual. Structures appearing in lesions located in specific parts of the
body, like the face, palms and soles are not considered in this work.
The skin on these locations has different morphology and requires
different diagnosis criteria. For a detailed description of the whole set
of structures and their histopathological implications, the interested
reader is referred to [143]. The area covered by the structures will be
quantified by the proposed algorithms, so there is also no distinction
between patterns and local features.

a.6.1 Color

Color is a central feature in many diagnosis algorithms [167]. Both the
number of colors present in a lesion and their spatial distribution are
indicative of different underlying processes [150]. Melanocytic lesions
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show eight categorized colors in dermoscopy: blue, gray, light brown,
dark brown, black, red and white.

Figure A.7: The pigmentation shows a different color relying on the depth
of the melanin in the outer layers of the skin, ranging from black
to blue [208].

Pigmentation comes from two substances: hemoglobin and melanin.
The first is related to blood vessels and pink areas present in both be-
nign and malignant lesions. The second leads to different colors, de-
pending on its depth. Melanin is black when found in the horny layer,
brown in the dermoepidermal junction and gray or blue in the dermis
(Figure A.7). Different dermoscopic structures may therefore appear
with different coloring because of being present at a different depth.
For example, pigmented dots (Section A.6.3) are black when melanin
is gathered at the horny layer or blue-gray when this happens at the
dermis.

(a) Symmetric pigmentation. (b) Asymmetric pigmentation on the
vertical axis of a melanoma.

Figure A.8: Symmetry of color pigmentation patterns. A non-symmetric pig-
mentation in any axis increases the potential malignancy of the
lesion [13, 144].
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The recognition of the number of colors on a lesion is also an im-
portant factor during diagnosis. The vast majority of monochromatic
melanocytic lesions are benign. The presence of many colors is then
indicative of an evolved malignant tumor, as a consequence of an un-
controlled growth at many depths. However, the presence of 2, 3 or
even 4 colors is also common in atypical but benign lesions, so poly-
chromy is not itself an evidence of malignancy [143]. The symmetry
of the pigmentation pattern is also informative. A symmetric pigmen-
tation pattern means the lesion is symmetric in color for any axis
going through the center of the lesion. Conversely, a clear asymmetry
in some axis (Figure A.8) is a typical trait of melanoma [150].

a.6.2 Milia-like cysts

They look like small round or oval white or yellowish white dots. It
is far easier to visualize them using non-polarized light dermoscopy
(Section A.5.2). They are not common in pigmented skin lesions and,
when present in melanomas, there are very few (Figure A.9b). Only
1% of non pigmented melanomas contain 4 or more milia-like cysts [150].

(a) Many milia-like cysts in a sebor-
rheic keratosis.

(b) A milia-like cyst in a melanoma.

Figure A.9: Milia-like cysts are not common in melanocytic skin lesions, but
when present in a melanoma they are very few [13, 144].

a.6.3 Dots and globules

Many melanocytic lesions contain aggregated pigment clusters with
circular or oval shape. Depending on their size, they are called dots
or globules. Cobblestone pattern is an exception, showing a densely
grouped distribution of angulated elements that are larger than glob-
ules (Figure A.10b). The color shows the depth where the cluster is
located (Section A.6.1). A uniform distribution of similar sized brown
globules is very common in benign lesions (Figure A.10a). This also
happens with localized black globules that tend towards the center
of the lesion. Peripheral brown globules, distributed in one or more
layers around the border of the lesion, are characteristic of benign
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lesions growing and some atypical nevi (Figure A.10d). When black
globules are localized in one or more groups near the periphery, this
is considered a trait of malignancy (Figure A.10e); likewise, brown
globules with different shapes and sizes and unevenly distributed
through the lesion are considered suspicious as well (Figure A.10c).
Multiple blue-gray dots are a marker of malignancy, usually associ-
ated with regression structures [150] (Section A.6.5).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure A.10: Several spacial arrangements of globules [144]. (a) Brown glob-
ules of uniform size and distribution. (b) Large polygonal glob-
ules of uniform size and distribution, known as cobblestone
pattern. (c) Brown globules showing different sizes and uneven
distribution. (d) Peripheral globules. (e) Localized peripheral
black globules.

a.6.4 Pigmented network

The pigmented network resembles a grid where the lines are black or
dark brown and the holes are brown, lighter than the lines. This struc-
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ture is a frequent distinctive of melanocytic lesions, so its presence is
very common. The thickness differences of grid lines, the size of the
holes and their shape and size regularity are very meaningful to de-
termine the possible malignancy of the lesion. In benign melanocytic
lesions, the network is more subtle, meaning the contrast between the
lines and the holes is not high, the lines are thin and the shape of the
holes is regular (see Figure A.11a). In atypical lesions, the network is
more prominent and the shape of the holes is more irregular. When
there is also more thickness in the lines of the grid, this is a sign of
malignancy [150] (see Figure A.11b).

(a) Common network. Thin lines and
regular holes.

(b) Atypical network

(c) Local typical and atypical net-
works in a melanoma.

Figure A.11: Different types of pigmented network [13, 144]. A On the con-
trary, atypical network (b,c) shows more prominent lines and
irregularly-shaped holes.

a.6.5 Regression

Regression structures indicate that the immune system considers the
lesion at issue as dangerous. They are commonly associated with
melanoma, although they can be also present in atypical nevi. Regard-
ing the observed color, these areas can be classified as white, gray or
mixed [143]:

• White regression has the appearance of well bounded scar-like
tissue, usually lighter than the skin surrounding the lesion. It
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represents the moment when the immune system has finished
with a portion of the tumor (see Figure A.12a).

• Gray regression shows multiple dotted aggregates of melanin
with some surrounding structure (Figure A.12b), so the blue-
gray color is not as compact as in the blue-white veil (see Sec-
tion A.6.8).

• Mixed regression appears when the dotted aggregates of blue-
gray pigmentation are more dense (see Figure A.12c). When the
magnification is not very high, this regression is indistinguish-
able from the blue-white veil.

(a) White regression (b) Gray regression

(c) Mixed regression

Figure A.12: Regression can be visually classified into two types, but they
both can also appear in the same region of the lesion [13, 144].

a.6.6 Homogeneous pigment blotches

When pigmentation gathers into blobs with diffuse border and no
other distinguishable structure inside, this is called homogeneous pat-
tern (Figure A.13a). The shape is irregular and the color is brown,
gray or black. A regular spacial distribution of these blobs with dif-
fuse border is a sign of benignancy (Figure A.13b), while a localized
presence in the lesion with well defined borders is more characteristic
of melanoma (Figure A.13c) and atypical lesions [143].
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(a) Homogeneous pattern. (b) Blotches in a nevus.

(c) Blotch in a melanoma.

Figure A.13: Pigment blotches. Regular spacial distribution with diffuse bor-
der shows benignancy, while localized blotches with well de-
fined borders are a sign of malignancy [13, 144].

a.6.7 Negative pigmented network

Unlike pigmented network (see Section A.6.4), this structure is de-
fined as a grid-like arrangement with dark brown holes and less pig-
mented lines. It is a malignancy indicator (Figure A.14b) but also fre-
quent in some atypical nevi (Figure A.14a), so additional suspicious
structures are needed to consider excision [150].

(a) Negative network in a Spitz nevus. (b) Negative network in a melanoma.

Figure A.14: Negative network is usually associated with melanoma, but it
also appears in some atypical benign lesions (a) [13, 144]
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a.6.8 Blue white veil

This dermoscopic structure appears as a blob of blue-gray with dif-
fuse borders, absence of inner structures and a white veil overlaying
the region. This pigmentation cannot cover the whole surface of the
lesion and it is usually located in a raised region of the tumor. The
structure can be distinguished from blue-gray dots (Section A.6.3)
when little magnification is used, as the pigmentation is uniformly
spread, not fine-grained, and covers more area (see Figure A.15a).
When this texture is present on all the lesion and the blue is more
intense, it corresponds to a blue nevus (see Figure A.15b).

(a) Blue nevus. (b) Blue white veil in a melanoma.

Figure A.15: The blue white veil is always local. When it is present on all
the lesion, blue is usually more intense and this is typical of
the blue nevus [144].

a.6.9 Vascularization

This category groups together a set of blood vessel morphologies that
are very important in non pigmented lesions to detect a hypopig-
mented melanoma. As most of the studied structures are pigmented
texture patterns, there is not much information when the pigmenta-
tion is absent. They are much better appreciated using non-contact
polarized light dermoscopy (Section A.5.2) as applying pressure on
the skin surface obstructs the vessels. The following types are the
most relevant [150]:

• Comma vessels are small C-shaped blood vessels starting in a dot
(see Figure A.16a). They are very specific of benign nevi.

• Hairpin vessels resemple two parallel thin red lines, close to
each other and joined by a curvy end (see Figure A.16b). They
are characteristic of non-pigmented melanomas with 21% pres-
ence [150].

• Dotted vessels appear as well-defined dots (see Figure A.16c).
They are shown in both benign and malignant lesions with sim-
ilar frequency.
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• Linear irregular vessels are longer than any of the previously men-
tioned morphologies and entangled as well (see Figure A.16d).
They appear in melanomas thicker than 0.75mm [13].

(a) Comma vessels. (b) Hairpin vessels in the upper-left
corner of the lesion.

(c) Dotted vessels. (d) Linear irregular vessels in a
melanoma.

Figure A.16: Common morphologies of blood vessels in melanocytic le-
sions [144].

a.6.10 Streaks

Streaks are bulbous or finger-like projections arising from the edge
of the lesion into the surrounding skin. Their thickness is visually
different from the grid lines of peripheral pigmented network (Sec-
tion A.6.4) and their color moves from light-brown to black. Some au-
thors split them into two categories, known as radial streaming and
pseudopods [150], but the main diagnosis significance comes from
studying their spatial distribution around the border of the lesion.
Local or irregular spread around the border is highly related to the
superficial spreading phase of melanoma (see Figure A.17a). But reg-
ular distribution on all the periphery of the lesion is characteristic of
a benign lesion (see Figure A.17b), the Reed/Spitz nevus [143].
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(a) Local streaks in a melanoma. (b) Uniformly spread streaks in a
Spitz nevus.

Figure A.17: Spacial distribution of streaks. Notice the difference between
uniform distribution across the border and sporadic appear-
ance [144].

a.6.11 Hypopigmentation

Apart from white regression, the presence of areas with lack of pig-
mentation may be caused by a simple absence of pigmented cells. It is
more common in benign lesions (Figure A.18a) but a diffuse spatial
arrangement or irregular distribution on some local regions is also
common in atypical nevi and some melanomas (Figure A.18b) [150].

(a) Central hypopigmentation in a ne-
vus.

(b) Diffuse irregular hypopitmenta-
tion in a melanoma.

Figure A.18: Localized hypopigmentation is common in benign lesions,
while diffuse borders or irregular distribution relates to atypi-
cal lesions and melanomas[13, 144].

a.6.12 Unspecific pattern

In some cases, there are lesion regions which do not fit any of the
studied structures. The diagnostic significance of these areas is not
proved, but they are always object of thorough reflection. The lesion
should be excised for posterior histopathologic analysis if this is the
only present ‘structure’ [143]. Figure A.19 shows some examples.
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(a) A Clark nevus showing no identi-
fiable structure.

(b) A featureless melanoma.

Figure A.19: Examples of unspecific structure [13].

a.7 melanoma diagnosis in clinical practice

The lifecycle of a ‘suspicious’ lesion starts when a patient finds an
uncommon sign in one or more moles. Lesions that itch, bleed or do
not heal are usually referred to a primary healthcare doctor. Clini-
cians also recommend to refer lesions showing sudden changes in
texture, color or shape, superficial growth, increase of thickness and
all those that exhibit irregular shape or a diameter greater than 6 mm.
Then, the practitioner examines the lesion to determine its potential
malignancy. The decision usually relies on additional information be-
yond visual appearance and the reported changes, such as the age of
the patient, the body region where the mole has grown or the family
history of dangerous lesions. If the lesion is considered suspicious,
it is referred to a dermatologist to reassess its possible malignancy.
The specialist bases the diagnostic impression on visual inspection,
clinical or dermoscopic, together with all the information about the
patient mentioned before. Any suspicion of malignancy means that
the lesion will be excised and referred to a dermatopathologist, who
will examine several cross sections of the tissue under the microscope.
The pathologist is who performs the true assessment of the lesion, as
the analysis of the tumor cells gives all the information about its true
nature. See Figure A.20 to visualize the complete process of lesion
assessment.

Although pathologic assessment is the true diagnosis of a suspi-
cious lesion, dermoscopy shows many signs of skin cell arrangements
that are later visualized under the microscope. So there is a cor-
relation between dermoscopic structures and histopathologic find-
ings [143]. The incorporation of the full set of dermoscopic structures
in a diagnosis method was first addressed by Pehamberber et al. and
named Pattern Analysis in 1987 [167]. This procedure was then ac-
cepted by many groups all over the world and reviewed in an in-
ternational congress where the dermoscopic criteria and terminology
were standardized [14]. Pattern analysis is considered by experts as the
most accurate in melanoma diagnosis [169]. However, its application
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Figure A.20: The clinical procedure for a melanocytic lesion.Based on [172].

is only effective after enough training, otherwise, the method gives
worse results than clinical examination [38]. That is the reason why
dermatologists have simplified the classic Pattern analysis to develop
several diagnosis algorithms that are easier and more systematic to
use for non-specialists. The evaluation of the interaction among the
different structures is replaced by a reduced checklist of dermoscopic
textures, where each one has a specific weight in determining the
potential malignancy of the lesion. The most common diagnosis algo-
rithms are mentioned in Table A.1.

Among the aforementioned diagnosis methods, the ABCD rule and
the Seven Point Checklist will be explained below as they inspire
many features and strategies that will be analyzed in Chapter 2.

a.7.1 The ABCD rule of dermoscopy

The ABCD rule of dermoscopy [201] stands for Asymmetry, Border,
Color and Dermoscopic structures. Each of the letters represent a sim-
ple and relevant trait of the lesion that has to be evaluated. The algo-
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clinical image dermoscopic image

ABCD rule [96] ABCD rule [201]

ABCDE rule[170] ABCDE rule

Glasgow Seven Point Checklist Seven Point Checklist [12]

- Menzies’ method [216]

- Pattern Analysis [167]

Table A.1: Classification of the most common diagnosis algorithms accord-
ing to the observed image.

rithm is specially suited for beginners in the technique, providing a
weighted sum that leads to the Total Dermoscopy Score (TDS). This
value is thresholded into three categories that determine the diag-
nosis: benign, supicious and melanoma. The weight of each criterion
was decided according to the its independent sensitivity in melanoma
recognition. See Table A.2 to check the criteria and Table A.3 the rela-
tive weighting factors. We present a brief description of each criterion
in the following paragraphs.

dermoscopic criterion score weight

Asymmetry 0 to 2 1.3

Border 0 to 8 0.1

Color 1 to 6 0.5

Dermoscopic structures 1 to 5 0.5

Table A.2: Summarized scoring system of the ABCD rule of der-
moscopy [143].

total dermoscopy score interpretation

lower than 4.75 Benign melanocytic lesion

4.8-5.45 Suspicious lesion;
close follow-up or excision

higher that 5.45 Lesion highly suspicious
for melanoma

Table A.3: Score interpretation of the ABCD rule [13].

asymmetry : To evaluate this criterion, two perpendicular axes
are placed over the lesion in the orientation that produces lower asym-
metry score. The asymmetry is assessed considering color, shape and
structures in both axes. The punctuation lies between 0 and 2, where
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0 refers to a symmetric lesion in both axes, 1 means asymmetric in
one axis and 2 reflects asymmetric in both axes [143]. See Figure A.21
for a visual example of the evaluation of this dermoscopic parameter.

(a) Asymmetric lesion in one axis.

Figure A.21: Asymmetry assessment in the ABCD rule [13]. Note the two
axes are placed to give the lowest asymmetry score.

border : The strength of the transition lesion-skin is observed through
all the boundary of the lesion. This criterion involves choosing if the
border ends abruptly or if it instead changes gradually. The lesion is
split into 8 circular sectors and each one is scored as 0 when the bor-
der is diffuse and 1 when it is sharp. The sum of the values gives the
final punctuation. The reproducibility of this parameter is limited due
to the subjectiveness of the decision in practice [143]. See Figure A.22
to check visually the evaluation of this feature.

(a) Lesion with 3 sharp borders.

Figure A.22: Border assessment in the ABCD rule [13]. The axes split the
lesion into 8 segments. The borders evaluated as sharp are
marked with a black circle.
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color : It involves the detection of any of the 6 acknowledged col-
ors in dermoscopy [14]: white, red, light brown, dark brown, blue-
gray and black. White is only considered when it is lighter than the
surrounding skin, showing that it is correctly related to regression.
The presence of each color adds 1 to the final score. There may be
some shades of color that are in between the specified categories, so
this criterion is subjective.

dermoscopic structures : A wide number of dermoscopic struc-
tures can be observed in melanocytic skin lesions. Some of them are
easy to identify and their presence or absence is evaluated in the
method. This subset includes pigmented network, homogeneous ar-
eas, streaks, dots and globules. For a description of the visual aspect
of these structures, see Section A.6. In particular, the structure dots
considers red dots and pigmented dots jointly.

a.7.2 The Seven Point Checklist

The 7PCL [12] is a diagnosis algorithm that also offers a quantitative
scoring system. It is based on the detection of a simplified set of the
dermoscopic structures defined in the Pattern analysis method [167].
The structures were selected because of their direct connection to
melanoma. Those with a higher correlation with malignancy are called
mayor criteria and receive a score of 2, while those having lower impor-
tance are referred as minor criteria and they have a score of 1. When
a structure is present, its corresponding punctuation is added to the
final score. When this score is equal or higher than 3, the lesion is di-
agnosed as melanoma. See Table A.4 for an schematic summary of the
criteria and their respective scores. The structures and their atypical
variants are analized in detail in Section A.6. A dermoscopic struc-
ture described as irregular means it is unevenly distributed across the
lesion.

major criteria (2 points) minor criteria (1 point)

Atypical pigmented network Irregular streaks

Blue white veil Irregular dots/globules

Atypical vascular structures Irregular blotches

- Regression structures

Table A.4: Summarized criteria of the Seven Point Checklist of dermoscopy
and individual scores [143].
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R E S U M E N E X T E N D I D O

motivación

El melanoma es la forma más peligrosa de cáncer de piel a causa de
su reducida tasa de supervivencia cuando se empieza a tratar en eta-
pas avanzadas. Sin embargo, el pronóstico mejora notablemente si es
detectado de forma precoz. La dermatoscopia es una técnica de visu-
alización muy extendida que revela detalles texturales no apreciables
mediante visión directa. Dichas texturas están correladas con las es-
tructuras celulares subyacentes que, analizadas histopatológicamente,
permiten obtener el diagnóstico definitivo de las lesiones de la piel.
Esta relación tan cercana con el análisis histopatológico permite reve-
lar signos de malignidad del melanoma precozmente y de forma no
invasiva. Por tanto, hay un interés creciente en desarrollar sistemas
automáticos que ayuden a los médicos a detectar esta forma de cáncer
de piel a partir de la imagen dermatoscópica. A pesar de los esfuer-
zos investigadores, este tipo de sistemas aún no han sido incorpora-
dos a la práctica clínica diaria. Una de las razones que explican esta
falta de aceptación consiste en que la mayoría de los sistemas prop-
uestos se limitan a ofrecer un diagnóstico paralelo al del médico. Esto
provoca confusión entre los especialistas, ya que no pueden acceder a
las razones que llevaron al sistema a dar su propuesta de diagnóstico
y por tanto considerar dicha información en la decisión diagnóstica.
Un sistema cuyo diagnóstico venga acompañado de información in-
terpretable que fundamente su sugerencia de diagnóstico gozaría de
una mayor acogida.

Los Sistemas de Ayuda al Diagnóstico (SAD) pueden ser útiles en
varias etapas de la atención médica. Los médicos de atención pri-
maria tienen una formación general, y por tanto no son especialis-
tas en lesiones de la piel. Un SAD puede ayudar a estos médicos
en la identificación de casos sospechosos que deberían ser derivados
a un especialista. Esto permitiría reducir el tiempo medio de detec-
ción del melanoma. En el caso de estudiantes de dermatología, o in-
cluso dermatólogos que están aprendiendo a interpretar imágenes
dermatoscópicas, un sistema automático podría ayudarles en la iden-
tificación de estructuras dermatoscópicas y otros parámetros clínicos.
Para ayudar a expertos, los SAD podrían incluir versiones cuanti-
tativas de criterios clínicos como características, lo que mejoraría la
repetibilidad, y además los valores de las características podrian ser
usados como información complementaria. El sistema también po-
dría añadir una interfaz para el especialista, de manera que las ra-
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zones que fundamentan la sugerencia de diagnóstico pudieran ser
conocidas y juzgadas por la experiencia clínica. Por desgracia, esto
no es fácil en sistemas diseñados para aprender las características,
como las redes convolucionales (CNNs). En estos casos, la incorpo-
ración efectiva de conocimiento médico podría utilizarse para mejorar
el rendimiento del sistema, ya que no está claro que las característi-
cas aprendidas por el mismo contengan toda la información aportada
por los criterios médicos.

objetivos

Los principales objetivos de este trabajo se resumen en los siguientes
puntos:

• Diseñar un SAD para el diagnóstico precoz de melanoma que
además muestre una interfaz interpretable al médico, de man-
era que no solo proporcione una sugerencia de diagnóstico, sino
también las razones que fundamentan dicha sugerencia de di-
agnóstico. El sistema calculará un conjunto de características
basadas en criterios clínicos, utilizando para ello el conocimiento
de las estructuras dermatoscópicas y algoritmos de diagnóstico.

• Estudiar la capacidad de las redes neuronales para resolver la
tarea de segmentación automática de estructuras dermatóscópi-
cas utilizando distintos niveles de supervisión. Esta familia de
algoritmos ya ha mostrado resultados prometedores en muchos
problemas de Visión Artificial, y por ello esperamos un compor-
tamiento similar en esta tarea.

• Diseñar métodos para incorporar las segmentaciones automáti-
cas obtenidas a una red de clasificación, con el objetivo de adap-
tar una red convolucional al problema de detección precoz de
melanoma.

• Evaluar los métodos propuestos, con el fin de analizar sus apli-
caciones potenciales como Sistemas de Ayuda al Diagnóstico.

contribuciones científicas

Para cumplir los objetivos presentados anteriormente proponemos
dos sistemas. El primero es un sistema basado en el cálculo de carac-
terísticas que ofrece una interfaz comprensible para ser utilizada por
dermatólogos en su práctica diaria. El sistema presenta las siguientes
contribuciones:

• Hemos diseñado un conjunto novedoso de características, basadas
tanto en estructuras dermatoscópicas como en criterios diagnós-
ticos de algoritmos dermatoscópicos. La base médica permite a
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estas características ofrecer unas prestaciones competitivas en
detección precoz de melanoma y al mismo tiempo buena in-
terpretabilidad para los dermatólogos. Además, hemos dado
prioridad a obtener medidas cuantitativas de criterios clínicos,
lo cual proporciona información complementaria a los médicos
para tomar su decisión diagnóstica.

• Una herramienta automática que ofrece una salida probabilís-
tica como sugerencia de diagnóstico, acompañada de una me-
dida de incertidumbre asociada a dicha decisión. También in-
corpora la segmentación de la imagen de la lesión en las es-
tructuras dermatoscópicas que la componen, junto con el peso
de cada estructura en la decisión final y las características que
tienen mayor influencia en la sugerencia diagnóstica. Creemos
que esta herramienta puede ser útil tanto para expertos como
para no expertos. Para los primeros, la herramienta proporciona
datos adicionales para ayudarles en su práctica clínica diaria.
Para los segundos, el sistema mantiene guardados los análisis
individuales de casos previos, lo cual se puede utilizar como
una práctica herramienta de entrenamiento. Contiene una de-
scripción exhaustiva de cada caso clínico, incluyendo las es-
tructuras dermatoscópicas segmentadas y las características que
tienen mayor influencia en la sugerencia de diagnóstico.

El segundo sistema propuesto está basado en redes convolucionales,
ya que estos algoritmos han demostrado mejores prestaciones que las
aproximaciones clásicas en muchos problemas de Visión Artificial, in-
cluyendo el diagnóstico de lesiones de la piel. Sin embargo, pensamos
que una red de clasificación de imágenes no es completamente capaz
de inferir la información de estructuras dermatoscópicas, al menos
con el reducido tamaño de las bases de datos disponibles actual-
mente. Ya que creemos en el valor diagnóstico de las estructuras der-
matoscópicas, hemos diseñado un procedimiento para hacerlas partic-
ipar explícitamente en la decisión final, de manera que se aproveche
toda la información que ofrecen. Para ello, utilizamos además una
red de segmentación para obtener los mapas de las estructuras der-
matoscópicas, y una red de diagnóstico para clasificar las lesiones.
Dicha red de diagnóstico recibe la imagen dermatoscópica original
y los mapas de estructuras obtenidos de la red de segmentación, de-
volviendo una sugerencia de diagnóstico. Las contribuciones que pre-
sentamos con este sistema son las siguientes:

• Diseñamos una red de segmentación que es capaz de entrenar
a partir de un conjunto heterogéneo de imágenes fuerte y débil-
mente anotadas, con funciones de coste diferenciadas para cada
tipo de anotación. Esta red se utiliza para analizar hasta qué
punto las etiquetas débiles pueden reemplazar a las etiquetas
fuertes. Demostramos que una combinación de los dos tipos de
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etiquetas está cerca de igualar las prestaciones de una red com-
pletamente entrenada con etiquetas fuertes.

• Diseñamos una red de diagnóstico para aprender de imágenes
de lesiones y sus correspondientes estructuras segmentadas. Una
red principal recibe las imágenes dermatoscópicas y una red
auxiliar utiliza las segmentaciones para aprender escaladores
que son aplicados en puntos específicos de la red principal. De
esta manera se consigue que la red auxiliar aprenda a modificar
las representaciones de capas intermedias de la red principal
para incorporar la información de las estructuras en la sugeren-
cia de diagnóstico.

conclusiones

El primer sistema propuesto está centrado en dos aspectos: primero,
un diseño de características que sigue criterios médicos para obtener
buenos descriptores; segundo, un diseño cuidadoso de los bloques
del sistema para favorecer la interpretabilidad, concretamente una
estructura basada en la fusión tardía de decisiones de subsistemas
expertos. Las características tienen el objetivo de caracterizar diachas
estructuras, las cuales son clave para determinar la malignidad de
una lesión en la práctica clínica. Cada subsistema experto ha sido
diseñado para una de las estructuras dermatoscópicas, tomando su
decisión a partir de aquellas características que modelan dicha es-
tructura. Además, el sistema modela la incertidumbre de su propia
sugerencia de diagnóstico y muestra las razones que le han llevado a
tomar su decisión.

La experimentación para el primer sistema propuesto se centra
en la evaluación de su rendimiento en dos escenarios diferentes: el
primero utiliza lesiones que contienen ejemplos arquetípicos de es-
tructuras dermatoscópicas; el segundo conjunto reúne casos clínicos
que son dudosos para expertos. En el primer caso, nuestro sistema
ofrece unas prestaciones notables con respecto a un sistema genérico
(no basado en estructuras) y otros trabajos relevantes. En el segundo
caso, la salida de nuestro sistema ha sido combinada con la decisión
de un dermatólogo experto, ofreciendo unas prestaciones conjuntas
que mejoran significativamente con respecto a las del médico individ-
ualmente. Este es un signo claro de la utilidad potencial de nuestra
propuesta en la práctica clínica diaria.

El segundo sistema propuesto se basa en el paradigma dominante
de las redes convolucionales. Nuestra contribución principal ha sido
el diseño de un método que incorpora explícitamente el conocimiento
de las estructuras de la lesión para guiar el diagnóstico de la red.
Para ello, hemos entrenado una red de segmentación que obtiene los
mapas de las estructuras y una red de diagnóstico para claisificar las
lesiones.
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La red de segmentación es capaz de aprender tanto de etiquetas
fuertes como débiles, utilizando una función de coste híbrida. Hemos
experimentado con diferentes proporciones de estos dos tipos de eti-
quetas, con la intención de encontrar una proporción entre etiquetas
fuertes y débiles que ofrezca prestaciones similares a las obtenidas en-
trenando únicamente con etiquetas fuertes. Los resultados muestran
que, una vez se alcanza un número suficiente de ejemplos fuertemente
anotados, el resto del esfuerzo se puede dedicar a la obtención de
etiquetas débiles. Además, los resultados muestran que la cantidad de
etiquetas fuertes que se necesitan para caracterizar una estructura de
forma suficiente dependen de la complejidad visual de dicha estruc-
tura. Las etiquetas débiles son sencillas de obtener para un dermatól-
ogo, mientras que las etiquetas fuertes son mucho más costosas. Esto
implica que el coste de elaborar una base de datos para segmentación
de estructuras dermatoscópicas se puede reducir. A partir de un cor-
recto equilibrio entre anotaciones fuertes y débiles, las prestaciones no
se verían afectadas significativamente.

La red de diagnóstico está formada por una red principal y una red
auxiliar, la cual recibe las segmentaciones de las estructuras y con-
struye representaciones de características para incorporar esta infor-
mación en diversas localizaciones de la red principal. Nuestro método
mejora globalmente a dos métodos basados en ensembles en los primeros
puestos del ISIC (una importante competición internacional de diag-
nóstico automático de melanomas a partir de imagen dermatoscópica),
demostrando que el conocimiento médico no está completamente
modelado en las características aprendidas por redes de clasificación
de propósito general, incluso en arquitecturas muy profundas. Lo
que es más, mejora los resultados de otros métodos del estado del
arte en especificidad al 95% de sensibilidad, una medida que refleja
el caso de aplicación más probable de un SAD. Es decir, el sistema
muestra una mejora significativa en filtrar casos verdaderamente be-
nignos mientras conserva una alta especificidad, de manera que solo
las lesiones sospechosas necesitan ser analizadas por dermatólogos
expertos.

futuras líneas de investigación

Los algoritmos basados en CNNs están muy extendidos entre los
SAD que trabajan con imágenes dermatoscópicas. Hasta este mo-
mento, ofrecen un rendimiento que es difícil de igualar por los sis-
temas que trabajan con características diseñadas específicamente para
la tarea. Sin embargo, la aplicación directa de una red de clasificación
debidamente ajustada al problema no cumple los requisitos de un
verdadero SAD. Es poco probable que los médicos confíen en la sug-
erencia de una caja negra, ya que un especialista necesitaría razones
para considerar una sugerencia diagnóstica discordante con su propia
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opinión. Si bien es cierto que entregar una sugerencia diagnóstica a la
salida es suficiente para calcular el rendimiento del sistema ante ca-
sos desconocidos, esta función por sí misma no facilita la tarea clínica.
Estos criterios ya se incorporan en algunos trabajos con buenos resul-
tados.

Nuestra red de segmentación de estructuras aún tiene capacidad
limitada para orientar por completo a médicos no expertos en la iden-
tificación de estructuras dermatoscópicas. En primer lugar, la red está
entrenada para detectar un subconjunto de estructuras, debido a que
no se disponía de suficientes anotaciones de todas las estructuras.
Algunas de las estructuras no modeladas son altamente específicas
de melanoma, como el velo azul-blanquecino o la regresión. Aunque
contienen un número limitado de imágenes, las anotaciones de dé-
biles de los atlas de dermatoscopia podrían utilizarse para completar
el conjunto de estructuras considerado. En segundo lugar, la resolu-
ción de nuestras segmentaciones es suficiente para nuestra red de
diagnóstico, pero es limitada para mostrar detalles estructurales a
plena resolución. Además, esto es un problema para estructuras mar-
cadamente locales, como los quistes de milium, cuyas segmentaciones
pueden cubrir partes de una estructura adyacente que podría ser rel-
evante.

También creemos que el segundo sistema propuesto podría ser más
eficiente, ya que la red de segmentación y la de diagnóstico son enti-
dades separadas. El modelo se podría reducir si ambas tareas fueran
resueltas por la misma red, de manera que tanto la segmentación
como el diagnóstico pudieran aprenderse a la vez. Esto permitiría
a la red modelar internamente las interacciones entre diagnóstico y
estructuras dermatoscópicas.

Otra limitación es el alcance de la influencia de nuestra red de
diagnóstico auxiliar. Es cierto que añade a la red de diagnóstico la
capacidad de adaptar algunos de sus parámetros a la imagen de en-
trada, pero creemos que las estructuras dermatoscópicas tienen más
información que ofrecer. Por ejemplo, algunas capas convolucionales
podrían ser adaptativas al contenido, para que sus filtros pudieran
ser modificados según el contexto de estructuras dermatoscópicas.
Dichos filtros podrían modelar la atipia visual de la estructura, que
es un importante signo de malignidad.

Nuestra intención es continuar este trabajo estudiando la manera
en que nuestra red auxiliar modifica el comportamiento de la red
principal. Nuestra hipótesis es que los escaladores de la red auxiliar
siguen ciertos patrones, dependiendo del contexto de la lesión. Los
escaladores podrían estar modulando los pesos de características vi-
suales específicas de la red principal, según la importancia que estas
tienen en modelar las estructuras presentes en la lesión. Esta modu-
lación también podría contener información sobre la malignidad po-
tencial de la lesión. A través del procesado de esta información, quer-
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emos mejorar la interpretabilidad del sistema. Siguiento esta misma
línea, se podrían explorar otras modificaciones más ambiciosas en
la arquitectura de algoritmos basados en CNNs, con el objetivo de
ofrecer ayuda real a los dermatólogos. Lo que es más, algunas técni-
cas recientes de “interpretabilidad” podrían proporcionar intuiciones
interesantes sobre lo que la red está aprendiendo en sus capas ocul-
tas. Por ejemplo, podríamos estudiar si los canales realzados por la
red auxiliar (por la presencia de una estructura dermatoscópica es-
pecífica) muestran valores de activación altos con respecto a la local-
ización de esa estructura en la imagen de la lesión. De forma similar,
el análisis de mapas de activación de clase podrían revelar aquellas es-
tructuras que la red considera como sugestivas de melanoma.

A más largo plazo, la evolución temporal de lesiones sospechosas
es un parámetro importante en la detección precoz del melanoma,
en un momento en el que la frontera entre lesiones benignas atípicas
y malignas es todavía difusa. Esta información aún no ha sido ex-
plotada a gran escala en los SAD porque las bases de datos públicas
disponibles contienen únicamente una imagen para cada lesión. Sin
embargo, es importante señalar que los expertos están muy intere-
sados en la evolución temporal de las lesiones melanocíticas. Por lo
tanto, el uso de esta información en sistemas automáticos podría traer
un incremento en la eficacia de estos sistemas. Es cierto que la adquisi-
ción de los datos tendría que hacerse más sistemática para incluir esta
información. Los pacientes tendrían que asistir a consulta médica en
intervalos regulares de tiempo, para que el intervalo entre imágenes
consecutivas sea suficientemente regular. Esta es probablemente la
razón principal por la que aún no hay based de datos públicas que
reflejen la evolución temporal de las lesiones. Existen unos pocos tra-
bajos que analizan la influencia de la evolución temporal a través de
características inspiradas en criterios clínicos, pero las bases de datos
son privadas y muy reducidas. En el caso de algoritmos capaces de
aprender características, podría diseñarse una CNN recurrente para
aprender patrones temporales entre imágenes de la misma lesión, no
solo teniendo en cuenta el aspecto visual, sino también la evolución
en la expansión de las estructuras y la aparición de otras nuevas.

Finalmente, podrían aparecer nuevas técnicas de visualización que
aporten información complementaria. Hasta este momento, la der-
matoscopia es la técnica más extendida para la detección precoz de
lesiones sospechosas de ser melanoma, lo que se debe a la correlación
que existe entre las estructuras dermatoscópicas y las estructuras his-
tológicas subyacentes, muy relevantes en histopatología. En esta dis-
ciplina se analiza el tejido biopsiado de la lesión y se determina el
diagnóstico definitivo de la misma. La dermatoscopia es una técnica
no invasiva que ofrece información adicional a los expertos. Esta in-
formación podría ser expandida por técnicas de visualización emer-
gentes como la tomografía de coherencia óptica (OCT), que permite
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observar cortes transversales de la piel de forma no invasiva. Actual-
mente, la resolución no es suficiente para apreciar las células igual
que en una muestra histológica. Pero en algunos años, podría llegar
a convertirse en una técnica importante si consigue aproximarse a
la resolución del análisis histopatológico, de manera que un sistema
automático podría analizar directamente este tipo de imágenes, que
están directamente relacionadas con la información que se usa para
dar el diagnóstico definitivo.
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